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Washington, April
of the army's great aircraft production program h:s boon placed in the
hands of n civilian. .Inhn I). I'.yan,
copper magnate, r:i il road man and
financier.
Si 'ci ob' fy I'aU' i' announced
til s'ep
tonight, disclosing at the same time :i
reorganization of th;? i.vnal corps under which the aviation nation virtually is divorce,! from the corps
proper, heretofore
supreme on all
quest ns.
With actual production turn, ,1 nv.-Continued on I'agu Two. I
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Washington, April 24. Support for
the Overman bill empowering
tho
government
president to reorganize
departments, came from both sides of
tho chamber today as the long drawn
out debate noared he final stage ami
proceeded under an agreement limiting speech making.
Senator Chamberlain
of Oregon,
chairman of the military committee
for whoso war cabinet and munitions
bills the pending measure virtually is
a substitute, together with Senators
Borah of Idaho, and Nelson of Minnesota, spoke for the bill.
Senator Chamberlain, however, limited his support by seating he would
vote for an amendment to exempt the
Interstate Commerce commission and
federal reserve board from executive
action.
For tlie administration Senator
Williams of Mississippi, Wolcott of
Delaware and others made spirited
speeches in behalf of the hill.
Comes Ut 'uU Tomorrow.
Tomorrow voting on amendments
will begin with the fight centered on
that exempting the Interstate Commerce commission.
Senator Overman
tonight expressed tho hope of reaching a final vote by Saturday.
Senators
Chamberlain, Williams,
Borah and Nelson all scouted tho suggestion that the powers proposed in
tho bill might be abused. Other leg
Nelson
said, has
islation, Senator
conferred more "despotic authority,"
the
declared
while Senator Borah
would be helpful
pending measure
a
without
permanent
permitting
change in the government organiwi
tion.
I
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drive has been, made at
blow
the same time that another
and
has been struck at the British
French lines northwest of varpres.
lous
Savage fighting is reported at Hailloul
points along the line from
to Merville, und Berlin claims that
of Bailleul
heights to the northeast
Coincident with
have been stormed.
these attacks, there have been assaults on the British forces near
Bethune, along the Lawe river, but
these have been repulsed.
Channel Partially Moduli.
Some of the uncertainty as to the
success of the British exploit in atup the harbors of
tempting to seal Ostend
has been
Zeebrugge and
irried
cleared up by observations
out by aviators. Grave damage was
at
mole
Zoebrugge, while
done to the
the hulks of sunken steamers are
said at least partially to block the
"channel leading out to sea from the
port of Ostend.
on the front in' France, with' the
f the
Homme salient,
exception
there has been little . fighting of an
ii
unusual nature,
Germany
The situation between
It has
and Holland still is obscure.
b'jen reported that a virtual ultimatum was delivered to the Netherlands
hut this is
government by Berlin,
(V MORNINfl JOURNAL BPICIAL LIAIED WIRE
not as yet known to bo a fact. DisEl Paso. Tex., April 24. An ingen
patches from The Hague - insist that
Holland will not depart- from her lous scheme for smuggling contraband sugar to Mexico through the
attitude of neutrality.
z
El
Would Nave AiiifrU-aiu'port was dicovered
considwhich"
late today by Cnited States customs
has
Congress
Lozano, a
ering a declaration f a stale of war officers when Clement
with Bulgaria and Turkey, probably Mexican milk wagon driver, was ar' will not
face
rested at the international bridge.
take any action in the
of three ten gallon
Examination
of opposition on the part of Presimilk cans revealed a false bottom
dent Wilson.
It is Baid that the safety of Ameri- and sides in the milk cans. The milk
cans in both countries has caused container formed
a core around
the president to Indicate that hostil- which was packed fifty pounds of
ities should not I declared at the sugar. When the Inspector filted the
lid to the can it was apparently fillpresent time.
ed with milk.
Rev. Kmprtfon Is Ponil.
Customs officials
estimated tho
San Angelo, Tex., April 24. The Mexican haJ smuggled more than
Jtev. A. J. Kmerson of Denver, for two tons of contraband
sugar to
many years president of the Howard Mexico in this way. He is believed
to
of
be
of
at.
Tex.,
by
Brownwood,
college
employed
firganizallon
.Payne
died, here last night, aged 83'.
smugglers In Juarea,
AnThTsS'new

air bifoi" Seen tare of the
William dil bs McA'Joo was
'I lo begin
speaking at tho
ting at the armory last night,
was filled, with 'he ey, 'option
sect!,,,, r's'ivfil for the
workers who had worked
,,at, 'thing like two weeks to make
the c'iuiaign in Albuquerque
and
P., rnalillo county a success.
By 7:"0
room
at
a
whs
standing
premium and
mull'.' stood outs-id"unable lo crowd
illlo the building.
The evening's program opened with
e
a
concert by the Albuquerque band under the leadership of
Prof. Fred K. Kllis.
Mr. and Mrs
Peojiil tly Kl r
McAdoo entered the hall, the huge
crowd rising to cheer and bid them
welcome. Secretary McAdoo acknowl
edge,! lip. greeting and the entne
bras-.ar:
Cro-lied
Rod
wore
who
the
sou.
llu'ir
they
Germans
soloil
Mr.
Mrs.
the
into
and
"After having penetrated
a udience remained standing while the
l.iiigcnlielil's house,
his hands behind his bai l, anil led him to the street to be shot. They came hack to fvU the father, of 70 yea is. who was led to I'rele and then 'band played a patriotic selection.
of the
M. V.. lliekey, chairman
shot. While- Mrs. I,iiionlield escaped, she av her son lying on the ii'oinid. lie was lill alho. The Germans spriiiblcd him with petroleum and
t
of German at I'licll ies al GorborWIIier.
iiiolhcr."
I'roni the official French ace
sol fire to the body bct'oie the terrified
meeting, displayed the Third Liberty
Loan honor flag and for some min-- j
August 21. I!H I.
iib s the crowd cheered uproariously.
v.
Tin
Fel'.li
m the paintings
M r.
The above is the second of five pictures furnished exclusively to the Morning
ickey said
niched
by
reports, the occur,
(.oing Over a Million.
painted especially for the French government from incidents authenticated by French t il'liciil
the
7 7
loaned
the
Fifth avenue. Now
"Albuquerque's quota was IT'i.fCiJ.
President I'oincare and General .1 of fro. The paintings, with others, are on exhibition
At 0 o'clock tonight we had ?!". mm.
committee for the Belief of Disabled French Soldiers by Colonel Cornelius Vanilerliil!
'This is the only honor flag Secretary
McAdoo has yet given any town, city
or county. We are going over a mil--r-.lion." Chef is greeted this statement.
D EGLAR ATI ON OF
i
"The speaker of the evening has
4
given his three boys to the navy," conFor five minutes
tinued Mr. Mickey.
the crowd cheered tho man who is doing such a large work for his country.
WAR ON
"Words fail me to express my gratiTAKE OVER
tude for your warm welcome," paid
the outset of his
Mr. McAdoo at
speech, after being introduced by Mr.
Hicl-ev"1 do not take it personally,
it is that splendid Amerihowever.
can patriotism that bodes no good for
the Coi'man kaiser. We did not enter
this war b, cause we wanted to fight.
d
Hut we have the fighting spirit. Thei.
ijiv ii
Cermiin kaiser and bis military autoSaid to Fear
!Pr::side
If Product Is Not Offered Vocrats nrovokoil us to this w.'ir. We
WMU
welcome this war since the challenge
It
Now
Because
Pressing
luntarily, It is Said it Will Be
has been thrown on us.
S
Justice, Then Peace.
i
CounThose
ConBe
Anwicnns
c
to
Profits
Seized;
"There can be, no peace until jus-tiADS
This world
established.
been
has
Lives
Their
Lose
trios
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sidered Later,
is ik, t big enough to hold Herman
It is not
ideal.--: and American ideals.
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24.
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II el nth think we are
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anything
lie
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President Wilson today '
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bin, self in jai behind the lines to stop us
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eie e u ith Senator King ot
ssmg that he- ,i desperate war before
W'a.'htimlon. Apiil 24. The
a
Sicin- Cod of America we will Win li.
holders do not agree to sell it at the taut
introduced
lecontly
Augusta
the
through
general
both
for war with
i:i answer to a
"I want to be fair t" the kaiser,
price the wool will be commandeercommittee o public information to-- i
to iv say that two If the Am, ricaes go alter him hi' w ill
ho list of graduates
ed.
M"
day nnnoiloc
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in
a red wlnle
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li si, III lion at this time,
hone
ndidales name
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hoi
from .New York!
read the official meiiiorai
service for which h'
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declined to discuss th"? bach vi,,
and
address
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King
a
life
wool for uniforms and will distribute qualified as ''
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second
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made for numbers of the senate
Denver, c ,1,
on government work, will be require'!
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poll lh" president.
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Would Protect Americans.
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Charles P., Hayde
at
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of diplomacy and in ttill.
Considerations
(o) The ships are marked Che
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government fixed prices.
til tltcm dis appeareil two he was kind enough to let us
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bat if it were possible
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forma
sider the government's ifccision to
as well as Bulgaria would be
to Bach vessel to fly at the top of
take over all the wool of the 111 s
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take advantage of an oppor-- l
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of
the
basis
dealers
TAKE
held
by
fiuu. i Me didn't know America would
clip
to break away from the contrail
not begin a iTTeckerod career).
prices, thut prevailed .Inly 3d, lit 17,
povors.
ut the Atlantic seaboard.
Was the president rc- if) At the stern of the vessel the
In the call for tho meeting, issued
aiionai flag of America may be
a his opposi! ion to deelara
deal-!
was
stated
to
that
he
wa r that be was said
today, it
(Our answer will be to
END
ers were expected to handle the wool
DEATH
lace the American flag In Berlin
give Ins reasons by personal
from the growers en this busis, and
heeled so that the speaker was
,1.1110,. eith "i- before tho senate
that unless the product was offered
tercel to wuit).
uiiv" sessii.c or' the foreign re-would
Care should be taken to make these
eomniittee.
voluntarily the government
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marks easily visible at night and the
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as to urrive at that, port on Sunday
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against Mis ;, iierine S' blind was a
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uii'ler-i'.,
wa
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re
s
on
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him.
all
and leave on Wednesday.
ca pita oflciis, Judge W. P., Smiih.it,.,.
it, i r ,.ti iigreementi
the senators wore lnlormen
district judge, to
Aft
SUFFERS A RELAPSE I'u'Aed Stat
today,
lb) If the American government
last night I, inelai', s of lie 'entral guarantees that no contraband, acdilation it was said that nut
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postponed the trial until Sat;
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Labor ciiiH'
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cording to the contraband rules of
morning In or l, r that Miss schmid-sheSt. Paul, Minn., April
r would 1,0 pressed.
for .Hi','., b, tw a tli" Texas ICIeetrir Germans, is to be carried on theso
with a eoii. of!
ho fititi
matt,
might
John Ireland, who returned to the in, Ii, tin. at a list of
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Company am :ts
jurors audi
St. Paul recently rfom Florida, where
Kal.-MMav Talk.
,T. H. Wagner
general s', i ikt was ealled.
witnest es.
(an'l Knforee Order.
from
a breakdown, has
he recuperated
Federal Conciliator .1. S. Meyers
"As long as there is a drop of
She is charged with a violation of
Santa I'c. April 24. The Tulaiosa
suffered a relapso, it was announced the, federal espionage act. The in- High school has asked Superintendent left immediately for !alk,s where he American blood left,
shouted the
at his residence today. Slight im- dictment alleges she attempted to ob- of Public Instruction J. if. Wagner was expected to confer with .1. F. speaker, the kaiser can't enforce that
provement was noted this afternoon, tain military information from Amer- to deliver the commencement, address Strickland, president of the railway order with all of the armies and all
of the navies of his empire,'' And
company.
ican soldiers,
physicians said.
on May 16,
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After three weeks preparation in
Hie Somni", dnriiis which time they
litiinclipcl sin offetiKivr in Flanders, the
noniKins hnve resumed their
at the front door of Amiens.
Kor d.i.vii there hits hcen heavy artillery firing nlont? the northern sectors
of Hie Kommo salient, and finally the
(ierinan infantry besan their attempts
to advance on the line passing
Hanyard, Haillcs
and CuKtcl.
The first attacliH were repnlsed but
subsequent uttarks centered aliouta
have caused
r.ritish withdrawal from thla village,
ac'coidlns to a report from I'Meld MarThis marks a Gorman
shal Mais.
sain of ahotit a mile.
Ih Silent.
t.ciiiian
is about eleven
miles directly east of Amiens and is
on the northern end of the latest
It Is situated between
fiKhtiiiK front.
the Komme and Luce rivers and, while
it is flanked on the south by
Riound, It is backed by rollins
hills to the west and northwest.
The fightins on the rest of the front
resumed
where the Germans have
of
their drive toward the allied basenot.
has
supplies in northern France
notin
any
ro far as known, resulted
able retirements on the part of the
allies.
official report issued
, The German
on Wednesday was silent as to events
in this sector of the front.
An attack on this particular part
of the hue in the Homme repion had
heen expected and it is prohahic that
been
preparations to meet it had
made. The British lines held firm in
the
this region during the last day. ofwere
initial drive, whilo the Germans
south
able to forte ahead further
until thev reached the village of railabout three miles from the
road running to Paris and Amiens.
Ground Is Won Back. e
Recently a French
at Castel won back considerable
Rround and it was evident that beunless
adthe line further north could
vanced materially the Germans had
little chance to make important gains
of
in their operations to the south
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"King of Moonshiners"

TheOnliQeanable
gcemgerator
up
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Leonard
Cleanable
min-

utes. It's the only truly

cleanable refrigerator.
You wouldn't, of course, eat

Georgia's "king (if moonshiners," so
characterized by V". Paul Carpenter,
assistant United States district attorney for the northern district of Georgia, has stepped from tho role of r
leading merchant, grand jury foreman and farmer of Woodstock, Cher-

anything but clean food. Yet food
cannot be clean that has been in
an unsanitary refrigerator. A bad
odor in your refrigerator is always a danger signal.
A Leonard Cleanable is made
e
with a
porcelain lining,
smooth, pure white, everlasting,
just like a piece of china, except
that it is unbreakable. This por-

okee county, (lu., to become
Uncle Hum's guests at the

one-piec-

penitentiary here.

;

abont the Leonard Cleanable. We want
to tell you its many good qualities. Call
and get an interesting booklet, The
Care of Refriwarators. It contains
many good points you ought to know.

Raabe
115-11-

M

auger

Xorth First

7

.

j

celain you cannot possibly

&

one of

.1. II. Ilaiiiln Is his name, and, Until
a lew weeks ago, he was known nsi
one of thf. foremost residents of his!
'
community.
According to bis own estimates,
Hal din, through his mercantile, fartu- ing ami other interests, bint year didj
a business exceeding
Hoi
$40,000.
served as foreman of the grand jury.
was
He
generally hold as a first
citizen.
Then federal officers haled him Into ccurt, where testimony showed
40.00D pounds of sugar and 40,000
pounds of ntfftl worn delivered to
him during the last quarter of 1917.
The assistant
district attorney
haled liiin as "the king of all moonin
shiners
north Georgia." He was
sentenced to serve eighteen months in
the federal prison and pay a fine of

scratch, not evci with a steel
knife blade. It has no cracks or
crevices in which grease or germs
may collect It is as clean as a
china dish and as easily kept
clean. Notice how the porcelain
lining of the door is made in
one piece.
for your family's sake, learn

"I have three sons in the army," McAdoo added. "I
will have nothing to do with politics at the present time.
The work of the government should come first."
McAdoo's declaration yesterday was the second of the
kind he has made recently. At a meeting several days ago
the chairman introduced him as "possibly the next president of the United States." McAdoo was incensed over this
introduction and repudiated the statement. He declared
he hoped such a statement would not again be made during his tour.
Mr. McAdoo said that next fair he hopes to come to
this section, when he would be the guest of A. B.
He will go into the White Mountains of Arizona,
where he will spend some time resting and recuperating,
from the strain under which he had labored during the
present Liberty Loan drive.
, When questioned
concerning the Liberty Loan conditions at the various towns where he had visited, Mr. McAdoo said the spirit and enthusiasm was splendid.
"Yet," he added, "we must not let that hinder us in
the drive. We must keep up the goodwork."
y.

federal

AZTEC FUEL CO.
Gallup Lump
Gallup Egg
Cedar and

Factory Wood
Phone No. 251
C. H. CARNES,

conference on matters pertaining to
the loan until shortly before S o'clock
when he went to the Elks club, where
a reception to Mrs. McAdoo was In
regress.
attended
Heveral hundred women
the reception given for Mrs. McAdoo.
There was also a scattering of men in
the crowd. Those who stood in the
receiving line were: Mrs. J. T. Mclaughlin, Mrs. McAdoo, Mrs. W. E.
Lindsey, Mrs. Charles F. Wado and
Mrs. Huey of Santa Fe.
As soon as the guests were greeted
by those in the receiving line they
were escorted to cozy corners in the
lobby and later were invited into an
was
adjoining room where lunch
served.
Mr. and Mrs. McAdoo and tho reception committee were served at 5
o'clock and then escorted to automobiles and driven to tho Alvarado.
The McAdoo party will leave here
this morning on train No. 10, Mr.
McAdoo will deliver a brief speech
the rear platform of his privatefrom
...... ti.io
nt T.ns Veens, tirocecding thenci to Wichita, Kans., his
next scheduled stop.
I
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nntnmptrist.
"Ejeglaascs Tuat Satisfy"
The Must Modern and Completely Equipped Optical Parlor in the
Entire Southwest
Fourth Street, Third Door North

ADOO'S' SECRETARY
SHORTHAND
EXCEEDS
RECORD AT A. B. C.

of Postoffice.
Phone 1067 for Appointments.

M. Shaffer, assistant sec
of
t;io Director General
wnn
!.
McAdoo,
Wm.
1
world's record for cx- minute in Bhorthand.
ii' unciown and mo worms
al shorthand speed records yesterday al the Albuquerque Husiness Collego, where he wrote fgrom l"f to
1!
words per minuto on editorial
matter, and 2N8 words tor one min
ute on difficult court work.
Mr. o. H. I.indow, who is nn assis
tant to Mr. McAdoo and who short-banparti d
cipated in the demonstration of
the
of
skill before the students
exceeded
former
A. H.
also
world's records by writing 150' to 200
words per minute.
Mr. Shaffer and Mr. I.indow were
the
the guests of Mr. Henderson,
manager of the school, who, as one
of the organizers of the Clrgg Short
hand society of Washington. I). IT., ot
which Mr. Swem, the President's
is president
private stenographer
of
recognized the inherent ability
anil
these young men
encouraged
them in their early efforts to aciiiire
such skill as has since made them
as shorthand
nntionallv
famous
writers.
The demonstration was most interesting to the students of thi
school, who are being taught this
system of shorthand, and who thus
had visualized to them what they can
do bv cental persistence. Tho respon
sible positions whlcli
these
young
men have obtained through their
an
of
also
is
shorthand
In
mastery
spiration to all who may enter the
Albuquerque Husiness
College that
they may do equally us well.

(

v

Till:

(JOVERXOH OK THE STATE OF NEW MEXICO.
A I'KOCLiVJIAlTOX.
The president of the Ignited States of American has designated Friday,
April 2tith instant, Libcray Day and has made the afternoon of that day a
holiday for all federul employes throughout the country for the purpose of
lending to the success of the Third Liberty Loan.
While the laws of the state of New Mexico appear not to authorize the
calling of a holiday for such purpose, the Importance of a full subscription
of the loan by the people at the earliest possible moment Is vitally and Immediately important. Certain of our citizens, free.aftd equal with us, all,
have been drafted Into the definite soldier service of the nation and are now
upon the firing line, ready, with a grim and; courageous smile, meeting the
enemy in mortal combat, to save us hnrmless In our comfortable home and
preserve us the blessings of a free and independent government.
Tho law that calls those of our citizens, thus to expose their very lives
to the chance of battle in this war for civilization, is morally and jifstly
equally mandatory upon us who remain at home.
Now therefore, I. W. 12. Lindsey, governor of the state of New Mexico, do
designate Friday, April 2(1, 11)18,
r ,
Liberty I'ay .. i
throughout the state of New Mexico.
This Third Liberty Loan must be fully subscribed, and'shouldi be largely
j
by and on May i next.
rercnit me, therefore, to urged upon the people of tho state of New
Mexico an instant and effective response to tho calt.of the president for a
half holiday next Friday so that our people may.J.iinhlndered, devote this
timo to patriotic demonstration and closing up this, loan to the government.
I urge.that on the afternoon of Friday, April 26 instant, all general business
cease, and that that brief time be given wholly and unreservedly to thej
on the battlo line, their
special business of supplying our soldier-citizemost essential weapon good American dollars.
This nation cannot dare
not now stop short of an overwhelming victory over the Hun.
In witness whereof I
set my hand and caused the great
seal of the state of New Mexico to be affixed. Done at the city of Santa
Fe this the 2:ird day of April, A. D. 1918.
r W. E. LINDSEY.
Attested: Antonio Lucero, Secretary of State.
11V
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At Rate Country is Subscribing" It Is Estimated That
.

Loan .Will Be More Than
Taken, Declare Officials,
,

r

MOKNINO

JO JRNAt. SPCttAL LIASEO

,

,

PREPARED "FOR

1RB

24. Another
Washington.
April
plea for local campaign committees
not to stop working alter communities reach their Liberty
Loan subscription quotas, went forth today
from Secretary McAdoo, prompted by
recurring reports that, workers "in
some towns arc satisfied with loo per
cent records.
"if We stop fighting when we
have reached the minimum of the
Liberty Loan," said the secretary,
"we aro not comp&rnbly sustaining our sons in France who are
fighting not for the minimum,
by t for the maximum of America's rights and world liberty."
At tl- i- rate the country is subscribing this week the loan will be
slightly oversubscribed, but treasury
officials are hoping for a total of at
The aggregate
least $3,0011,000,000.
of reports tip to the opening of business today is $l,t0,47S.150, which is
$132, 000,000 more than the total announced last night.
Daily Average, Subscript ions.
The average
daily
subscriptions
necessary until the end of the camAo
make the
paign are $120,000,000
to
three billion, and $;!20,00n,00i)
make the five billion.

Cause

Made a Holiday for
Bond Selling
.
,

BONDS

May
Day" Gravel
War Between Huns

Tomorrow Will Be "Liberty

$350.

BUYING

w

said.

the

can be cleaned in five

Flaying Politics
son-in-la-

Voocan'tAaoeceaii

DO WOT STOP

have no part in the present tour of W. G.
POLITICS secretary of the treasury,
of a
democratic president, and himself a democrat. This
was demonstrated here yesterday when prominent democrats asked Mr. McAdoo to deliver an address to democrats here after the mass meeting.
It was urged that a number of prominent democrats
of the state had gathered to see and hear him, and that a
democratic meeting was desired.
McAdoo's 'ieply was an absolute refusal.
"Democrats and Republicans look alike to me now.
I'm traveling for the exclusive purpose of selling Liberty
Bonds and a Liberty Bond is what looks good to me," he

WJB.STTV?mmk

25, 1918
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April 24.

Amsterdam,

LEASED

The

i

ready-to-use

OFFICER TALKS TOO
MUCH, LOSES NUMBERS

PROGRAM

program of music by American
Berlin composers
will be rendered at the

correspondent of NieuWc Rotterdam
informed by a person.
rant
have
in authority that difficulties
between
arisen in the negotiations
Germany and Holland and that the
negotiations are not making head-

Hcbo Cou

.,,

COMPOSERS

AT THE WOMAN'S CLUB

WIRC

etirh oa 9rmt. asthma.. Hclattca.

or sore, still, aching Joints.
m iiio
Doctor
pnysicianTnatltlltA
fierce, cmeiU.,lAal
T
11.1..
no ,
invitiiua huiaji auu uuih,vi
Buffalo, N. Y., has been testing this wonderful medicine for the rellel of over
xua
ana weaienen Kiunoys.
worked
UAu
haa hian
1.,,
Au,n1nA
...... an
..
v artffnrmra
dwh.v.- - ......
leurt uuvttiiinu
hs determined to place
that
satisfactory
. . TT
...1.1.
,1..
uiumWliU low pijnv;ijji
glsts here whers people could get this
medicine.
Those who started th day with a
stiff
legs, arms and muscles
backache,
and an aching head ( worn out before the,
day began becauso they were in and out
of oed half a dozen times at night) are,
appreciating the perfect rest, comfort
and new strength they obtained from
To prove
Dr. Pierce's Anurlc Tablets.
that this is a certain uric acid Bolvent
and conquers headache, kidney and bladder diseases and rheumatism, if you've
never used the "Anurlc," send ten cents
to Dr. Pierce for a large sample package.
This will prove to you thai "Anurlc" is
the most perfect kidney and bladder
If you are a sufferer, ask
corrector.
your best druggist for " Anuric," 60 cts.

"AN-IT-RT-

and Netherlands
MY

.,.., ,.M

same way we should guard our health
from the hidden attack of uric acid
poison. Before men could be drafted into
this war, they had a thorough physical
examination In which their kidneys were
tested, and a large percentage were turned
back bacauss of defective kidneys.
Befora an Insurance company will
take a risk on your life tho examining
physician will tost the water and mnorj
whether you are a good risk. Wlipn
your kidneys get sluggish and doe,
you suffer from backache,
dizzy spells, or the twinges affd
pains of lumbago, rheumatism and gout.
The urine Is often cloudy, full of sediment j channels often get sore and sleep
W disturbed two or three times a night.
This Is the time you should consult some
physician of wide experience.
has
A remedy, railed
Ven discovered by Doctor I'lerce In his
is
believes
he
which
hospital practice,
more potent than lithia. It, will ward
off backache, headache, and the darting

TO FEATURE

TS

.
llHIEISUIIUuraui
diseases which are caused by too much

Our navy keeps up Its continual watch-

fulnessIts guarding of the sea. lanes,
now
looking for the bidden enemy. We comknow that the advice ot our great
manders "In time of peacs prepare for
var,"was right and good advice. In the

AMERICAN

U-BOA-

A

of the Woman's
club next
at 3
beginning
afternoon,
K.
will
o'clock.
Mrs.
I Bradford
have charge. The regular program
will bo preceded by assembly singing
of patriotic songs.
Among the. well known local musicians who will have parts on the proMiss Evangeline
gram fire:
Perry,
Miss Reba Conner, Miss Grace Winfrey, Charles McKean, Joel Rubin,
Mrs. J. O. Schwentker, Mrs. George
Kveritt and Miss Hnllie Mitchell. Mrs.
D. W. Faw, Mrs. J. O. Schwentker.
Mrs. George Everitt and Mrs. L. J.
Dean will be accompanists.'
meeting

Friday

'

4
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Washington, Aprfl 24. For telling a
friend that the naval ship upon which
he was serving was to sail for Europe
soon with troops on board, Lieut.
Walter S. Carrington has been sentenced by a
to lose five
numbers in his grade.
court-marti-

Ilnve Toil Seen n Geyser?
After spouting, a geyser is as quiet
as Sunday in a Canada town, and remains so until tho cavity fills up with
water to a certain point, then she
It is much the samo
spouts again.
with a bilious attack. All goes well
after an attack for a certain time, in
fact, you can say truthfully that you
never felt belter in your life, and perhaps on the following day when the
attack is on that you never felt worse.
GERMAN AIRPLANE IS
VIOLATING ESPIONAGE
If you aro a close observer you wilL
that you had no appetite before
LANDED NEAR PARIS notice
LAW IS CHARGE MADE
the attack came on but ate as usual
because it was meal time. If you take
fBV MORNINQ JOURNAL SPECIAL LEASED WIRt
three of Chamberlain's Tablets as
rV MORNING JOURNAL SrECIAL LEASED WlWrf
airA
24.
German
soon as your appetite fails you may
Paris, April
Phoenix, Ariz., April 24. The fedParis
be able to avoid the attack. Try It.
was
which
approaching
plane
eral grand jury tonight found indictments against Robert L. Morton and last night was caught by the French
taken under a violent
W. F. Jiurleson, clyirging them with searchlights,
42 NAMES APPEAR ON
to land near
violating the est Amitgo law. .Both fire and compelled was
a bombarding
It
I'Artaud.
men have been active in the I. W. W.
LATEST CASUALTY. UST
'
trtnlane.
way.

of the
The Haguo correspondent
Handelsblad says that the question of
the transport of sand and gravel and
the use of the railway line through
Limburg depends entirely on the intentions of tlermany.
The correspondent adds that tho
obDutch government will firmly
serve neutrality, whatever happens.

No-ge-

movement.
Morton was the socialist
'candidate for congress in this state in
191rt.

They are specifically charged with
being in possession of Kirkpatrick's
hook, "War What For?" designed to
obstruct
enlistments and the draft.
The men were arrested at Cotton
wood, a mining camp near Jerome.
Moth are well known in mining camps
throughout the state.

The crew consisting

ant, a

a machine

of a

lieuten-

officer and
was raptured.

V
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srSCIAL LSASEO WIRI1

Washington, April 24. The casualty list today contained forty-tw- o
Chicago university drops I'rufessor names, divided as follows:
KilledSn action, 6; died of wounds,
Thomas, says
newspaper headins,
but. the professor has got to worry ;': died of disease, 11; wounded se10; wounded slightly, 13.
about that husband's oomini; home to verely,
Lieut. Renville Wheat is the only
drop him.
named. He was slightly wounded.
gunner

i

.loMfiih

yet there are some in this country,
am told, who say wo have no
for war wkh Germany."
The secretary then launched into
h:
regular speech, which will bo
found printed in full on another page
!n this Issue of the Journal.
Secretary McAdoo and party arrived here yesterday afternoon at 2:15
on Santa Fe train No. 2. They were
met at the train by members of the
men's and women's Liberty Loan committees.
After greetings were exchanged Mr. and Mrs. McAdoo went
to the Alvarado, where rooms had
been reserved for them.
Kxcept for a short time when Mr.
McAdoo maneuvered so as to give the
waiting crowd tho slip and went to a
local
physician to have his throat
treated, he denied himself to al) callers except those with whom he was in
1
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RELIEVE
SICK HEADACHE

T-

lississippi Lady Recites Her
in
Family's
Experience
Prevention of Serious Sickness and Tells How Quick
Relief Follows Use of

-

Black-Draug-

ht,

retary to
llnilr.rxl
holds the
words per
eeeiled his

'

...

...

C

TWO MASKED

1

MEN

ROB

IOWA BANK OF
.Mis. I.ula
Edipbui'g.
who lives n few miles out of
this town, recently mad'.i the following statement in regard to Thedford's
the old,
reliable,
family liver medicine:
"We have need Thedford's
In nr family for yenrj as
a I vor an
tomach inediciiin
It tr: indigestion, gj, o'l the
stomach, for bloating and a disagreeable taste In the mouth.
A couple of good, doses will relieve
and tnako . you feel
it sick headacho
like u new person.
I keep it, especially In the winter,
for grip and colds. It has been such
a wonderful help to us.
Black-lir- a
ught bus saved us manyj
good dollars in doctor bills, as a
treat deal of sickness comes from
constipation, and torpid liver which
....can be relieved
by so simple a
t.
I praiso it
remedy as
friends."
all'
to
my
g
liver, is the
Torpid, or
commonest form of liver trouble, met
with in America. The liver does not
do JL8 i'ity In helping the digestion
of food i nd regulating the bowels.
Thedford's
has been
found u very valuable remedy for de-

$2,000

linker soon after his

JOHN D. RYAN IS

PLACED

IN

France.

t;ULL CHARGE

OF ARMY, AIRCRAFT
Pan- - OntO

Tontmnefl from

to a civilian division headed by Mr.
Ityan, Brigadier General William L.
Kenly, is made chief of a new division of military aeronautics, to control training of aviators and military
UKe of aircraft.
Major General Ripiier, chief signal
officer, will confine his activities in
the future to the signal branch. Howard ("offin, chairman of the aircraft
board and under whoso direction the
building program has developed to
its present stage, retires from the
board and relinquishes tho chairmanship to Mr. Hytin. The aircraft board
Itself, created by congress, will continue, as an advisory body.
Is NMiftwury Slop.
Mr. Coffin himself made the only
official comment on the reorganization.
,
"The appointment of a siriglo individual with definite and adequate
power to deal with all aspects of
army aircraft production is a logic
al ami necessary step. ' he said.
This reorganization, forecast at the
war department since before the senate military committee made its report referring to the aviation program as a "humiliating failure." follows a preliminary report from a
of Investigators
special committee
appointed ty President AVilson and
headed by If. Snowden Marshall of
New York. Tho report never has
been made public but it is known to
have been submitted to Secretary

return

from

TA7U

Authority Is Great.
The authority given
Mr. Ryan
corresponds to that given Charles M.
Schwab as director general of the
Emergency Fleet corporation, He has
the task of speeding up production in
all of the many plants working on
aircraft for the army and is given

More Than

'
full power In that respect.
Mr. Kyan's war work up to this
time has been confined to an active
part in the work of the Red Cross
war council, but those who know
him declare he is amply equipped for
the big job now entrusted to him.
President Wilson is Bald to have had
a hand personally in the selection.
Ho now is president of tho Anaconda Copper company, of the Unit
ed Metals Selling company and of the
He is a
Montana Power company.
director of many industrial enter
prises and banks and of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul railroad.
One Hlg Achievement.
One of the big things in which he
has played a part was tho electrifica
tion of the Mountain division of the
Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, probably the greatest undertaking of the
kind ever attempted.
Iirlgadicr General Kenly, chief 'of
the new military aeronautics division, recently returned from France
where he had charge of aviation un
der General Pershing. ,

WUt&sauu.

WE

admit that theBlack
Tread and Red Sides combination in
Diamond Tires makes the handsomest
tire equipment he ever saw.
But we're here to tell you that you can't
see the real beauty about Diamonds,
their husky strength and long mileage.
You read about it on your speedometer
after thousands of miles.
,

EVAPORATION
IN

STATE

FOR

Take our "tip"l Try one Diamond! It'll
cosf yoa less than the average tire, and
before long, you'll want Diamonds "all

4..VI

nrnnnd"

Miss.

Wack-Driiuc.r-

I:lack-t'rriug-

I

1
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Black-Praugh-

slow-actin-

.

Black-Draug-

ht

inv

mor'uno jruRNAi ir.r.ii
Aloiiicft, la., April

wiltit

Two
masked men, armed with shot guns,
robbed the bank of Valeria, la., of
2.000 in currency this afternoon and
escaped in an automobile, according
to word received by the police here
Valeria is fifteen miles northeast of
Des Moines.
l.)es

24.

rank UuKtness Ik Kularufd.
Washington, April 24. The house
today passed a bill authorising national banks in tho federal reserve
.".vi.'tem to engage In jkluicary busi
ness in competition with trust com
panics. The effect would be to ol tm
inate discrimination where s'.ate laws
favor state institutions. Tho bill now
goes to the seiuito.

FEEL' FINE! TIME

it

MARCH WAS LOW

GASCARETS
IVER
i

PtCIA.. COHMSrCNDtNC

BOIL

Spend 10 cents! Don't stay
ious, sick, headachy,

constipated.

Claims Auto llwortl.
Hui'a Fe, .April 24. Stafo
Juuies A. Fretich claims to

have broken automobllo speed records between
Crime und Albuquerque by covering tho distance in
hours
and twenty minutes.
eight
Highway Superintendont C. 13. Kamp-so- n
of Las f.'ruces was In the ear with
him.

lis

Washington,

April

23,

--
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Xo More, Weekly Report.
London, April
admiralty
the cessation of the
weekly return of shipping losses and
the substitution ..of a monthly report
on ine
rnursaay . ionowing tnc
haiJ announced

pl

I WORK

WHILE YOU SLEEP

J

WSBty.-fir-

st

t each 'month.

Diamond Tubes don't deteriorate
while you carry them as "extras."
They hold their life for years.

JOUHNAL1

e

.of

tiuck-Prai'Sh-

bil-

TO MOHNINU

.Santa Fe, April 24. The United
States weather bureau . reports on
evaporation throughout the state for
the past month as rot ows today:
, "Santa Fe had a rather
cloudy, wet
month, and the resulting evaporation
was correspondingly low. Tho tern
perature averaged 40.5 degrees, wind
movement 3.7 miles per hour, anu
evaporation only 3.809 inches.
On tho other Jiand, the station at
Elephant butto dam had a warm,
windy, dry month, with a mean temperature of 54.8 degrees, wind movement of 5.2 miles per hour, and the
8.214
amounted ,.
evaporation
inches. This is the greatest evaporation at the dam since October 1917,
and is more than twice the record of
the month before. '
The floating pans at Farmingtoq,
San Juan county, and Lake Avalon,
Eddy county, had an evaporation of
.
3.05 and 5.88 inches respectively."
'

Diplomatic

Berne said
dispatches today from
the liver and stomach, Hungarian troops have arrived la Belrangements
not only in the case of this Missls-mp- gium. Many troop trains, It was said,
family but In thousands of sim- have passed through Liege. The pres'
ilar cases.
ence of many Austriana was reported
t.
Xo: also at Antwerp and Ghent,

never saw a motorist who

,;

'
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N

COMPANY

Wholesale Grocers

'
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VISITORS

Of BUSINESS
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WELCOMED

All the Trimmed Kats
Still Selling
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National economy has no place for haphazard

tire-buyin-
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FLIPS FROM THE FILLUMS
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The Country's need demands conservation.
Vour own responsibility as a motorist requires that you treat the equipment of your
car as a business proposition.
Study your tire needs.
Select and buy the tires that will give utmost
service per dollar, on the roads you travel, with
your driving.
There is a United States Tire scientifically
planned to meet every motoring requirement.
The steadily increasing sale of United States
Tires is an evidence of their solid worth.
Steadfast performance has proved their unfailing reliability and
economy.
Equip now with United States Tires.
Let our nearest Sales and Service Depot dealer
help you to select the right ones.

Their History,

Santa Monica, Calif.. April 24. Th
l.ntchstrintf has been hung out by the
liny nenej.es- -- namely Santa
jfrrscent
Friday, what is left
Monica :nr! Ocean Park. Never ho-- j
..50
Saturday, the balance
IUI i' w ,i s i )n.'p.e inu ueuvn rwi
aiuir
intrrestins. more comforting, more
NO RETURNS
NO APPROVALS
NO CHARGES
itillurinB. busier or more attractive
NO DELIVERIEhilar, now.
Oone are the times when the visitor
had nothing to occupy his attention
on the beach or merely
but tV
enjoy a splash In the surf. Now the
can
find
visitor
any number of things
Phone 675.
(Ferguson Millinery) 109 South Fourth
to do, to see and enjoy in addition to
bathitfg.
There are scores' of novel concessions in the joy zones of both Santa
Monica bearh and Ocean Far;; there
are mammoth hot Bait water plunges;
e
there are new dance pavilions, n
cement
promenade brilliantly
'lighteii at night and traversel by electric tram ears 'for the convenience of
those who do not care to walk, deenl
sea and pier fishing, motoring over
th- - finest boulevards
in the state an
Hands giv;
mountain hiking nearby.
free concerts twice daily.
Many of
the larger hotels and npSrtmenr
houses in the Orescent bay district)
have been refurnished, brightened
anil made ready for t he heavy snm- mer travel.
( lose to lew Ansrlos.
The fact that Santa Monica bench
and lectin Pa' k are the closest bench
resorts to I. os AngeleK, being situated
only sixteen mile front the metrop-olis- '.
gives them a decided advantage
P.oth
le er ether California benches.
of these resor's are easily accessible!
to all the sights and Attractions of the!
Mt. Lowe and
southland, including
other mountain trips, the San C.abriel
mission, and as the trip can be made,
to i.of Angeles by trolley or motor in
thirty minutes or less all the attractions of the big city can he enjoyed
as easily as by its own residents.
Those whn plan to spend a few
weeks here this summer should buy
hanw
their railroad ticket direct to necesMonica. This (,liminales the
Los
in
baggage
sity of
Angeles.
Plenty of Hotels.
'
There are plenty of hotels and
apartment houses to accommodate
big throngs of summer pleasure, seekers and visitors can easily Recti re
place to stay that will meet all their
requirements at a reasonable cost.
Many folks come here during the
summer because they feed that th?y
can live just as cheaplv as at home
1
and thereby escape tre oppressive
heat and enjoy the seaside with
no inorrssed expenditure.
WILLIAM FARNUM
Full Information
regarding the
DlkECTION WILLIAM FOX
Crescent bay beaches is contained I"
an illustrated foirter, n copy of which
ivili he mailed readers of this panel'
chamber
anRlp star, will he seen as the lending writing to the Santa Monica
Tirr: tiii'.atkks today.
follow-lowed of commerce.
"IS"' Tlit'UK'r The
Krcat artrpss, (haracter in "I Josh of I.azy Y,"
by a Mood comedy reel.
Fannie Ward, appears at tlie "11" as
J.viii' Theater
on
the star in the Paramount feature,
Repeating Viola
t ion a vovage for the South sea isles
in
Dana
"Breakers Ahead"
"Cm the Level."
,..v.
noaro a vessel, iur e,ipenn(.M
Teleof
"Screen
reel
the
also
reels;
Himihc
Dark.
Crystal
the one responsible for his sister
Ideal Theater Hoy Stewart, a Tri- - gram."
Pastime Theater William Kurnttm death.
the voyage, Smith while
During
In a Fox tie luxe play, entitled "When
a family llible Is berated by
reading
a
six
also
in
lied."
a
reels;
Sees
Man
1WI TESTIMONIALS I HUM MOTH KHS.
and in a fight that ensues,
"I'irst the captain
uscit two-reremedy,
Of chUilrt n whn have
ili'ci'Hsfiilly
Keystone
Hie master of the ship. Smith
orul! troves
Sw'fPl I,m(H'1s for 'h lit re li. Aid."
MuthtT (1ih-'the shin at one of the
tt,,.n
'
Tlicy nii'Vt; ami rtKiiluU1 t!i Im.wi'Ih,
South sea istes. With him Is left anJ'Vvertshncss, Teeth ne ilia.n'ilerx, constTpii-tl(in- .
"ii."
other sailor who confides to Smith
headaches, destroy wnrms and
In her latest Paramount picture, that the master of the ship they had
tirenk ut) eotds. t'titldreu like them.
30
"On the level," Fannie Ward is sur- just left was the man who was reyetirs Mother (tray's Sweet Powders
for Children have heentthe safe and reliable rounded by a cast of much more than sponsible for his sister's death. Smith
remedy in lime of need. Mothers should ordinary excellence, including Harrivows to bring the captain to justice. ft
never ht without n box In the house fur son Ford, Jack Dean. lyottie Piekford.
ot the same nort was
Immediate use. At drutfi?ita everywhere,
men anrt
James Craze, James Neill, Jane Wolff private yacht with a party ofFrancisco.
and others. The production was ar- women aboard from San
one of the girls known as "The Paintranged for the screen by Marion Fairfax from the story by Charles Ken-yo- ed Lady," whtlo in a native cafe is ana
sailor
in th handsome
'On th
Level" will appear at
PIMPLY? WELL, DON'T BE! the P, theater
thoie (Vicmlshin rinens into love. She
today and tomorrow.
sort of a
not
the
tells him that she is
girl for him. The next day the yacht
AT T1IK lHICAL.
You remember the "Ross of the leaves the harbor.to search for the sea
People Notice IL Drive Them Off
Smith sets sail
Y" novel?
Who could forget it,
Lazy
locate the
. with Dr. Edwards'
once it had hcen read? Written by captain but is unable to island
to the
just
returns
He
western
ship,
life,
of
Olive Tablets
master
fictionist
that
comes uiy The
Charles Alden Seltzer, it made a stir before a terrifice sorm
Is
which
on
the
drives
yacht,
storm
A pimply face wUl not embarrass you "''oh rs few popular novels have made.
on the rocks,
much longer if you get a package of Dr. Trianglo has picturized "Ross of the "The PaintedamiLady,"
on
casting the girl
Edwards' Olive Tablets. The skin should ji7.y Y," which contains the stirring wrecking it,,
shore.
begin to cleer after you have taken the episodes of the feud referred to. Koy
rescued
is
She
by the captain of the
Stewart, whose winninur smile, brawny
tablets a few nights.
vessel, which Smith had left. He tries
g
and
physirpie
Cleanse the blood,thebowe!sandtheliver
she repulses
have won millions of admirers, to make love to her, but
with Dr. Edwards' Olive Tablets, the suc- Is in the
with rage he sets sail for
lead, supported by winning him. Madwhere
left Smttfo
had
cessful substitute for calomel; there's never Josie
she
"1'oss of the tjizy the port
Sedgwick.
any sickness or pain after taking them. Y" will be shown nt the Ideal theater and taking the girl ashore tries to sell
Dr. Edwards' Olive Tablets do that
her to the highest bidder among the
today only.
natives.
which calomel does, and just as effectively,
Smith hearing the commotion, ar-In
tut their action is gentle and safe instead AT TIIF, l.vme.
In time to save the girl, and
rives
of severe and irritating.
declared Viola Dana,
kills the captain.
No one who takes Olive Tablets Is who appears at the Lyric theater for a fight that follows
He then takes "The Painted Lady" as
ever cursed with "a dark brown taste," the last time today in the Metro
series picture, "Breakers Ahead," his bride.
a bad breath, a dull, listless, "no good"
feeling, constipation, torpid liver, bad I'm not the only one. Everybody in AUTHORIZED TO ENLIST
the cast has them, but the
disposition or pimply face. '
the worst."
Dr. Edwards' Olive Tablets are ones have themwho
NEGROES FOR INFANTRY
Miss Dana,
weighs only 94
a purely vegetable compound mixed
was tossed
about
like a
with olive oil; you will know them nottnds, on
the deck of
feather
recruiting
big sailing
Mmnhera of the army
by their olive color.
vessel, used in Breakers Ahead." The
ved word yesterday au
ur.1 cawaras
years .nT
for
which
been
vessel
had
by
obtained
negroes
to
enlist
them
uvcr
bents afflicted
a,
,t of thg fed thorizing
pndpr
the infantry service. Heretofore, only
complaints, and Olive Tablets are tne:prnl
cruised for three days,
anil the Albuquerque station
immensely effective result
off th(, colden Onto at San Francisco. negroes
Men not of draft
Take one or two nightly for a week.mrins the entire voyage the weather have atbeentheaccepted. ones who may be
only
age
and th seas choppy
Seenowmucn oetter you reel ana iook. wr
recruits
These
however.
10c and 25c per box. All druggists.
Hardened mariners aboard the shin accepted
will be assigned to the twenty-fourt- h
admitted that "she was rolling some" Infantry. The El Paso district, which
and Miss Dana protested that it was includes New Mexico and Arizona
even worse than that, but she stip?k to has been asked to enlist thirty-thre- e
the shin. Tossed and buffeted about, negroes an dthe Albuquerque siation
the little star bravely enacted her is asked to do its share in making the
thrilling scenes while the cameraman, quota.
Laugh When People
with his camera lashed to the deck,
ground away. If the Bcenes are not 4- On Your
extremely realistic It Is no fau't of
Viola Dana 'for they-weronly tdo real
for her. Her success in acquiring
sea-leher
had
then
this
helped
keep her
Try
pass
yourself
It along
others.
'
It yvorkt!
AT TIIIO PASTIMF,.
"When a Man Sees tied." a special
........ ....i..... ft"..".
a
...t.....i
Fox
tie luxe William
super
Make beauty lotion at
Ouch
Girls!
This kind of rough
fo"ded on. the Larry F.vans
will
be
talk
heard less here in town if story of "The Painted Lady." which
home for a few cents. .Try It!
corns
troubled
will
follow
with
people
was in the Saturday Kvening Post,
the simple advice of this Cincinnati with the
William Farnum
authority, who claims that a few drops in fl'sfirring role, will be shown at the
of a drug called freezone when applied Pastime theater today only.
Squeeze the Juice of two lemons into
to a tender aching corn stops soreness
As Luther Smith. William Farnum a bottle containing three ounces of
at once, and soon the corn dries up gives a forceful and virile Imnersnna-tionSo- f orchard white, shake well, and you
and lifts right out without pain.
a rough and ready sailor, have a quarter pint of the best freckle
He sa'f freezone is an ether com- rws oove his surroundings and al- and tan lotion, and complexion
at very, very small cost.
pound which dries immediately and ways keeps In mind the j boyhood
Your grocer has the lemons and any
never Inflames or even irritates the teachings of his mother.
surrounding tissuo or skin. A quarter
Arriving home from a long voyage drug store or toilet counter will supply
of an ounce of reezone wiit cost Very he finds that his sister hatj died of a three ounces of orchard white for a
little at any drug store, but is suf broken heart caused by her being few cents. Massage this sweetly fraficient to remove every hard or sofW .llltcfl hy a brutal sea captain and that grant lotion into the face, neck, arms
corn or callus from one feet. Mil his mother broken in health confides and hands each day and see how
women will wel to her son the tragedy that had hap- freckles and blemishes disappear and
lions of American
become this announcement since the in pened in his absence: Soon after his how clear, soft and white the skirt
comes. Yes! It is harmless,
mother dies, and Smith
auguratlon o( the bib'h heels,

MJntrimmed, all Colors, today at

ires to it
Your eecis

.

Santa Monica and Ocean Park
Are Prepared to Entertain
This Summer the Largest
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Passenger Cars'Vsco' Tread, as illustrated;
llso 'Royal Cord', 'Chain', 'NoOby' and 'Plain'
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United States Tires
are Good Tires
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Step
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Lemon Juice
For Freckles

HAS ARM AND
BADLY. TORN
FOOT

BOY

UNDERAUTO TRUCK
son
Frederic Chapman,
of Mr. and Mrs. Herman II. Chapman of thin city, had his left arm

146 School Rooms in Colfax County

Pupils Large Buyers Liberty Bonds
8P1CIAL CORftKIPONDlNCB

TO

MORNINA JOURNAL)

Cimarron, N. M., April 24.. A duul
y
athletic meet und
contest of the Oolfax county
schools will be held hero, April 27,
when Cimarron and Dawson will contest-in
hast bull, tennis,
track, and
field events and oratoricals. The return meet will he held at Dawson on
This is only one phase of
May 1.
progress of the Colfax county schools
'under County School Superintendent
V
Jay T. Conway.
schoiH
146
Colfax county
tyas
rooms, the second largest number
supported by any county in the state,
IS of these being new rooms opened
since the beginning of the present
term. There, are now six high schools
in the county and
beginning with
next term only first grade teachers
lOYclMtngtv Oono ; Karty.
will be employed. Two teachers have
.New
York, April 24. All ex- been summoned to. the colors.
Colfax county now has six
changes in New York will close at
two modern school
noon on Friday, A pri 26, "Liberty
houses
New
built this term and occupied,
were
the
York
Coffee
day" except
school houses were renoand Sugar exchange, which will be thirty-fiv- e
vated .and repainted, a uniform style
;
closed the entire day.
of white body with green roof being
Ads
Journal Want
Pay Because adopted for frame buildings.
Some Tou worn out desks were re- Heads
the
Journal,
Everybody

and left foot mangled when he fell
beneath an automobile truck In St..
Paul, Minn., it was learned here reMrs. Chapman, mother of
cently.
the boy left for St. Paul as soon as
she received the word.
According to the report, Frederic
and his younger brother, were riding
to school on bicycles and seized the
side of the auto truck as if passed
them on an up hill road. The heavy
truck swerved and Frederic fell under the wheels.
Mr. Chapman said yesterday that
he would appeal to the city authorities here, also to parents, Xo warn
boys against the dangerous practice
of catching hold of moving "street
cars, autos and auto trucks.

oratorical-declamator-

teach-etage-

photo-dVam-

!?!.?!!

OH! THAT AWFUL BACKACHE

IT'S YOUR KIDNEYS

nt

beau-tifie-

:

,.

"

r,

An unhealthy h 'Is', nnd the unhnpplncufl
and inlncry hlcti MIovt, nvajr be prevented
by ordinary Judgment and care. Keep yuur
stumaeh and kidneys In uliar and ynu will
have good health. The kldneva' work In to
throw off the poisonous mnttera which enIf they
ter the body.
this wofk
regularly and niitomatluaily th other organ will take care Of hmelvs.
Diseased conditions "( the bladder or kidneys are Indicated by nervouanesa,
dlsnl-neathat tirod, woim,nt-"eHn(nausea, backache. lumhara, rheumalower
In
the
abdomen;
tism, pain
many ao- eovuru.. pain, and
alled "female trouble,

illKiomf"rt when urinating", bloody, cloudy
and strtnjry urine, too frequent or suppressed
ar nature's signals to
All the
pussiiKes.
warn yui "f .diseased kidneys or bladder,
filch may lead to fatal Tlrlght's disease.
Jjon't wait until. the danger is upon you.
(Jo to your druKKtHt at once,
(let a trial
hoi of noi.il MBDAI, Haarlem Oil Capsules. They are made of tlie pure, original, imported Haarlem Oil. the kind your
used. About two capsules each miy will keep you toned up and
feeling fine. Money refunded If they do not
help ytnt. But remember to ask for the
imunrted GOLD MKUAL, brand. In sealed
packufc'ua.'

..

,

.

.
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AVIATORS ARE
KILLED IN A FALL

TWO

ISV

MOSNINO JOURNAL SSCCIAL LSASIO WIRS)

Wichita Falls, Tex.,

April 24.
Lieut. Stephen It.
Warner,
flying Instructor of Maplewood, N.
Edwin
Cadet
and
of AI).
J.,
Cryer
placed with new ones and mdre than
were
,00fl feet of blackboard space were llegheny county, Pennsylvania,
killed two miles east of Call field
installed.
here this morning when their
near
Colfax county has twenty Junior
feet above the
1,771 plane flying fifty
Red C'ros:. auxiliaries with
suddenly burst Into flames
members, all paid up; Thrift Stump, ground,
and fell.
lioth bodies were badly
Liberty lionil, Helgian aid, registraburned.
tion for war work, war gardens, with
900 boys and girls enrolled for club
.Tnnrnal want Ada ret ran Its).
work which last year reali.ed a net
profit of $.",8tx,79 for 2:ili club members.
Supt. Conway has offered an extra
prize to be given every
completing his project, Consolidation of small districts to 1ulld
modern graded schools are being effected, In the Kiowa valley, for In
stance, five schools going together.
Arrangements have been made with
tho Haton public library for circulating school libraries making available
to the school children and their, parents 6,500 books.
Second

'food-soldie-

Rheumatic Aches

'GREEN STOCKINGS'
WILL BE PRESENTED

Drive them out with Sloan's
Liniment, the quick-actinsoothing liniment that penetrates
without rubbing and relieves tha
pain. So much cleaner than
musty plasters or ointments; it
does not stain the skin or clog
g;

AT

H

ON FRIDAY
w

"Green Stockings," the senior high
school play, will be presented at the
auditorium on Friday evening, April
26. This will be one of the snapthe pores. 'Always have a bottle
in the house for the' aches and
piest comedies ever produced In Alftkll
of
start
from
buquerque,
iiughs
pains of rheumatism, gout, lumto finish.
$
strains, sprains, stiff joints
bago,
The same play has been produced
and all muscle soreness.
in many of the large cities of the
Csatrous tits botdot stall dnifgista.
country, where It scored a decided
hit.
It was, In fact, necessary to
repeat it in several cities in order
to satisfy , the people.
It will be
cast and
produced here by an
Is expected to create the same furor
here as it has elsewhere.
Although seats are selling rapidly,
there are still some good ones left.
Don't wait and run the risk of getMoan's
Increased", 25c.
prices
ting a poor seat or none at all:
30c, ?1.00.
buy yours today.
'

all-st-
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Flag in Memory of Reds of 1868
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Detroit, Mich.. April 24. Detroit;
league
tipened the local American
Fcasn with a victorv over Cleveland,!
Wiiefly l,y bunchiiiK hits off Hnghy:
in the first and third innings.
Ty Cobb made bis first appearance
tf the season and hit safely the first
two times up. Score:
Oevclaml.
II. I'D. A. K.
AH.
.
If
Crnncv.
Miller. If ...
,
Chapman, ss
Speaker, cf
Koth, i f ,
Kavanafch, lb
Williams, lb
Turner. Jb
I

.

.

3h

C.eiz,

.

.

O'Neill, c
Jtauby, j
.ainbeth,
Onslow, x

.

.

.

.

...
.

p

'"I

L

Sr, .Mis

.'.'

xKattc.l for

ill

Majrlry

Detroit.

H 21
fifth.

AIJ. R. II.

Ibessen
llnsh. ss

Hi

P'l.

1

A. K.

II,

cf
V,h,
Veacii. ;f

Brooklyn's Twirler Pitches a
Swell Game for Six Innings,
Then Blows Up; Chicago
Wins From St, Louis,

..

who hud possession of the

.

dorders

Hi. 1S6 S."

1

this vear it will be impossible
fins on that day but some
date near to it is IiKely. to lie chosen.
The flat? was made by hand by the

1

IB

to raise tile

1

.

Manane.

.

p

.

.

. .

4

.

0

0

11

2T

i

ii

11

2

1
1

1

1

Cincinnati women who gave it to the
club. It still is in excellent condition.
Hermann, president of the
Garry
i
lleds and cliairnian of llie
a
National Commission, holding
l,
rius prrsenU'd to Hods of IHtiH.
Manager Clirlstv Miitliewson remliii",
inscription on shield.

1

1

1

1

38

6 10 27

19

2

m

Love relieved Russell and saved the
name.
K. U.K.
Score:
..000 1)00 0224
Washington
New York ...111 020 00x 5 14
P.ntteries: Ayei'R, Shaw and
Russell, Love and Hannah.

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

Chicago at St. Louis; rain.

1

11

Totals
lunincs.
Cleveland
(Detroit
Smimmiy:

,:i2

(:,

nan iu'ii hum
in a mix - ,;,
hiU
liran- -

:n
Two-bas-

e

PACIFIC COAST LEAGUE

Veac h.

Turner. Stolen bases
'San TraiH'Isco 2: I.h Auseles (I.
Veaeh.
Sacrifice
hits
San Francisco, Calif., April 24.
2.
linsh
Double plays Young. Rush
K. 11. K.
Score:
and Diissen; Vitt, Young and Dies-Fe- Los Angeles
4
0
0
0
2
Young, Rush and Dressen: Bush S:fn Francisco
and Dressen. Rases on balls Krick-KoLatteries: StandridKQ and Bowles;
(I: Hagbv 2: I.nmbeth
4.
Ilii by Ci. Johnson and McKoe, Urooks.
pitcher. i,y Krickscr, (Miller). Struck
out Krickson 3: I.ambeth :'. Wild
Salt iJike": Sacranicnto a.
Jiilch liaub;,)
Salt Lake, City, Utah, April 24- .Innings pitched
Lambeth 4.
Jiagl.y
R. II.
Score:
11
3
Sacramento
7
M
"Philadelphia,
24. George Salt Lake
April
Tiurns hrtike uji today's
Latteries: Rrenton and Fisher; Pubatsouthpaw
tle between Ruth and Gregg with a blic and Konnick.
home run into the left field bleachers
With two men on base in the
Vernon 4; Oakland 0.
eighth,
giving the'Athletics a victory in their
Los Angeles, April 24.
opening. Gregg held his old
R H.
Score:
team mates safely, scattering their six Oakland
4
0
Jiits in as many innings.
Score:
0
4
8
Vernon
Pulsion.
Batteries:
Protlgh and Mitzo; Dell
AR. R. TT. PO. A. K
and Devormer.
Hooper, if
Fhean, 2b
ty,

Kavan.-igli- ,

Two-bas-

STANDING

.

Ptnink,

New York

.

cf

.

lAgnew, c
a tut ii,
p

Totals

no

.

(1

fi

21

19

Philadelphia.

Alt. R. II. PO. A.

ffamieson. rf
Kopp, If

(lardner.
Hums, lh

Philadelphia

Pitisburgh

Rrooklyn

r.rege.

(i

.

.

.

,

New York 5: Washington
New York, April 24. New York
opened the American league season
bere with a victory over Washington.
Washiiiiiop had runners on third and
first liases in the ninth and needed
only one run to tie the score, when
4.

At
At
At
At

Atlanta 2: Xew Orleans 8.
Little Rock 6; Nashville 5.
Rirmingham 3; Mobile 2.
Memphis 2: Chattanooga 7.

ten-mi- le

Ilracc Vp.
trouble often makes one
It hits him where h?
his strength and energy
him feel like giving up.

Stomach
despondent.
lives, saps
and makes
Give him a few doses of Chamberlain's Tablets to improve his digestion
and Invigorate his liver and bowels,
and In most cases recovery is prompt
and effectual.

NAVAJO

BLANKETS

i

ALL SIZES AND
ALL PRICES
HPHE largest number you ever saw at one

If

time in this city. Do not fail to look
this stock over at once as they are going fast

l
"j

2

3
3

p

7

.6G7

li:amii:.
W.
7
4

,

.
.

.4
.3
.2

Pet.

2
2

.778

.

:

.

. . 1

.

AND

.(17
.i;67
.444
.429
.333
.333
.286

FUNERALS.

Prof. Xieolas 1)1 Mauro.
Prof. Nicolas Di Mauro died nt his
home on Kent avenue at 3 o'clock
yesterday
afternoon, aged 75. He
was born in Naples, Italy,
and graduated from the Santa Cecilia conservatory of music there.
He came to
America in lRxn una
in Aihn.
duerque, where he made his horiie
ever Rince.
no was a musician or
rare talents. He leaves a son, Vidal
Lll Mnurntwft nnnhAwo
Vtilr iini4
Felix Pi HUissi, and two nieces, Rosia
ami iwinnie u niassi.
The funeral
will be held Friday Morning at 9
o'clock from the Immaculate Conception church, Rev. Fr. Mandalarl ofInterment in Calvary ccm-terficiating.
Strong Brothers In charge.

y.

Samuel Marino.
Samuel Marino, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Mebiuedes Marino, died at the
home of his parents at Lbs Pndillas
Pneumonia was
yesterday afternoon.
the cause of death. Melquedes Marino is
sheep and cattle raiser. The
body of Samuel was taken to Fred
Crollott's undertaking rooms. Funeral services will be held at Los Pndillas Friday morning.
Burial will be
ut Los Padillas cemetery..
11

DoiuH'iuno Goiwiles.
Donaciano Gonzales, G7 years old.
died last night, at his ranch south of
town.
He had been HI for nearly
three years. Typhoid fever was
the
cause of death. lie was survived by
a widow and one son, who Is nt y.
Paso. The body was taken to Fred
Crollott's undertaking rooms. No
funerul arrangements had been announced last night.

ROSENWALD'S HAVE
PATRIOTIC DISPLAY
IN A SHOW

'SALESROOM AT'

117 WEST COLD

WINDOW

One of the most attractive show
windows that has been devised in this
city for a long time Is the one now
admired by hundreds dally at Rosen-wald's.

miniature ship sinking
represents the Tuscania
Plunging Into the hrlny deep after a
Hun torpedo hod penetrated Its
bowels. Underneath Is this Inscription: "Remember the sinking of the
Tuscania with Its terrific toll of
America's finest sons. May God bless
their souls. Ruy Liberty Bonds."
A rifle rests on a pedestal. Beside It
is a placard reading:
"Take your
choice Sign up for a Liberty Bond or
sign this gun later on."
There are pictures of Abraham Lincoln and Woodrow Wilson, together
with flags and other patriotic emblem which give the display an im-

i

pressive effect.

tell it through the classified

of The Journal. Results are .quick and .certain.
columns

0 GROS S

Because the people, behind the mo
tion picture industry are. Americans
or the first water and are brim full
of 'all sorts of patriotism, they have
virtually handed over their organi
zations to the government in every
move that is to be made to help make
the world safe fur democracy.
During the recent Liberty Loan
drive. Mary Pickford, Douglas Fairbanks, William K. Hart, Marguerite
Clark, and a number of other motion
picture stars toured the country in
behalf of the Liberty Ilonds, raising
millions of dollars of subscriptions.
For the Bed Cross drive in the
near future there will lie shown in all
motion picture theaters a two reel
picture entitled "The Spirit of the
lied Cross" the story by James Montgomery Flagg, and pn. luced by Jack
Eaton.
The picture has hcen termed by motion picture critics as "A
Birth of the Nation In Two Keels."
The announcement of this feature
for the next drive was made by Jesse
L. Lascky, chairman of the committee of the national association of the
motion picture Industry appointed to
with the Bed Cross organization, issued from his office in the
New York
of the Famous Players-Lask- headquarters
y
corporation.

BULLETIN

OF 'VARSITY
ALUMNI IS PUBLISHED

A university
hulletin
giving the
first directory of the alumni members
of the institution has just been published. The publication has thirty-si- x
pages and contains, besides a list
of the alumni members, a list of the
members of the board of regents, the
officers of the administration, the
faculty members and a roll of honor.
The latter contains the names of
alumni, board of regents and faculty
members now in some phase of war
service.

e

E

0

league season was inaugurated here
by a victory for the locals over St.
Louis.
Vaughn held tne visitors to HAY FEVER CHORUS
one hit.
Meadows' wildness coupled with op
FEATURE OF
BE
TO
portune hitting gave Chicago the vie
COMEDY
UNIVERSITY
Score:
tory.
St. Louis.
.
AB.R.H. PO. A. K
university musical comedy, "Up
400 00 02 00 00 in The
Betzel, rf
3
the Air," which is to bo given at
Smith, cf
the Crystal theater next Monday
,... 32 00 01 21 23 10 night,
Balrd, 3b
makes tin appeal to sufferers
Hornsbv. ss
0
2
0
because it
0
0
3
from
hay fever. not
Cruise. If
0
0
on
0
2
10
0
tho ills of suffering humantrades
Pnulette, 1b
0 ity, but because it is so full of fun
4
3
3
0
0
Niebnff. 2b
2
4
0 and nonsene and rollicking airs and
0
3
0
Oonzales, c

.linlngriio thut it iu Knid to Clire
" anything. The Hay Fever chorus, as
civic poet says, will cure your
1.0 0 0 0 0 the
woes from your feet to your toes."
1
1
1.
4
1 24
0
27
Totals
Owing to the war and the depletion
of the numbers of men on the hill
x Hatted for Meadows in ninth,
in
ninth,
practically all student activities for
xxllatted for Smith
ivft va!4i Viiivq been niven un.and all
rhlcaeo.
Alt. R. II. PO. A. E efforts concentrated on the annual1
4
3
3
0
0
Hollocher. ss
play. For this reason, tne play is ex0 rr.r.tnl in ha limiHIintlv HOOd in llll rC- 2
0
4
0
0
Barber, rf
Tt ia olinnul
1
0
1
0
rpaitv for the
4
0
Mann. If
1
0 final production and all reports indi
0
1
2
3
Paskert, cf
0
8
0
0
2
0
cate tnat tne songs anu nance,
Merkle, b
1
0
1
4
2
0
and dialogue, stage setting and
Kilduff. 2b
1
0
0
2
0
3
novelties are far better than in, "Go
Deal, 3b
0 Ask Willie."
S
8
0
0
3
Killifer, c
0
1
0
2
Tickets are on sale at MatRon s.
Vaughn, p

Meadows,
xSnvdcr
xxBrook

2

j

HAIR

y 000

Totals

St

26

Score by innings:

0

0

3

"

"

0 rla,.a

-

Iouis

Chicago

10

1

00O 000 000
011 000 OOx

0

2

6 27

well-know- n

jfi

CflTI LEGAL HOTEC15.
OKI)lX.XlJ

COMMISSION'
An Ordinance

No. 1!.

Repealing Commission
Ordinance No. 16.
Be It Ordained by the City Commis-

sion of the City of Albuquerque:
Section 1. That Ordinance No. lfi,
known and designated as the "Sprinkling ordinance," passed by the City
Commission on the 28th day of March,
191 8, be and hereby is repealed.
Sec. 2. All ordinances and parts of
ordinances In conflict herewith are
hereby repealed and this ordinance
.shall become effective on and after its
passage and legal publication and the
expiration of the time required by
CHAS. F. WADE,
law.
Chairman, City Commission.
Attest:
GEO. I). HAMMOND, City Clerk.

Cdtesi
nG'Jowidl Office

Wnsidsdl

DUKE CITY

2

Cleaners-Hatte-

Sacrifice hits Merkle,
Double plays Killifer to
to Paulctte; Con-zalNiehoff
Kilduff;
to Paulette. Bases on balls
Vaughn 2, Meudows 3. Struck out
Vaughn 6,"Mcaaows 4. Wild pitches
Meadows -

Summary:

rs

Philadelphia 4; Boston 1.
Boston, April 24. Boston lost Its
opening home game to Philadelphia.
Mayer outpitching Hughes and having the better support. Boston's one
run was forced over In the eighth
when Mayer passed Powell with the
basea full.
Score:

R. H. E.

n'

200 1004
Philadelphia ...010
000 000 0101
Boston
and Adams;
Batteries:
Mayer
Hughes, Hearne and Henry, Wilson.
8
5

0
3

Collars

The personnel of the Liberty Bond
viocompany follows: Rachel Fox, Ruth
linist; Loretta Payson. pianist;
Bronson,
Bronson,

mezzo-sopran-

o;

Marion

ChrisBetty
dancer;
Ruth
soprano;
tiansen, dramatloBirdie
Tingle, lyric
Avery, reader;
and
orator
soprano, and Carl Bronson,
manager.

TWO CARS COLLIDE ON
EAST CENTRAL AVENUE
An automobile
in which Dr. and
Mrs. Janles Dennis were riding crashed head-o- n
with a car driven by Mrs.
Schcck at Edith street and Central
avenue at 10 o'clock last night. The
fin sbeld of tho former car was
shattered, . showering Mrs. Dennis
with glass. One of her hands was
badly cut. Both cars were damaged.
A Word of Caution.
When a child has whooping cough
never lve any preparation containing
opium or codeine to allay the cough,
as when you do there is much more
danger of it resulting In pneumonia.
Chamberlain' Cough Remedy can. be
depended upon. .lit contains no opium
or otber naKoUc,,
, ...

Paints, Oils. Glass, MaiUioId Roofing
and Building Paper.
J. C. BALDRIDGE LUMBER
COMPANY

FOR SPRING

CASCO'lVsin.

CLYDE-2'- n

THE WM. FARR
Wholesale

LEGAL NOTICE.
0S.47S.

Department

of the Interior,

United State

Office.
Notice ts hereby given that on the J2 die
of March, A. D. 191. the Santa F Pacific
Railroad Company, made application at thr
United States Land Office at Banta Fe, New
Mexico.
undrr the act of April 28th

concert company which is to appear
ttt'lect
under the auspices of the santa Ke 1904. (XI Stat. K,6) the following describee
bote Tint :). Three (S). an
land,
rending rooms and in connection with
(4), of Section Twenty (20), T. 13 N
the mass meeting at the armory Fri- four
1
W
R.
N. M. P. M., containing 41.91
day night, was announced yesterday.
In Hen of Lot S. Sec. 13, T 15 N., K.
The muss meeting is being held, to acres.
M. P. M.
stimulate interest in the Liberty Loan W.,TheN. purpose
of this notice is to allow all
room entermusic, dancE. Busser is
to attend the

44M

LUMBER

NOTICft.

of the Liberty Bond

Phone

S30 West Gold

2-

-

old-tim-

-

Hollocher.

The reading
Nobody can Tell when you campaign.
tainment will consist of
S.
Darken Gray, Faded Hair
ing and readings.
making an appeal for all
entertainment.
with Sage Tea..
Oraiidmotr.er kept her hair beautifully darkened, glossy and attractive
with a brew of Sage Tea and Sulphur.
Whenever her hair took on that dull,
faded, or streaked appearance, this
simple mixture, was applied with
wonderful effect! By asking at any
drugstore for. "Wyeth'a Sage and
Sulphur Compound," you will get a
e
large bottle of this
recipe,
improved by the addition of other ingredients, ull ready- to use, at very
little cost. This simple mir.ture can
be depended upon to restore natural
color and beauty to the hair.
A
downtown druggist
says everybody uses Wyeth's Sage
and Sulphur Compound now because
it darkens so naturally and evenly
thRt nobody can tell it has been applied it's so easy to use, too. You
simply dampen a comb or soft brush
and draw it through your hair, taking one strand at a time. By morn-In- u
the gray 'hair' ' disappears; after
anotherBpplicatinh or two, It is restored to its natural colo.r and looks
glossy, soft and beautiful. This preparation, 4s a delightful toilet requisite. It 1b not Iptqnded for the cure,
mitigation or prevention 9t dlse&M,

g.

20

The personnel

AND LOOK

0

1

PERSONNEL OF CONCERT
'
COMPANY IS ANNOUNCED

.

A

OF FLAGSTAFF, ARIZ.

FOR

-

stern first

Babbitt Bros.

TO BOOST DRIVE

,R00
.400
.400
.000

L.

.
.

.857

AMKItlCAtf r.EAGt n
Chicago at St. Louis.
Cleveland at Detroit.
Washington at New York.
Uoston at Philadelphia.

DEATHS

e!

I'

ii

,

To TysX
Zone Law.
Austin, Tex., April 24. Oral argument in the habeas corpus suit to
test the constitutionality of the
zone law was postponed by the
court of commercial appeals until
tomorrow.

0

4
3

XATIOXAL I.RGIT1
St. Louis at Chicago.
New York at Rrooklyn.
Philadelphia at Boston.
Cincinnati at Pittsburgh.

i

.

.

7
fi

PICTURE HOUSES

Pet.
l.oon

WHERE THEY PLAY TODAY

.

c

29 3 5 27
Totals
Score by innings:
r.oston
000 000 000 0
000 000 03x 3
Philadelphia
Two-bas- e
hits Hooper,
Summary:
Stolen
dregg. Home run Rums.
base Hooper 2. Sacrifice hits Hoop-rrDouble plays
Mclnnis. Iloblitzel.
Mclnnis, Shean, Iloblitzel; Gardner,
Tiurns, Dugan; Gardner, Rurns, Gardner. Rases on balls Ruth 3. Hit by
pitcher By Ruth (Walker). Struck
out Ruth 1. Gregg 6.

'

.

SOUTHERN ASSOCIATION

2b

ss

McAvoy,

15

.

Whannon,
!Dugan,

AMF.IMCAX

Illi

cf

"Walker,

.1

The high school baseball team will
meet the Highland Sluggers at llupe-we- ll
field Friday afternoon. The game
will he called for 3 o'clock, The batteries will be:
and
school,
High
Sniaulding
Smaulding; Sluggers, Arniijo and M.
Chavez.

Uv;n:.
w. i

Cincinnati
Chicago
St. Louis

Roston
Cleveland .
Detroit
.
Xew York
Philadelphia.
HIGHLAND SLUGGERS TO
St. Louis .
. . .
MEET HIGH SCHOOL NINE Chicago
Washingtpn

Jfohlitzel. lb
li
Mclnnis,
Whiteman, If
Pcott, ss

OF THE TEAMS

x.vraox.u,

nt-ho-

.

e

Three-bas-

G

health-sustainin-

the vital 'fluid or an impure infection of the circulation.
Brooklyn.
AB. R, TT. PO. A. K
Imperfect blood takes vari4
2 "Ts 7
0
Olson, ss
forms in its outward manious
3
0
3
0
0
0
O'Mara, 3b
0 festation.
1
4
A weak, watery cir0 0 12
Daubert, lb ..'
0
4
2
0
0
0
Mvers, cf
anaemia with
denotes
culation
0
4
0
Mitchell, rf
5
3
0 ita attendant evils of pale, waxy
0
0
0
Johnston, If
1
3
0
2
0
O'Rourke, 2b
pnmnlexions. malarial condi
3
0
0
Miller, c
or perhaps, some more
0
1
1
2
3
0
tions,
Coombs, p
0
0
0
0
0
0
marked disorder is
Cheney,
n
0 definitely
0
0
0
0
xxHickman
shown. Frequently the blood
with acrid
2
2 becomes infected
5 27 12
31
Totals
xBatted for Barnes in eighth.
and Eczema, Tetter,
humors,
xxRan for Coombs in eighth.
Acne, or some other skin affecScore by innings:
000 OflO ir,0
New York
,
makes its appearance,
tion
100 100 0002
Brooklyn
an excess of uric acid in
while
hits
Kauff,
Summary:
the circulation produces RheuBurns. Zimmerman, Fletcher.
Sacrifice matism with
hits Doyle, Mitchell.
its pains and
hits O'Mara. Double plays Fletchand Ulcers
Sores
Old
aches.
and
Zimmerman
and
er, Doyle
Holke;
Buses on balls Barnes 2, ovo likewise denendent on bad
Holke.
Coombs 2. Struck out Coombs 1.
these places being kept
7, Demaree blood,
Innings pitched Barnes
2, Coombs 8, Cheney 1.
open and in a sjate 01 irmauon
of Dollution
k,r iha rirninae-Chicago 2: St. Louis 0.
blood con Ga.
disordered
which
Chicago, April 24. The National
Totals

1

if

WIHV1

rf

which Manager Christy Mathewson of
the Reds Is pointing In the above plc-- I
ture, reuds:
"Presented to the Cincinnati baseball club bv its friends the ladies,

June

IPICIAI. LIASCO

24. Brooklyn
Brooklyn,
April
the
with
opened its home season
As thp T.inn ia MnnorvVi
ttiunts and suffered its seventh
straight defeat. Coombs held the the Forest, so S. S. S. is King of
Giants to two hits for six innings. In Blood Purifiers
and Master
the next two they hit him for two
doubles, a triple and four singles, and over all Blood diseases.
won the game. Barnes allowed four
Pure, rich blood and a free
scattered hits In seven innings, when circulation is the surest
prevenhe was taken out for a pinch hitter-tion against the diseases and
Score:
Xew York.
which are constantly-attackin- g
.'.13. P.. II. PO. A. F.
our physical systems.
5
0
0
2S 0
Young, if
5
0
0
blood stimulates the
Kauff, cf
Healthy
1
5
3
Burns, If
0 excretory members and enables
Zimmerman, .11) . . S 0
0 them to filter out of the system
3
2
2
Doyle, 2b
1
4
0
2
Fletcher, ss
everything that is not necessary
1
4
0
14
Holke, lb
0
0
0
0 nv bptipfieial to the crowth and
0
0,
McCarthy, c
.3 0 0 2 1 0 development of the body. Thus
Rariden, c
a
2
0
0
0
i. a.
Barnes, p
ut...
0 we are api tu remain iieaiuiy
0
0
0
r
Domaree,
1
0 unless there is a weakening of
0
0
0
NWilhoit

fnfr recently presented it to Carry
Hei rniiinn, president of the Reds, ami
Herrmann plans to have, a flatr-rajuav to unserve uie return 01 me
111K
flap; to the club and to celebrate its
fiftieth .anniversary.
The shield on the standard, to

June

stantly discharges into them.
Another common indication
of weak, impure blood is the
loss of appetite, tired, worn out
n
feeling and a general
condition of the system. This is
an ailment very prevalent in
the Spring and most persons so
afflicted realize the necessity
of overcoming the trouble by
the use of a tonic.
We recommend to all in need
of a blood purifier or tonic, the
use of S. S. S., a medicine which
has proven itself the greatest of
all blood purifiers. It goes down
into the circulation and removes all impurities, humors
and poisons and makes the
blood pure and
It purifies and strengthens weak deteriorated blood,
supplies it with the healthful
properties it needs and lays the
foundation for good health. As
a tonic S. S. S. has no equal and
those who are beginning to feel
the need of such a medicine to
fortify themselves against the
unpleasant conditions which
come with Spring and early
Summer, should commence its
use at once. S. S. S., the King of
Blood Purifiers, is a genuine
blood cleanser, made entirely
from roots, herbs and barks ; it
does not contain a particle of
mineral in any form. You could
not do better than begin the
use of S. S. S. if from any cause
your blood is weak or impure,
and you will find it the most
satisfactory tonic you ever
used.. Write for book on the
blood and any medical advice.
No charge for either. Address
408 Swiff Laboratory, Atlanta,
run-dow-

tmy MOttNINtf JOUHNAL

:!

Vitt, lllj
Kllison, if
Yoini!.'.

T,)e

,inf
,

PURIFIERS

-

('ini-lmml-

.

....

Total,-- ;

f

of BLOOD

OS;

DODGERS LOSE

j

Dui-in-

.

II

.

Mini ,
imvi rt ftl i.ui
j rni n npiv
ball otuli in Cincinnati.
It was the Cincinnati Rods nnil the
US
roster 'included the Kreat players of
thp late sixties.
t,"rt.v-'- l
"' "no this ciuh went
Dffmit Plnrpc ihp finmp !iv
Nl.tlirouuli an emire season
without
the season
Hio Mnroiifl in
tho Flict o nrl "lectins defeat. e
mi uio i moi
imu
umthrv won 0iKhty-on-of this"Raines. team- of
great
iThid Innings; Bums' Homer halfIn a memory
century ago Cincinnati is going
a
to
baseball
unfurl
this year, a
flap,
Beits 4he- Red Sox,
was presented to those
flaj which
Reds of lXfiS and which has been
awav in moth halls since the
stored
.

.

25, 1918

persons claiming the 'land adversely, or de
siring to show It to he mineral In character
an opportunity to file objection to such lo
cation or selection with the local officers
fo the land district In which the land la
t:
at the land office aforesaid,
situate,
and to establish their Interest therein, or
ice mineral character thereor.
FRANCISCO DEM1ADO,
Register.
NOTICE FOB PUBLICATION.
,
Department of the Interior. TT. S. Land
Office at Banta Fe, March 27, 1918.
Notice la hereby given that Nestor Mon
toya. of Jemea. New Mexico, who. on April
24.
1913, made
homestead No. Ws:3, for
southwest quarter, Isect Ion SI. township 16 N
range 3 W., N. M. P. meridian, has filed
notice of Intention to make three rear proof,
to establish claim to the land above de
scribed, before Linus L. Shields, U. B. commissioner, at Jemes Springs, N. M., on the
and day of May. IMS.
Claimant names as witnesses: Dlonlrlo
Gonzales, of Casa Balasar, N. M.; Petronlllb
Montoya, of Cabeson, N. M. ; Antonio Joss
Montano, of Casa Salaxar, N. M. : Clement
CAsaus, of Cabeton, N. M.
FRANCISCO DELOADO.
Register.

LUMBER

'

FRESH

COMPANY
and Retail Dealers la

ND SALT MEATS
Sausage a Specialty

For Cattle and Hogs tne Rulina
Market Prices Are Paid

Hudson for Signs
Wall

Paper

Hudson for Picture
Frames
Fourth

Bt and Copper

At.

Wallace He&elden5
General. Contractor
We are In
to rlre
more value, for position
the money than
any other BUILDING FIRM la
this vicinity.
Office Willi

The Superior Lumber & MU1 Co.
PHONB

Glaes-Pai-

S7

nt

Cement-Plaste- r

Lumber
Albuquerque
WORTH FIRST ffTRK7r Company

.

.

,

411.

-

.

,

FIVE

Albuquerque Morning Journal; ThursdayV April j&j
MMHBRM

Purifies

flfeffl

ilVIHM

Highly antiseptic.
Used as a curative
scent for all externa

ruuiN

B

PRESBYTERIAN

akin troubles. Conceals
oermanent blemishes
and reduces unnatural
color. Ideal for correcting
creasy skins.

CHURCH VACANT

SB

Gouraud's

Oriental Cream
O

A TiX.

tnm

FERIX T. HOPKINS

IS

B

TVa

a SON,

Jaa
NewTork

OF

SITE

BUILDING
(BV

TO

SPECIAL

VALUES

MORNINS JOURNAL SPECIAL LKAS1D WIR1

24. Tho house
today passed a bill by Representative
Glass of Virginia, limiting the amount
national banking associations may invest in a bank or office building and
and
site to riot more than its paid-iunimpaired capital stock.
Other provisions would require directors of a national bunk to qualify
within sixty days after their selection,
would authorize the signature of bank
officials to notes of issue to be
as well as written, and would
going
require banking associations
into liquidation to deposit with tho
of
instead
within
days
ninety
treasury
six months, money sufficient to meet
outstanding circulation.
Favorable report upon administration bill introduced by Senator ijhaf-fort- h
of Colorado, providing for tho
guarantee of deposits not exceeding
$6,000 in national banks which may
become insolvent was ordered today
by the senate banking and currency

Washington, April

n

Mexioo Wants Jute Han.'
Washington, April 24. General
Obregon of Mexico asked the
stato department today to facilitate
the export of jute bags from tho Uni-te- d
States to his ranch in Sonora.
The general conferred with Counsellor Polk, who promised to do what
ho could.

STABBED

IN

THE BACK

How Many Albuquerque Readers Hare
Had Those Sudden Twinges?
Have you ever had a "crick" in the
back ?
Does your back ache with a dull,
heavy, draggy throb?
Is it hard to straighten up after

HOPKINS JOURNAL)

resignation of Rev. Norman Skinner
of the Las Vegas church was also acAn unusually large number
cepted.
of Presbyterian pulpits are vacant in
New Mexico at tip is time.
State Senator A. V. Lucero of Raton
...
i.
nmovatnt. nnil C L.
A
Campbell and O. C. Borger, clerks.
new church was reporieu m xu.o...
J.
,m,.nm
liev Kdward
Carson was accepted as pastor of the
Knton cnurcn ano ai ianst-i"V,
him on May i. He
niMiie in instal
conies from Conrad, Iowa.
J. A. McMillan of Duran. a student,
was given license to preach and toMonsupply the missions at Vaughn,

HAT

Dr. Bell's

CM
will

Pine-Tar-Hon- ey

prove ideal treatment.
A

neglected cough may lend to such

dangerous bronchial or lung ailments,
that proper attention with Div BcH's
cannot be begun too
promptly.
You can absolutely depend en this
remedy ns it his proved effect! ' in
thousands of cases where a haciiin?
cough, difficult breathing, inflammation or hoarseness were Involved. Its
br.lsam und healing ingredients soothe
the throat, loosen the phelgm, the
antiseptic properties check the cold
germs and feverish or grippy feelings
are promptly allayed.
ai
Take Dr. Bell's
once, not only 'for quick and gratisympfying relief for all distressing
toms, but to prevent serious
,

after-effect-

s.

.Still sold e.t 25c by, all druggists.

rr

Neighbor Told Her
t
Cure for Lumbago
Rheumatism and lumbago are awful
misthings and cause great pain and
ery, but Foley. Kidney. Fills can rout
.
them.
Mrs. G.. H. Eveland, Duncan Mills,
tha
writes
following letter: ,"1
til.,
cas stricken down with lumbago and
was unable to turn myself In bed. A.
neighbor brought me a half tfo'ttle of
Foley Kidney Pills, and said
been similarly afflicted and' that they
bad helped her. Bo I tried them ana!
was completely relieved by the use of
two or three bottles. I have had
splendid success with them and have
never known them to fail. I most
heartily recommend Foley Kidney
Pills." Foley- Kidney Pills tone up weak.
Inactive, sluggish kidneys, rid the
body of poisons, give appetite, energy
and refreshing sleep after pain. Don't
neglect kidney trouble. Bemove the
aus with Foley Kidney Fills,
Sold by all druggist.
,

-

i uhuTo the gcncra.1 assemwy
., next month, Rev. lMlseo
bus,
were
13.
Saxon
F.
Crrd.,v.L mid Elder
Rev. Tomas
elected delegates, and
Atencio and fciuer u. c. um.B, a-

'
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M

w

u
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Maxwell is different.
We never claim anything we cannot prove.
As a matter of fact we never have claimed anything for this Maxwell that has
not already been proved in public test and under official observation.
'Maxwell claims are not therefore claims in the ordinary sense they are statements of fact proven facts.

"Most Miles Per Gallon"

They are, in every case, matters of official record
Non-StoFor example: The famous 22,000-mil- e
Maxwell every minute under observation of the A.
world's
That still remains a world's record--thThat particular test proved about all that anyone
p

"Most Miles on Tires"

ternatcs.

e

attested under oath.
run was made with the
A. A. officials.
record of reliability.
could ask or desire of a motor

Car.

No

Peace With Unbeaten
Huns.

Charlcon Bates Strayer.)
If Germany is to be beaten, it must
be done with her own weapons. That
this war was "made in Germany" is
known of all men except the kaiser's
t'ntil the military
docilo subjects,
autocracy which started nothe warandis
real
humbled in the dust,
parlasting peace is possible.of. Peace
war aims-willeys and Iskatements
Neither
not end tho combat.
the president's fourteen formulas of
general prinJanuary nor his four
ciples of Feburary will do the trick.
Blithely the German chancellor gives
assent to the February principles, but
while his words are still warm GerRussia and
many begins to carve up Indemnities.
to levy upon her huge
This is the same Germany whose rep
resentatives a few days before at
k
had assured the delegates of the Bolshevist governmen
that he accepted most heartily the

Mj

Motor
Cars

'Germany that . breaks treaties and
spies oh all the world, this Germany of
the kaiser of Bernhardt, of the crown
prince and the Krupps, of Hlnden-bur- g
Until this Gerand Ludendorf.
many Is destroyed the rest of the
world cannot live in peace. This is
the complete job that Is before us.
Let us see it through In the spirit of
Clemeheeaii, the "Tiger" of France,
who challenged the socialist deputies
by declaring "I shall continue the
war to the last quarter hour, for the
last quarter hour will be Ours."
'

GEN. ARTHUR MURRAY
.
LOSES: HIS COMMAND!

Among other things it still stands the world's long distance speed record.
Just consider 44 days and nights without a stopj, at an average speed of 25
miles per hour!
,
And that, not by a $2,000 car, but by a stock model Maxwell listing at $825.
You will recall perhaps that a famous high powered, high priced six in a transcontinental trip made 28 miles average over a period of five days and eleven
hours.
Now compare those two feats one of less than six days, the other of 44 days.
You know automobiles which was the greater test?

Is there any comparison on grounds either of speedjor endurance?
Proves you don't need to pay more than $825 to obtain all the qualities you
can desire in a motor car if you select a MaxwelL
run was made, not on a track but over rough
For that Maxwell Non-Stocountry roads and through city traffic average of all kinds of going.
And listen to this.
So certain were we of the condition of the Maxwell at the end of that great
feat, we announced that at the stroke of eleven on a certain morning, the car
would stop in front of the City Hall, Los Angeles, for the Mayor to break the
p

Touring Car . . $ 825
825
Roadster'.
Touring, with AH.
Weather Top . . 935
5 Pass. Sedan. . . 1275"..
Pass. Town Car 1275
All pricet

Wlis wtwelt
lib Sedia

I.

0 b Detfoll

ewipment
trli
lis Tows Cat

seal.

Five seconds after he had pulled the switch plug and stopped the motor after the
44 days and nights continuous running, she was started again and off on a
thousand mile jaunt to visit various Maxwell dealers.
How is that for precision certainty of action? That incident brought a storm
of applause from the assembled thousands.
Hill climbing? this Maxwell holds practically every record worth mentioning
especially in the West where the real hills are.
.

miles, 6,000 feet elevation! was
.The Mount Wilson record nine and one-hataken by a stock Maxwell.
car beat that record by two minutes.
Two months ago a
Then three days later a stock Maxwell went out and beat that
record by thirty seconds! . Pretty close going for such a distance and such a'
climb wasn't it?
So Maxwell still holds .the Mount Wilson honors.
Ready to defend it against all comers too, at any time a stock Maxwell against
any stock or special chassis.
Economy also a matter of official record.
Others may claim Maxwell proves.
Thousands of Maxwell owners throughout the United States on the same day
averaged 29.4 miles per gallon of gasoline.
Not'dealers or factory expert, mind you, but owners thousands of them
'
'
driving their own Maxwells.
,1
7
made
was
contest
and
the
new
Maxwells
Nor were they
by 1915, 16,
models,
many of which had seen tens of thousands miles of service three years' use.
Nor could they ch'oose their own road or weather conditions all kinds were
encountered in the various sections of the country.
Good roads and bad level country and mountainous regions heat and cold-sun- shine
and rain asphalt and mud.
.
And the average was 29.4 miles per gallon!
There's economy for you. And under actual average driving conditions not
lf

0
his own words'
The United States has been slow to
We were
war.
of
accept the fact
pitchforked into it when wo could
no longer stand out. We have not yet
gotten into it with both feet. We
have not yet learned to think In
terms of war. In England and France,
in Germany and Austria,, war Is the
one business. American has got to
reach that point, too, before the war
is won. Germany comforts herself
by saying the fighting will be over
before we really get into it People
here, the conscious or unconscleus
agents of Prussianism, whisper the
same thing. A lot of people still
speak of the" war in a detajthed sort
of fashion, as something three thousand ' miles sway which cannot affect us. A. .bombardment of coast
would wake
cities by German
and
us up. Lengthening death-list- s
a 'growing stream of maimed and
wounded may have the same effect.
Bomehow or other the nation must be
aroused If we are to do our part.
What America and the allies need is
a modern Cato to keejp forever
thundering In our ears, "Germania
delcnda est" The Germany Hjhaifc
made this war must be dostrpyed,
not the Germany of Luther and
of Kant and Hogel, of
Goethe and Schiller, of Beethoven and
Bach, of Carl Schurz and Franz Sigel,
not tho Germany of music and folklore, of science nd efficiency, but the
Germany whose plispsophy is corner-stone- d
on- the survival of the fittest,
bereft of every spiritual element, who
knows no law but that of the jungle
the claw, the tooth, the fang the

,

"t
laboratory test.
all.
isn't
that
But
The greatest achievement of this Maxwell was'in its showinjfof pedind reliability and economy all in" the same run.
In that 44 days-anrun, though no thought was given to
nights Non-Sto- p
either speed or economy, it still remains a fact of official record that the Maxwell
averaged 22 miles per gallon and 25 miles per hour.
Now you know that speed costs and that economy tests are usually made at
.

d

Auto Sales Corporation.
STATE

DISTRIBUTORS,

Fifth Street and Gold Avenue.
Albuquerque, N. M.

slow-spee-

d

--

closed-throttl- e,

thin-mixtu-

re

conditions.

You know too that you can obtain economy of fuel by building and adjusting
for that one condition.
'
Speed you can get by building for speed. Any engineer can do that.
But to obtain that combination "of speed and economy with the wonderful
Non-Sto- p
run that car must be a Maxwell.
reliability shown in that
1

.

,

44-da-

she-ha-

'

a

If you believe them all, they all make super-carIn your experience, that theory doesn't hold.

t...,.,

,

F

mm

Any maker may claim for his product all the qualities there are. That is his
privilege. He may even think his claims are justified.
You read the advertisements, so you know that makers, as a rule, are not over
modest in that regard.

Brest-Litovs-

IT

'

.

stooping?
Hard to arise from a chair or turn
in bed?
Is the urine dark colored? Passages irregular?
Russian formula of "no annexations,
When your kidneys need attention, no
Indemnities."
,
use a tested kidney remedy.
Can anything bo more stupldi than
Use Doan's Kidney Pills the remto think of negotiating peace with a
edy that has proved its merit.
the
Convincing testimony here in an Al government which threw into
scrap basket its treaty with Belgium,
buquerque man's statement.
J. F. Summers, 517 W. Lead Ave., and which, in the last year has led
says: "Doan's Kidney Pills deserve on, by lying and intrigue, tho simple-minde- d
much praise, for they proved to be exRussians, assuring them they
cellent when I used them. Several shared their aims for the freedom of
years ago my back became lame and all peoples, until having
stripped
sharp pains pierced me. When I Russia of its power, they proceeciea io
was
me
to
difficult
it
for
stooped
divide the land among themselves
straighten. I got Doan's Kidney Pit's and allies? Last December President
and as I noticed some relief when I Wilson described the imperial Gerhad used the first box, I continued man
government as a "thing withtaking them until cured of the lamecapacity
ness and pains in my back. I haven't out conscinece or honor orWith
Gerpeace'
had any symptoms o tha trouble for convenanted of
backRussia
for
many's betrayal
since."
Price 60c, at all dea.'ers. Don't ground these biting phrases of Presisimply ask for a kidney remedy get dent Wilson stand out more sharply
Doan's Kidney Pills the same that now than three months ago. The
cured Mr. Summers,
Foster .Milburn nation asys the president to stick to
Co., Mfgrs., Buffalo, N. Y.

jfkjsT

Santa re, April 24 Elder W. M.
Scott of the First Presbyterian church,
whose pulpit has just been declared
vacant, has returned from the annual
meeting of the Santa Fo presbytery at
Not only the Santa Fe
Tucumcari.
pulpit was declared vacant, but the

..tAB

committee.

m

ing; New Edifice Is Erected
at Duran, Torrance County,

LIMITED

TO

era uniy rroo

State Senator Lucero of Raton
Selected Moderator at Meet-

IBV

MOSNINS JOURNAL SPBCIAL

LIAStO WtNSl v.

San Francisco,, Calif., April 24. r
Maj. .Gen. Arthur Murray has been
ordered relieved from command of the
Western department of the army, acreceived today
cording to a message
from command of the western department of the army, according to a
message received today from the war
department.
4
Maj. Gen. Charles G. Treat, now
commanding at Camp. Sheridan; Ala.,
has been appointed to the post to take
effect uron his arrival,

JOURNAL WANT ADS BRING THE DESIRED RESULT

SIX

CRESCENT HARDWARE CO.
S18 WEST CKXTIML

L

'Wrot" Steel Warm Air Furnaces
absolutely guaranteed

albuquerque, sew mexico

PHOXE SI 5.

THIS WHOLE LIST

Of National Biscuit Company's Crackers
and Cakes

25

at

tlieir

OKrt

LiJK

tDJ.au

tiie commissioners' meet-ine- s
from 4 o'clock Wednesday afternoon to 7:110 o'clock Wednesdav cven-- l
inn.
This (hanste was made for thej
.'isnn that it was impossible under
the old arrangement for laborinjr men!
to attend the nioctin'-'- s witiimit iokuh:
are
commissioners
As the
time.
niPi-- b(be servan's of the p"onle thev
wanted to nrraiif."1 n meetina hour
itv.i woo id he satisfactory and con
venirnt to the masses.
A umbos'
v:is film) atr'iinsi th"
of the street liuht froi.i Silver
avenue and Sixth street. It was decided to look around and se if a light
could he cotton from some other place
and located on West Lead avenue,
where a i fjrli t has been petitioned for
needed.
and where one is urgently
The commissioners have no desire to
put in an additional liuht If this action can b" avoided.
of holding

WARD'S

i CRESCENT

GROCERY

ROBERT JONES
Coul ami South Walter

HOMER IT. WARD
.115 M.trtile Avenue

Phones

IMione

570

nan if irr"

1

1

II

"

THEATERS
YRIC
JL
J

CCO

LAST TIME TODAY

reakers Ahead
--

1
19-2-

hour and 10 minutes behind running
time at Gallup when Conductor K. A.
l'inney of Albuquerque, former county treasurer, gave Engineer "Jack" E.
NO SPRINKLING Franklin the "high sign" to pull out.
At the same time It. S. Goodrich,
trainmaster, whose division is between here and Winslow, Ariz., said
to Franklin:
"Kun her into Albuijuerniie on
Commissioners Voted at Meet- time.
Jack."
do it," replied Franklin, as
ing Yesterday Afternoon to he "I'll
turned to his fireman. J. IJ.
ade:
Kill the

The city commissioners

.lust to hand, direct from the factory at wholesale prices and also
Aft- bought before the last advance. Von Kd the
fljl 1 A
benefit price
fDLy
U. S. Food License Xo.

STORE

rheumatism, appendi-rltl- s,
deafness liny fever, asthma,
liver and kidney
eyn, stomach,
trouble, hy correcting the Spine.

"Give her

hel,

v.c re

;ioy;

start right from here."
And iliey did, with the result 'hat
Franklin brought the train to a dead
stop before a cheering crowd of several thousand
tin
exactly
people
time.
He hud hot only obeyed orders, hut
had broken records Iwtwccn here and
Gallup. To do that, Franklin forced
old No. 1384 tho engineup grades:
threw her wide open down grade:
didn't siow up for curves, and when
it came to straight-away"stepped
on her" just a little more
to

39

from u New York friend, giving him
the information that the Greiks of
America, particularly tlmsi' of
who are the largest buyers,
have purchased over $1,5ihi.omo of the
Third Liberty Loan bonds, and return!; are coming in, right along, says
the letter indicating that more bonds
ure be.ng subscribed by the Greeks.1
"The Greeks, who have come to the
free shores 'of America and have
prospered here," says Mi. I.eakou,
'are loyal, patriotic citizens, and every one of them can be depended on
to do his share in helping I'ncle Sain
make this world free from rrussiiui-Hm.- "

Phone

HAY FEVER
thy, Medicine and Finger; Surgery.
C. II. CONNER, M. D. V, O.
Office Stern Building
Phones office 655. Residence, 325

VIOLA DANAI

Miss

Evelyn

w. s. s.
M.

1

Building
3old.

EYES

eJfPzgi

ii

RIGHT

long-rang-

495-49-

1-

i Strong Brothers
Undertakers

Elson H. Norris

'
Second und Central
"Grinisiiuiv Wants to See You"

JJ

SUCCESS

'

ar

x

GREEN

lr

J

STOCKINGS

HIGH SCHOOL

AUDITORIUM

,

Friday Evening,
April

Admission

26th

I

BEBBER, OPTICIAN
Citizens Bank Bldg.

Screaming

MATINEE
EVENING

If.

UnVA'!

Two-Re-

Keystone

el

Admission
Admission

"til

Comedy.

.Adults, lCc; Children, 5c
Adults, 15c; Children, 10c

TIME OF kllOWS

Phone 624

,, 2:15, 4:30, 0:!5, 8, 0:45

'O THEATER

TODAY

Picnic
IVnch

and

Hams, lb
mid Apple

TODAY AND TOMORROW

Hi'

'..UOe
lb, 25c

Butler,

Clovcrbloom Butter,
Small Cottoleni'
Medium Cottolcne
Large Coltolene
Country Eggs, doz
Compound Lard, :! lbs
Compound Lard, 5 lbs.,
Compound Lard, 10 lbs.,
Silver Leaf Lard, 5 lbs
Silver iK iif 1 Jinl. 10 ltw
dass Jar brand Peaches,

RESPECT

FANNIE WARD
On the Level
-- IX-

$;t.oo

Apricots
20c
Peaches
and
50c

and Pears

EVERY

THE CELEBRATED ACTRESS

55c
SI. 10
.S2.05
40c
75c
$1.25
$2.55
$1.65

Pie Fruits,
Oalloil
A indents
KOc
Gallon Pie Blackberries
Large can Sliced Pineapple ....20c
10c
Mince Meat, package
King Ko Raisins, pkg
12i
25c
Walnuts, small, lb
iUk
Walnuts, large. III
6 Burs Crystal White Sonp
25o
5 Bars Lcnov Soap
25c
5 Bars Boh While Soup
25c
Armour's Chipped Beef, 7 o.s..,.itOe
UOc
Ited Salmon, I lb
11)
20c
Red Salmon,
E-25c
Corn Flakes, 3 for
12M..C
Large Can Hominy
All kinds OraiK) Juice, pints und
20c. and 85e
quarts
Loose White Oats, 3 lbs
25c
27 e
Corroe
llrcaklast
Wedding
30
Bulk Peanut Butter, lb
40c
Walter Baker's Clioculaie, lb
Walter Baker's Coeon, lb
50c
FULL LINE OF QUAKER CEREALS

IN

HIGH-CLAS- S

""'
45c

lb

A

Matinee Price

1

PARAMOUNT

1

Admission
6 to 11 o'clock

PICTURE

to 6 o'clock

10c
6 to 11

o'clock
Children
War Tax Included

15c

Adults

t

C

NEW

IDEAL THEATE- -

I

TODAY

CASH ONLY

FIVE-REE-

Frank Trotter
116 WEST

CRYSTALl
--

I

TT

upera nouse
APRIL 29
V

Prices: 5c and 10c for Entire Day.

in

in

iimiu m i,

Dramatic Club
Presents

PretU

Dunces.
PATRIOTIC

$1.00

BY

Seats

Unique
Girls,
Songs,

Every Penny Helps

Cos-(null-

FINALE

Admission

NO ADDITIONAL

J.'iliiiiwiPiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiij.iiiiiiiiIWiMijMiul,i

Two Ounce Pure Extract of Vanilla, 35c
Red Star Corn Meal and Corn Flour.
Chase & Sanborn Coffees and Teas.
Beechnut Jams and Jellies.
.
Monarch Canned Goods.
Del Monte Canned Fruits.

University Talent
ll of Novelties,

ii

Invest in a War Savings Stamp

Rook bi ETHEL HICKEY
Music by E. STANLEY SEDER
JOE SCOTTI, Director

r

miuwi

NEW POTATOES
WHITE ASPARAGUS
NEW PEAS
GREEN BEANS
NEW BEETS AND TURNIPS
YOUNG SPINACH
NEW CABBAGE
RHUBARB
61 HEAD LETTUCE
RED RADISHES

Up In Tiie Air

MUSICAL COMEDY

in

Skinner's Grocery

U. N. M.
,

FEATURE.

L

ONE GOOD COMEDY REEL
Best Music in City By Talented Pianist.

i

GOLD

ONLY

THE BOSS OF
m THE
LAZY Y

Stewart

Roy

PRICES

GOODS-NE- W

OCR STORE

$1.50

on Reserve at Matron's
FRIDAY, APRIL 26

THIS SPACE WILL BE USED
TO ADVERTISE A GREAT BARGAIN SALE IN NAVAJO INDIAN
BLANKETS. GOODS ARE NOW
IN TRANSIT AND DATE OF SALE

WILL CLOSE AT NOON FRIDAY
LIBERTY LOAN DAY.

ACCOUNT
T

r

WAR TAX

WILL BE ANNOUNCED LATER.

,

EVAN'S

NO RAISE IN PRICES

United

States Food Administration License No,

J. A. Skinnier

Phones

south-vester-

SUITS CLEANED,

S

liveries.

.

WANTED

'r

st

Also "FIRST AID"

A

MONEY
PAY CASH-SA- VE
DELIVERIES For Lowlands, 8 a.
m. .and 2 p. ni.
For Highlands, 10
a. in. and 1 p. ui. No special de

LOCAL ITEMS

A LAUGHING

V

,

DIRECTED BY FRANK LLOYD
Six Parts.
. in

PIION'R VOI R ORDERS IN. NO
SOLICITOUS. ALL GOODS
DELIVERED,

Architect

1

I2

SHOP

LARRY

GRIMSHAW'S

I

last

sl--

:

Journal Want Ads bring results.

MAID
'HOMINY, per tun, while they

.

,

BY

From. his. Saturday. Eening
Poet story, "The Painted Lady"
.Showing the eminent William
I'arnum in the role of a fearless sailor who rises above his
lowly conditions and liceomes
n power for good.

50 CASES DAIRY

WltiLIAMh

Dentist

Downs Two Aairplancs
the w;ir work division.
Washington, April 24. Maj. WilJ. L. Koper of Greenville. Gu.. who
liam
Thaw, commander of the Ui
rame here sonic time ago with a very
severe case of tuberculosis, entering Fayette squadron, brought down two
METRO FEATURE IN FIVE REELS
sanitariums for German airplanes April 211. a dispatch
one of the local
for his, from Paris today announced.
treatment, left yesterday
ALSO SCREEN TELEGRAM, ONE REEL
home, feeling sure that his health!
Mr.
has been practically restored.
MAT1X I'D. 2:.W
10(
NK.II T, 7 ::i0 Adults, 15c; Children. 10c
Jtoper is a jobbing salesman for tho;
Fair-;
DR. H. M. BOWERS
K.
N.
of
rou. hern division
the
bank Co.. at Atlanta, Ga.
Oxtpoputliic l'liyiilelnn. kiirrliilizinK In
.Mr. W. i:. Granger of San Jacinto.;
.Viin and Thnmt, AkIIiiiih,
liny
California, arrived from the cast ly;
IVver, Ciiturrhul Jlcidif s. Ornilrntul
In adipiarters are located,
at Third motor yesterday und Is visiting busi- -'
H'dir..
Third mill (Inlil. Itn.iilini
life
The
Gold
Mr.
and
flag
f
reel
in
Albuouernue.
office plume
plione
Straw iH'irics arc colpitis in X will vemnin over the building to re- - less friends
who is extensively interested '
line shape. I'ine new potatoes, J place one which became somewhat (lunger
in real estate in the district covered
bv the recent ipiake in San Jacinto,
11).,
15c. Fresh tomatoes,
lb., f u III n.
Thomas 11. Mcintosh and I'ellx J. itated today that he would abandbeets
and
new
20c;
turnips. I Jordan i nlisted in the ordnance corps on
his auto here and leave by rail
hunch, 10c: California lettuce. 2
of the armv yesterdav and left for for California today to look after inheads, 15c; lai'fie (hit picMcs, J
terests there.
l'aso.
5 foi' 10c; sour pickles, do..,
lr. J. F. 1'euree is in receipt of an
Maurice K. Jordan, employe al the
A
20o.
interesting letter from his daughterin
4 Alvarado hotel, lelt yesterdaywilluftel-nojwUh her husband, preside
enwho,
for Kansas city, lie
Paris, France. After describing the
list in the army there.
Matteoccl, Palladino&Co.
e
'Ihe Mizpah sewing class of the shelling of Paris hy the of bombs'
X
Groceries and Stoats
school win guns and the dropping
DR. KING.
SPECIALIST
Congregational Sunday
Hun
from
the
airships, the writer!
Miss
X meet tonight at the home of
0
001 V. Tljeras. Phones
of
can
'3'
the
OUT
OF HIS OFFICE UNTIL
bombs
the
says
falling
6u
Xoivh Second
Edith
Jones,
heard plainly and as they are com-- j Friday and Saturday, April 110 and 27
slice,'.
West Central Avenue. Phone
lug down from the skies they remind ros
Sergeant Frederick Linse, in charge her
of tile noise occasioned by "coal 685 for Appointments.
of the army recruiting station, will
a
shoot."
down
leave this morning for Gallup on a going
hold of a
Senator Isaac Barth
recruiting- trip. He will be away sev number of bronze plates,got
about 4 by li
eral days.
inches In size, on his recent trip to:
D. Al. Lang, of the district head
Each plate bears this inquarters of the forest service has Chicago.
scription in raised letters: "This is
forest
to
the
national
Carson
gone
PHONE
PROMPT SERVICE.
the home of a soldier defending the!
'on a business trip. He will he away cause
75.
STRONG BLK COPPER
of God and humanity at the'
u week.
AND SECOND.
Phone 1003
It is his intention to present' Cromwell Bids.
There will be a resrlar stated con- front."
to his Intimate friends whO
clave of Pilgrim eommandery No. 3 them
have loved ones in the war.
The best Invested money tn a
Knights Templar at 8 o clock this tablets are supposed to be takedThe;
to! building is a good set of
plan9.
evening.
Visiting members will be porch posts or other cosptcuous;
Come
to the office and let ua talk
.
welcome.
where
all
who
places
over
pass
may
read.j
your
building
proposition.
M. Nash, of the Nash
Electrical
W. 8. S.
Supply company, returned to the city
MOOSE
LODGE
which
near
from
MEMBERS
yesterday
Gallup,
town he is doing some contract work
IN
MEETING TONIGHT
,
for the government,
I . L.
Illhhard, general superintendwith
of
coast
ent
lines
the Santa Fe
Tourist lunches. Pullman Cafe.
The Moose IoiIko will hold a
headquarters at Los Angeles and F. meeting at the law offico of special
,
Martin & Thorn. Taxi. Phone 273. 1'.
Judtte
assistant
Cruice,
freight
V.
general
C. Heacoi'k toniKht at 8 o'clock,
to Mr. ami .Mrs. and
were
J, Horn T...Mpril
at
Phoenix,
passenger
agent
und
all members are urged to attend.
YOU WILL AGREE
'Nicolas
Otirule, 'Jill J Jell avenue, a In Alluiipienpie yesterday.
New officers will be elected and oth!).
Paul T. Hammock und V. J. Lcwy, er matters of
be
will
'
The Senior Class of A. H.
John 1'. SiiuniH has moved into his formerly in the Indian Irrigation ser- transacted. A Importancewill be held
baiupiet
new residence, corner Marquette und vice here, have arrived safely
in after the
Cast
S., with an All-StPullman
the
at
meeting
France according to word received Cafe, and this promises to come
Jeleher.
up(
was
who
llitllnn
. ..p.here yesterday.
,,f
PRESENTS
,,
They ure members to the excellent standard of this pop.....Vf,"... i.,,.n
here on business, returned to Gallup of an engineering regiment.
ular eating place.
are
Members
The Woman's Missionary society of granted
esterda.v.
the privilege to invite friends
Horn April 23 to Mr. und Mrs.j the Central Avenue Methodist Epis- to the banquet.
at
w. s. s.
Richard i. Homuan, 312 Houili niru copal church will have a lilac tea 509
the home of Airs. W. C. Thaxton,
btreet, a son.
ALVARADO
AnNorth
EGGS.
Eleventh
afternoon
street, this
Mr. Novack has gone ot Los
from 3 to 5. The public is Invited.
On kiIo hy ImillnK
rorem the morning af- geles on a vacation trip. He will he
f
Hay C. Kpitzer, who has been In
lliry are luiil, Mic.
uway a mont h.
w. s. &.
Dr. J. S. Cipes returned yentcrduy the officers training camp, has been
in
the
from u trip to Los Angeles, lie was appointed a second lieutenant
Orders
lahen
for service fines.
reto
word
signal corps according
uway ten days.
A COMEDY IX THREE ACTS
He was form- Women of American Army. 223 West!
C. L. Hinday a real estate man of ceived here yesterday.
Gold
Avenue.
in the Indian Irrigation service
Eslancia, N. M., was a visitor In the erly
W.
S.
S.
here.
Ho is now stationed ut San
A Comedy that Is Really Funny
city yes;erday.
You will not lie disappointed.
Mrs. YV. It. Cannon will leave to-- , Antonio, Tex.
Experienced,
atK.
K.
district
Scott, formerly
night for Sun '.abriel, Calif., where
Saleswomen. Apply at The
in
district
fifth
the
Judicial
torney
will
make her home.
she
residing at Silver City, stop- Economist.
li I.ucious Kirk land of Bronte, Tex.,a but now
W. S. s
ped off here yesterday on his way
enlisted in the navy yesterday us
home from Santa Fe, He and Mr.
fireman and left for El Paso.
GENTRY'S EGGS
Mr.
McAdoo
friends.
are
iflditime
South
Mrs.
1701
Lebbcrnioyer,
nawhlns Skinner, Champion, Con-ro- y
,'Arno street, underwent an operation Scott attending the meeting at tho
nnd San Jnq Market: 50c dozen.
Sr.
armory last night.
lit
yesterday.
Joseph's hospital
j
Aid
w. s. s.
At 'a meeting of the Fraternal
Judce Kaynolds yesterday granted
AlNo.
the
held
other day ,lt
89,
Cnion,
Persons who wish to renew or lake
Marie Allen a divorce from J. J.
Libto
a
was
$150
was
len. Abandonment
the charge.
purchase
agreed
out mcmbcrshipe in the Red Cross
The Good Cheer club will meet erty Loan Bond out of the general can do so by calling at Strong's Book
'the
matter
When
of
fund
the
of
lodge.
home
at
the
afternoon
Thursday
Store, O. A. Matson A Co., Grimshaw's
Mrs. C. JlcVey, 512 West Eleventh came up, it was the unanimous or
Mrs. II. B. Ferguson, or by phoning
' street.
choice of all present that the pur.1. It. McKic
50c, 35c
of Gallup arrived iu chase be made, voicing tho loyalty the chairman of the Membership com""
i
mittee. No. 1331-Albuquerque last night to visit his of the members of the lodge.
Reserved Seat at Mutaon's
Robert J. Greenleaf has been given
w. s. s.
und
; daughter, Mrs. Lawrence
f"Mr. Lackey.
judgment in the district court against
BITTNER notTSH
i '
A marriage license was issued yes- - John M. Moore, adminstrator of the 319
south First, Nice clean rooms;
estate of Mary J. McHrian. Judge
,;terday to Eduvtgeu Otero, IS, of
rooms. Phone S21.
and Jose Archuleta, 22, Itaynolds issued an order to sell lot light housekeeping
w. s. s.
9, block 2r., in the Huning highland
Antonio.
San
')f
Alfalfa In car lots, .t'has. Donlin,
the judgment.
to satisfy
C. Ely li ft last night for addition
t; Ralph Texas,
to attend a meeting The umount involved Is $2,000, i with Hooper, Colo.
ilouston,
W.R. S.
n
interest and costs to accrue.
i of food administrators of tho
Rheumatic Pains.
Elmer E. Veeder. spoken of as a
states.
When troubled
with rheumatism
Private Paul T. Voung of the army democratic gubernatorial possibility: bathe
the affected parts with ChamiVecruiting station returned yester-'''ila- y William .springer and Dr. J. M. CunYou will be surfroni Cunip Kearny, where he ningham, came down from Las Veit-n- s berlain'snt Liniment.
.lhe rbef which it affords.
went with a deserter.
yesterday and escorted Secretary prised
w. s. s.
;
The circles of the ladies' Aid of the McAdoo and party to the Meadow
$1
First Baptist rhureh will do Ited City today. Mr. McAdoo is scheduled
afternoon
.'Cross sewing at. the Ked Cross rooms to speak briefly thereforthis
Four suits pressed $1.25.
dinner.
while the train stops
his afternoon.
The Fernandez company yesterday Contract plan. Columbia Cleaning; Co.
Women of the American Army
floated u new flug from the started suit in the district court Delivery. Phono OHO.
Sevedra.
Plaintiff
Uenito
Moj) of the building in which their against
asks judgement for $500 and cists of TELL HhORYS
DELIVERY
alleging that the grass on Its
Pbon 939.
land, located In Bernalillo and Sando- Your baggage, troubles.
val counties, was damaged by defend
W. S. 3.
B.
It.
.A.
on
ant's
pasturing
sheep
ARMI.IO'S
TAXI
LIXF
Co.
MeMillen is plaintiffs attorney.
Springer Transfer
(iooil cars and quick service. Cheap
Miss Kathleen Long, graduate of rates
by the Hour. Plione 414.
the Cniversity of New Mexico, who
.
w. s. a,
FOR HAULING
left here recently to take Op governbeen
ment
has
work
at
Washington,
Trash, Ashes and Things.
apponited scientific assistant in the
economics department ot the agri
'

Glass.
CO.
LUMBER
AtJBCQCERQCK
423 N. tint.
Phone 421.

CHOCOLATE
CHOCOLATES
LOS ANGELES

"36

When a Man
Sees Red

Tt Replace That Broken Window

FRESH

FOX

Special SuK'i' lc Luxe
Photoplay.

,

and 2, Whiting
Phone No. SHI.
CorneF Sexxuid and
vv. s. s.

Trotter, who accompanied her to Washto
duty in
ington ban been assigned

cultural division.

IN A WILLIAM

Let Us Send a Man

IX

Romance of the South Sed Isles

A

Wm. FARNUM

Its alleviation and cure, by my
combined treatments of. Osteopa-

v. s. s.
norma. Trimble'l

li.
Rooms

With--

161.

Repeating

Uwry and saddle

Red Bam.

TODAY ONLY
House of High Class Pictures and Music
.

W. L. JOHNSON, D. C.
1
N. T. Arm! jo Bldg.,

yoiny

nu'etine yesterday afternoon repealed
the sprinkling ordinance passed hy
them on March 28. They feel that
the sentiment against the ordinance inj
Its present form as expressed at the'
muss meeting held at the hitrh school!
Tnesdav nipht. it was stated yester-- 1
indicative of the KPncral
day. was
feelinK of the people at this time..
They appreciate that many of the tax- nyrs want relief from the dust, and
ARE" LOYAL
if the demand is sufficiently strong GREEKS
districts can he formed agreeable to
AND BOND BUYERS
the taxpayers and the matter will!
acain he gladly taken up hy the coin-- j
P. M. Lcakou, proprietor of the
niissioners.
It was decided to dinner the tiniej Pullman Cafe, Is in receipt of a letter

DOZEN BROOMS.

JUt)

was

MeAdoo's train

Secretary

CHIROPRACTIC
Conquers

Mc-l,-

UNITY JUMBLES
NABISCO WAFERS
CAMEO BISCUIT
LORNA DOONE
LEMON SNAP
NU ZOO GINGER SNAPS

Fnmily packages soda crackers, rye liiscuit try the rye
biscuits, better perhaps, than you think, pound

PASSIONS

Ordinance, Owing
to Strong Opposition,

Are Fresh Baked Direct From Factory Yesterday
SELECT SODA
PREMIUM SODA
GRAHAM CRACKERS
TOKENS
FIG NEWTONS
UNEEDA BISCUITS
MALLO MARS

'GIVE HER HELL, BOY,'
SAID
THE ' ENGINEER,
AND 'BOY' COMPLIED

T YOUR UN

AVE.

Plumbers; Hot Water and Steam Heating; Tinners

M
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SIDEWALKS

FOR SALE
8-

-l

BUNGALOWS

MOGUL TRACTOR

Dave Bcntson, Jr.,
Phone
Box 136, Old Albuquerque,. X. M.
2407-F-

1,

South First St.

Prichard & . Prichard

;

General Contractors . and Builders
' 207 W. Gold
Phono 915

W

Dr. Lich tenwaiter

CITY ELECTRIC SHOE SHOP
PHONE SST
Osteopathic Physician and Surgeon
FREE CALL' AND DELTVEB1
Metropolitan Bide Tel., Otflc. D73; Res. 433
BATCH'S OLD .STAND

CerrXw Lump
-...
.

JHiSllin COcll CO
':';;.-

raoirat m

-

.".

C:'

errUlo
'

eta

4. '?:..'

ALL BIZKS; STEAK OOAi
ANTHRACTTBl,
Coke, Mill Wood, Footory wood. Cord Wood, Native Kindling,

LIsm
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Gen. Menoher Visits
r
IjDUKEClfYHJIS
the Front Trenches

-

22170

GONE OVER TOP;

SLUM

THE NUMBER WHICH DREW
THE ELECTRIC IRON MONDAY.

IN LOAN DRIVE

If you have this number call and
get your iron.
Nos. 435, 2255 and 4205 have not
been claimed. If you have either of
these numbers call and get your
Electric Iron.

Made to Secreat Dinner Last
tary,
Night That Bernalillo County
Backs Nation,

Announcement

McAdoo

SWELL THE AMOUNT

horne, tlte A met '.can
commander,
him to capture and execute,
asking
SOLDIERS SHOO T
A Ibmi'H nine went "over the top.".
from
of
the
the Mexideserters
any
can federal column who crossed the
This announcement was made at
border .Sunday, killed a beef, drove
of Wiloff some nurses and took provisions the luncheon given in honor
liam G. McAdoo. secretary of tho
from n house on the White ranch.
RABBITS TO GET
Colonel Unix also notified Colonel treasury, at the Y. Mv C. A. gymnaLanghoino not to bo alarmed if rifle sium last night. Tim announcement
shots were heard on the Mexican side was made by Chairman M. K. Niekey
as his men were without food and
killing juok rabbits. Colonel 'following reports of the captains of
0Q SUP LIES were
com- the various teams as to the amount
Uui7, implored the American
mander for food us his men are raised yesterday.
We started, out this morning with
starving.
information was received here to- $571,1)00 actually subscribed; that is,
dewo
be
to
had cash to that amount in the
believed
that Mexicans,
Mexican Commander Says Not day
serters, from the federal column, have bank.' Our miota is $720,9,')0.
Now,
killed five hcud of cattle., driven off lot's sep how wo came out,"' said Mr.
to Pay Attention, to Shotst some
horses and took a (jiiantity of Mickey when he called for reports.
ranches The committee chairmen began to
provisions frpm American
for They Are Not Intended since
the column has been inarching report on the day's drive. A man
with
borMexican
side
the
of
the
for Sammies on Boundary, alongtoward
an adding machine located at tho
der
Ojinaga.
north end of the hall kept tally. So
MOMNINa JOURNAL SPECIAL LCAHD W1RI

Klanca, Tox., April 2t. An
American cavalry patrol was fired on
at the Xevill lain h on the bonier
No
siixty miles south of here today.
A force of Mexono was wounded.
ican federal troops is encamped opposite the Xevill ranch, wliicli was
raided raoently and Glenn Xevill, son
of the owner killed.
Colonel Ey Martinez
Ruiz,
the federal column on the
Mexican Hide of the holder opposite
me nig lienu, yesterday sent a request to Colonel George T. Lang- com-"landi-

NEW
oil

1

$M5,(MI0 to the
Third Liberty Loan. excelling
ibi' minimum
amount set h.v
.
-SI7S,0.-0This Is the first city
I have had the privjlogo of being
in when they went "over Hie lop."
The secretary then presented the
city and county with an honor
flait. whlelt will he floated for the
fiiM lime on lYiday, April in,
Liberty l oan lay.

and Coal Avenue

Formerly, when you ' bought shoes, you
seldom thought of the soles. You had no
choice there was but one kind to be had on
dress and street shoes.

v

coun-

ll)iiiiiciMiie and
ty hud subscribed

Phone 177

V

Choose the Soles j for Your Shoes

"I congratulate yon over the
inaunificent showing yon have
ni'Mlc," said Secretary McAdoo lit
tln Y. M. C. A. tliimei' lust night
follow ing the iuiiioiiiicviwiiI that

The Excelsior Laundry Co.

Kiorru,

a

A- -

State Land Office, Santa Fe
Railway, Telephone Company come in at Eleventh
Hour and do the Trick;

Watch The Morning Journal each
Thursday for this announcement
of numbers.

Corner Second

w

LATE SUBSCRIBERS

Save the coupons in every package
of laundry vou send to us for the
Liberty Bond Which Will Be Given
away as a grand prize after the 12
Electric Irons have been given away.

mniuuil.iiiwiim.il

'

I

J

In
MaJ. Gen. Menoher Is shown
this news picture leaving a communi- ration trench after an inspection ofj
the front trenches, ile is accompanied;
by field officers of a division now
occupying the front lines.

faithful workers and $H,0U0 from the
Mountain States Telegraph and Telephone company.
rnnilenionlimi Itelgns.
Long before the reading of tlie.se
waa completed it was plain that wa
hud "gono over the top" and far
It. l'undemoniiim reigned', l'oo-pl- o
had no idea of the exact amount
subscribed, but every ono realized
u nan exeoeneu ine lonuesi nopes
jioai
of the most optimistic.
Cheer after
cheer rent tho hall and almost raised
tho gym roof. When tho reports wero
all in and order had been restored it
wus announced that Alluimieiqup and
Bernalillo county had actually subscribed
or $178,030
more
than the government had allotted tw
us. Jf till Kaiser could have heard
the cheers with which this announcedid a lot of people with pencils and ment was greeted it certainly would
made the cold chills chase one
have
Paper. As the chairmen reail of the another up and down his
JAPANESE FOREIGN
spinal col
for
tho
the
subscriptions
day
adding
MINISTER RESIGNS machine clicked and the pencils Jotted limn.
"I
congratulate you," said Secredown the figures on slips of paper.
in speaking of the
I'rotty soon It became evident that tary McAdoo,
(V HORNINQ JOUKNAL SPECIAL LCASCO WIN(
"This is the first city I have
tho
had
been
almost
quota
reached
April 24. Viscount
and
excitement became intense. had the privilege of being present
Japanese minister for foreign Then the
"
some
large subscriptions were when they "went over the top.'
has
to
a
affairs,
resigned, according
McAdoo 1'rcseiiLs Flag.
000
Keuter dispatch from Tokio. Viscount Reported, among theni being
The secretary then presented
Motono will be succeeded by Baron from tho state land office, $76,000
and Bernalillo county with an
Cloto, who has held several portfolios from the Ranla. l'e railway, $50,000
and is a member of the national com- from the committee Steadied by Mrs. honor flag, which will be flung to tho
mission appointed last year or the 10, A.
Mrs. breeze on Liberty day, next Friday.
aughey, $21,000 from
discussion of Japan's foreign policy.
Alfred Grunsfeld and her band
The dinner at the Y. M. C. A aside
of
from a few invited guests,, was strictly
for Liberty Loan workers.
Admission was by special ticket.
Three
large tables running lengthwise of tho
gymnasium were filled'. At a small
table at the north end of the hall tho
Mrs. J. T.
following wero seated:
McLaughlin, Mrs. W. K. Lindsoy,
of the Treasury McAdoo, M. K.
Mickey. Mrs. McAdoo, A. B. McCiaf-fe- y
and Mrs. Ilucy of Santa Ke.
The high school orchestra,' tinder
the direction of Miss Manelle Shelton.
'rendered delightful music during tho
' nrmrretiu rtf thn trin'il
Following the dinner and committee reports, Secretary McAdoo, after
complimenting the pcoplo of Albuquerque on the success of tho loan
drive, spoke as follows:
Mr. McAdoo spoke as follows:
"'The treasury an not he
kept replenished with
money unless
the
American
It
people put
there, and
there are two ways in which
it is
'isone; One i:i by taxation and the other
by bond issues or loans to the government. Tuxes have been imposed
tj
a very modest degree. They have been
entirely too low. I know you all sympathize with that point of view.
"Hut taxes have to he paid and Liberty Loans have to be sold. One is the
drafted dollar and the other is the
volunteer dollar. We have made up
our minds that we sro going to rely
upon the selective draft in human
power to win this war, but we aro relying just to a small degree on the
selected dollar and to aj argo degree
on tho volunteer dollar.
"We have two soldiers in those dollars, and they are essential soldiers in
this war and they must function at
the proper time. They must bo synchronized with tho artillery Just as
much as the Infantry In the field,
when the signal is given and the big
guns begin to roar and the barrage Is
coal
Oil Cook Stove
can

But now that Neolin Soles are everywhere
available, you have a choice and it is worth
your while to choose soles for wear, for
, comfort and for the, other qualities that soles
should have.
We believe that thoughtful
choosing will lead you inevitably
to Neolin Soles, when you have
learned how good they are.

i

,

Get them on the shoes you
buy this Spring, for yourself or
for others in die family. And
have them put on the shoes you
have been wearing.
A
Most good shoe stores have
shoes with Neolin Soles
for
men, women and children. And
most good jepair shops are preshoes with Neolin
pared to

n.

re-so- le

v

re-nu- lt.

They

Soles.

are absolutely water-

proof, protecting your health

Mo-ton- o,

When you ask for Neolin Soles'
look for the trade mark underneath. It identifies the genuine.1,

against dampness underfoot And
they give you a sure footing on

v

Albu-queni-

'

'

,

Ntiy not learn, Jayexpenence,

Math that mark: stamn
your memory: UCO'iA'

1

'it

nn

'the

trade symbol for a never
'changing quality product of

See-reta- ry

coWEs

Neolin Soles ?

These soles cost no more than
others but wear longer
thereby
making a big reduction in your
annual expense for shoes.
They make shoes comfortable
doing away with the old torture
of breaking-i-

$',l0.-),00-

PERraCTON

the economy and other virtues of

tThelGporJ y earlTireJc Rubber Compahyf AkronT Ohio

Jh

Window displays show where you can get Neolin Soles

o

i

GIVE AND GAIN

give
you
you use a New Perfection
to the nation and gain gas stove comfort. But the New Perfection is the only oil cook stove that gives gas stove comfort
with kerosene, fuel that is always available and inexpensive. The
long blue "chimney burner alone insures clean, intense heat (free
from soot and odor) for every cooking need. 3,000,000 users.
If

burner sizes, with or without cabinet top and oven.
Made in
dealer
about the New Perfection Kerosene Water Heater.
Ask your
Use ConOCO Safety Oil Every Drop Works.
Dealen Who Sell and Recommend New Perfection Cook Stooet:
Clius. E. Boldt,
T. S. Mills Furniture George C. Sciiecr Fur.
Crescent Hardware Co..
Co.,
Co.,
Klronsc Bros.,
Kaalio & Mauser,
J. 1). Emmons,
Kosenwnld
Co.
Furniture
Hroa.,
Kupple
Whitney Hardware Co.
C. J j. KepDoler,
Eu. C. Rowc,

sifisv

Tt in ortntTixtr
Cheyenne

Denrer

mt

A i

r

1 1

f ' f A nil l

(A Colorado Corporation)
Salt Lake City
Pueblo
Albuquerque

A

Butte

r

nr

s

Boise

J
started.
"Everything must he
and synchrunizeii wnn absolute perfection to the second in order that the
great movement then undertaken may
succeed.
Your
treasury has to be
synchronized with those great movements in France.

Money I Needed.
"How can I carry on these colossal
can depend upon
operations unless IthO'
the resources of
treasury being
available at all times to set our armies
forward? That means, to put It In
plain English, that w must pay our
taxes when they are due..
"We must not undertake to say that,
because it is hard to pay taxes or in
convenient to pay taxes, or that we
would rather defer the payment of
taxes, that the congress ought to extern! the time for tho payment of
taxes.
"The treasury of the United State
Is in a sense the greatest banking in
stitution in tho world today, dealing
in billions and billions of dollars.
Every day thr drain upon the treasury
department is enormous. But I have
got to meet it. We have got to have
the money there to keen America fo- -

ITMklliAb..

ii a p.i

arteries of trade fill
circulation us we go
forward with tnis great war.
Treasury llcparlmeiit Obligations.
must
'The treasury department
have something to mature besides its
obligations. We can not have our ob
ligations mature ull the time and then
the only asset we have not mature on
time. Suppose uny of- you bankers
hern could never count on the payment of any of your assets as they
ing; to keep the
ed with healthy

matured, but had to pay all the. time
your obligations as they matured,
how long would you last?
"And so, gentlemen, may, I say to
you as business men that wo must
meet tlie situations confronting us behind the lines with the sumo spirit
and patriotism as the soldiors In front
of the line.
"Suppose that a general gave the
orders that tho troops should advance
at a certain time and the soldiers sent
him back word:
" 'Well, we would rather start this
tomorrow. Wont you put it off until
the next day?'
"What sort of an army would we
have'.' It is just ns important that tlfc
men buck of the lines should do their
part on tho minute as it is that the
men in front of tho lines should do
their part on the minute.
( un Pay Those Tines.
"There is no difficulty about paying
these taxes. Of course we can pay
them, and wo must pay them on time
There
if tho treasury Is to function.
is no use in cutting the dog's tail off
us
be
done
with the
by inches. Iet
agony and go forward and win this
victory.
' "1
refer to taxes because I think
we ought to lay that ghost artd make
minds to go forward and do the
our
up
Job as it comes to us.
"Here is a Liberty Loan. The. time
la fixed for It. Suppose we said, after
taT'teif'
'Let u put U off

n'

'

a

.

1

Santa IV rorsonal.
Maurice
Santa Ko, April 24.
Sterne .the N'ew York artist, has returned from a trip to the Orand Canyon. Mis. Harry L. Wilson, Museum
librarian, bus gone on a two weeks'
trip to tbo lower Pecos 'alley, for
the state food administration,
.

IVmr Surveyor
LImmun1.
.Santa Fe, April
mirvey-mi'- h
were licensed by the state board
of oxumlners today:
Kenneth A.
Heron. Chama; Charles K. Woodman,
Ties I'iedras; Albert I). Bryan,
V. 1. Sullivan, Fort Stockton,
Tex. Sullivan having been former
state engineer.

Cer-rillo- s:

Journal Want Ads bring results.

Wm?Kl

Plow. Five to Seven
Acres
Day at One-fourth the Cost of Horses
That

can do with
used
vour
Tourlnir
Ford
with
par
or roadster Vou can make tlie change In twenty minutes
The STA lTIR-AK
Tit ACTOU is guaranteed. IT IS BEST KOR
FA II M WORK. Over 1,000 in use
Also made foi Overland and
today.
Chevrolet, Dodge and Studebaker soon.
Our agents proposition will more than please you. If there is no agent
iti your locality, write, wire or phone-K--

Is what you

--

.

MOORE-HARD-

n.A errxt

another month

you for all the work you are doing,
and t want you to go forward with
renewed effort and 'put her over the
top' not the minimum but the maximum always. Our business hack of
the lines is to go tho maximum all
tho time, as we expect our soldiers In
the field to go Nj maximum."

or another' sixty days. It is not very
convenient to raise this money at this
time.'
"Don't you know, when that word
got back to the kaiser it would encourage him very much? Wo want to
let him understand' that we do not
care a continental what the demand is
or when it comctf, we shall meet it always.
"Now, gentlemen, about these Liberty Loans. I am delighted with the
way Jhe country has responded on
each of these occasions, nnd I am delighted with tlie splendid work you
have done here.
"I am glad to see that the spirit of
America Is rising all the time and
that we are beginning to get a truer
conception, not only of the menning
of this war but the seriousness of it.
"All we need to do is to get out
manpower on the front In i'rnnce,
nnd you will see that line bulging to
the east instead of the west and you
will find Herlin not in the perimeter
of the line but in the center of the
circumference.
"Gentlemen, I am deeply grateful to

1718-2- 0

Broadway.

Y

MOTOR CO.
Pertver, Colo,.
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TILE METHOD OF THI'. MAI

Major L. C Eckcnfelder of the
French high commission explains the
method In the Teuton madness most
clearly and It must be admitted that
it hag a strong chance of winning,
in the preeont drive, if the Herman
are fluCficieht.
Mnyor
resources
Eckenfelder nay's in the Chicago
Tribune:
"On one side, the Germans have
estimated that they would spend so
many hundred" of thousand lives ot
their soldiers to break through the

British and French armies.

By

the

way, you remember that two months
ago the German press published in
cold blood that they woud no to
Fnris at the cost of 300,000 Germans
killed.
"On our side, the only policy which
has been followed so far is to try
to kill as many Germans as possible
r.nd exhaust the strength of the German army before a certain point
It seems incrediwould be reached.
ble that a modern army would be
have like a cloud of grasshoppers;
nevertheless every one must admit
the fact that the Germans are using
the elementary tactics of the grasshoppers.
"According to the Inst events, the
Germans attack a position in this
way:
"They calculate how many divisions must be sacrificed to keep the
alies' machine guns, lifles, and cannons busy to the moment when those
different weapons will be red hot
and out of order or until tho supply
of ammunition rung out.
"If they estimate that it will take
the sacrifice of three divisions, they
will launch six divisions to the assault, hurling that human flood in
waves at an interval of 100 to 200

yards.

before launching the
attack, they muke a preparation ly
terrific bombardment during one or
two days, sometimes more, to destroy
Cur trenches, cut our communication
with the rear, stop the arrival of our
ard then, when the
reinforcements,
waves begin to move towards
our
position, they are preceded by a moving barrage, like a wall of steel, of
explosions of fire and smoke.
"You may imagine what is the situation of the allied troops defending
their positions.
"Those German divisions are coming towards us in close, compact moss
formation, as if in a church parade.
It is a spectncular and dramatic sight
Those German soldiers have still in
their blood the military dcsclpllue
taught to their forefathers by Fred
erick the Great and they go to
slaughter without wincing.
"More divisions are advancing and
fall mi til same, strip of land. The
corpses arc piling up, but more and
more men wearing the feldgrau' uniform mid (li;ii Mlg scaurs medieval
steel bat of l heirs are still coining.
climbing over the wall made of dead
Uuimachine
gunners
stubbornly
continue lo distribute death, but the
ammunition Is exhausted ,the rifles
tefuse to work, tho storming of our
position begins.
"Our men, in small groups, receive
the onslaught with grcnudos and bay
onet, some of thorn striking with the
hutt of their rifles; they are soon
submerged, however, by new waves,
and the following morning you read
In tho communique
that 'the Germans advanceiL so many hundred
yards.' "
"Of courso,

THK AMEItiC.W. BOYS WOKtvlNfi
REKKUVB.
American mot herb are being asked
to stand behind the effort made by
the Department of Labor to enlist
the boys of the country in farm work
during the coming months.
The need is critical. Farmers must
have help. Many boys within
the
draft age have had to lay down tho
hoe, and take up the rifle. Their
place must be filled if Use farmers
are going to be induced to plant and
produce more than ever before.
Last year the Urfited Spates Bcjys
Working Reserve sent some hundred
thousand boys to the rescue of the
farmer. This year about 250,000 will
be needed to meet the war emergency.
in some
Why not, then, utilize
measure- tho two million units ot the

boy power, now either idle or enwork? The
gaged in
need in the fields is just as essential
in winning tho war as the work in
the trenches,
Kvcry mother who has bravely and
gladly sent her older boy to her
country's defense will, with the same
patriotism, offer her younger son to
the civilian army on the farms.
No boy may enroll in the Hcscrvc
until be has obi. lined his parent's
consent and lie may be withdrawn at
their discretion. It is in no wise a
draft labor but merely a voluntary
enlistment.
What mother would not welcome a
healthy and wholesome summer for
her boy on the farm? The charm of
camp life is there, for the boys in
soino instances arc housed in a camp
centrally located while farmers carry them back and forth in their conveyances.
There are also Farmers' Training
Camps where boys are given six
weeks intensive, training, including
actual demonstration work, before
being enrolled as regular farm laborers.
ra rents need have no misgiving in
sending their boys to these camps
for they are under the direction of
a Y. M. C. A., or other welfare worker, who looks after the health, morals and also diversion of the boys in
his charge.
In most cases, however, the boys
are boarded in the Individual farmhouses and though the hours are
long and tho labor strenuous, it is a
fine, big life in the open and us a
rule the boys revel in it. One boy
writes: "This Is the life! The work,
though somewhat heavy, is very enjoyable and everyone on the place is
good to us." And another says: "Tell
tho boys its no cinch on a farm but
if you are willing to work hard, the
farm's the place."
Mothers who know the troubles of
getting a sleepy youth awake In the
to themmorning have wondered
selves about their soldier boys when
tho farm reveille is sounded. These
mothers will also appreciate the feelings of one of these civilian lads, now
fighting tho war on the farm, who
vrrote: "We have to get up and help
tho sun rise but 1 like It."
While the Tlev. Charles U Mead,
pastor of Trinity M. 13. church, was
his sermon
yesterday
delivering
morning there came to his home a
new arrival in the form of a fine
baby boy.
Dr. Mead's subject yesterday was
"The Privileges of
Denver
Mountain
(Colo.)
Kocky
News.

ixvkst.uknt, on tax.
Suppose that you look at the matter from this standpoint, which is by
no means the hei-- t standpoint:
You have JfiO, say, which, for ono
reason or another, you're fearful to
invest in a Uberty Bond.
It is certain that the government
wants that $00.
It is certain that Ihe government
is not going Co let its men in Europe suffer for luck of food or ammunition.

It

is

certain that the government

can get your $50.

Here are three oertainities which
you cannot set aside In order to save
your $50, be ye pacifist,
unpatriotic, miserly, or just the
n,

or-

brave, handsome boy to Uncle Sam,
and my only regret is that i nave not
six to send instead of one to fight for
the flag that my father fought four
years to save. Although 1 do not
know just how much insurance I will
get, or allowance, I know it will help.
In one letter my boy wrote thus:
'.Mother. 1 am not afraid to go into
battle or to face a gun. If I have to
give up my young life for my country,
I will do it gladly, but I cannot sleep
nights thinking what will become of
my sweet little sisters and you.' Later
he wrote: 'Today I am the happiest
boy on the Atlantic, for tho insurance
bill has passed, and I am taking the
full amount. Now I can face anything with a smile, knowing my loved
ones will be cared for.' Grod. grant
him a return. May God and his angels forever bless you, is a mother's
daily prayer."
I will omit the name, because I
haven't her permission to read that

"Freedom, For All, Forever"
JOHN BULL IS SINGING IT NOW

ecntly on "What America Is Fighting
For" to a huge London audience.
"The F.nglish speaking peoples of
the. world must stick together or be
struck separately," said .lodge Neil.
"America is fighting for the right of
thempeople generally to govern
selves, and will continue to the end,
however remote that may be. Wc

civilized we will do the square thing
by the children. Truly, unless we
With Scissors
waken soon, when this generation of
children has grown up into the light
WIIKX THK WAK'S AT AY KM. of a clearer day, few will then1 be
P.
N.
Lieut.
Sub.
It.
(Kric
Dawson,
among tiicm to rise up and call us
V, R.)
blessed."
At length when the war's at an end
And we've just ourselves
you and I. FARMERS' PART IX THE WAR.
And wc gather our lives up to mend,
(From Ix'slic's. )
Wc, who've learned how to live and
The slow progress made by the fedhow to die:
eral farm loan banks in financing tho
farmers makes it still incumbent on
Shall we think of the old ambition
tho private agencies to provide, as
to
or
how
For riches,
grow wise,
usual, millions of dollars of the needlike
Lazarus
When,
ed funds. This they are doing as rapfreshly arisen,
We've the presence of death in our idly as feasible, but they do not
eyes?
possess unlimited means of their own
for this purpose. They have to obtain
Shall we dream of our old life's passion tho
and assistance of the
To toil for our heart's desire.
investing public. On the latter it deWhose souls War has taken to fashion pends whether or not the thousands
With molten death and with fire?
of agricultural enterprises which require new or renewed financial acI think we shall crave tho laughter
commodations shall thrive or shall be
Of the wind through trees gold with hampered and perhaps undone.
4Vi
Dlln
American farmers are paying $400
after a minute, or over tiiiz,uuu a "uy, inWhen our strife Is all finished
war
is
done.
The carnage of
terest on loans. Experts estimate the
total amount of farm mortgages in
Just these things will then seem worth the United States at 4,uu,uuii,uuu.
while:
h
of this amount, or $800,-nniifin
minnow line annually anel is
How to make life more wondrously
sweet:
replaced by new mortgages. The bus
How to live with a song and o smile, iness is so large mat me rami iviun-gag- e
How to lay our lives at Love's feet.
bankers' Association f America, at
Its national convention in Kansas City
REM, TEIJEPHOXK SYSTEM. 0 ov, (n.tniipr will rnrnestlv consider
measures of great importance to both
There are in the United States
telephone companies giving serv- borrowers anel investors.

and Paste

10,-47-
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One-fift-

YERBOTEX.
So runs the German in his rut,
and mouth keeps closely
mind
His

shut;
be
"lis 1st veibotcn."

He'd like to

but

half-huma-

to
Long hsve the people longed
quit,
To rest, to play, to eat, a bit;
Why don't they? Ph! don't speak
of it!
"Ks 1st verbotcn."

In rclchslag sit Ihe socialists
And gnaw their tongues und crack
their fists:
They'd like to slap the kaiser's
wrists!

"Es ist verbot"h."

have adopted the slogan 'Freedom,
for All, Forever,' and will not lay
down our arms until we have made
it not only a slogan but a fact."
The phrase caught the popular enthusiasm and has begun to be heard
on every hand, while the press and
pulpit have taken it up as the best
statement of allied war aims.

Article

(From Leslio's.

--

li

)

of the Hague convention

"the attack or bombardment,
by whatever means, of towns, vil-

which
lages, dwellings or buildings
aro undefended is prohibited!."
The
pledgu Germany look she has repeatedly violated by raiding undefended
towns such as Scarborough,
Whitby
and Hartlepool, on tho e'ast coast of
She bombarded the homo
England.
of the ejueen ft Rumania, as well as
bombarded) schools, tenements and
residence districts not fortifications.
Tho pledge that "the officer in com
mand of an attacking force must,
before commencing a bombardment,
except in case's of assault, do all in
his power to warn the authorities"
has been repeatedly broken in Bel
gium, northern France, Serbia and
Poland.
Germany pledged herself in cases of
sieges to spare "building dedicated
to religion, art, seienco or charitable purposes,
historic monuments,
hospitals and places where the sick
and wounded are collected."
How
Germany kept her promise is shown
in tho destruction of the Iiuvaln
cloth hall of Louvaln
library, the
and the Kheitns cathedral, and the
necessary precaution her "enemies"
were abliged to take to protect the.
cathedral of Notre Name, Paris, and
the historic spots in Venice. The raids
on hospitals clearly marked with tho
Reel Cross anr the sinking of the hospital ship Sussex show how she honored the wounded.
Article. 46 of tho great peace covenant, which German w signed holds
that 'family honor and rights, the
lives of uersons and private property
as well as religious convictions and
practice must bo respected and private
property cannot be confiscated." In
her slavery program Germany broke
up families, sending the men and.
women into industrial slavery.
The
women of Lille can testify to tho violation of this principle of warfare. -

Dan O'Lcary, tho once famous ped,lic shoots her final bolr.
1100
Still must she keep tho Prussian estrian, is planning to walk
miles in 28 days, eating bran muffins
dolt
Upon her neck. She can't revolt:, and sour milk on the way. The glut"Es ist verboten."
ton!
Ami when

.

,

e

iuf(alo:nn-

,

Phave.

Manicure.

Shine

Shoes

''and

Yovir Clothes, by Hand. Pants
Tressed While In tho Barber Chair.

Press

"A girl in our neighborhood, Is conserving' with a vengeance," writes C,
M. "She hag made a veil out of a
pair of silk stockings and made a
pair of silk stockings out of her old
veils."

in r,ffor- iini child dissi
i....,
in some concentrated form of
pation
...........
..nMilinf- - In thn dcstl'eS
of his age and utterly beyond his
knowledge or his power to resist.
.,..TxrK
ihn ..iiihlfnn nf this
grown up what will they
tion.are
r anniollmpu wnnrlor
nf US.
41.1.1.
their parents? Is there a doubt but
that we win ne nein to a strict
:
con nwiuii
"We have not waked tin yet to our
- thal'o'a where
lilnhnal nhli va t Intia
the trouble lies but we are awaken
as
ing, a Already- we Know mat, urn
hni
.um lha MiiMfan "nmlitlnne
much better than they ever
were oetore una improving wun
year. Some day wlxen we are vcaMy
-

tr,

of her own insane desire,
d
by him she calls her
sire,
not
She may
struggle' from the
niirc;
"Es ist verboten."

PURPOSE OF GERMANS
IN EMBROILING WORLD IN
.COLOSSAL STRUGGLE

Her purposes no longer vague,
Far would she spread her own foul
plagues,
But grimly from the lips of Haig, you have tujeen in our dear boys and
their (dependents In introducing ths
"Es ist verboten."
Insurance bill. I will state that I
Flouting all laws, both. God's and urged my only son a mere lad to
enlist in the navy in 1914. I felt that
man's,
To rend tho world she hurls her this war was coming and I wanted
him to be trained. Only God knows
clans,
But General Foch has other plans! what it cost me to let him go as I
"Es ist verboten."
had just buried my idolized husband,
and was Just recovering from typhoid
Drunken with blood, she sings the fever myself. Hospital bills, et cetera,
day
had taken
all I had had, but I
Tho nations shall becomo her prey, knew God nearly
litwould take care
But now shiuds Pershing in the tle girls ami myself. I have ofmy
given my
"Es

way!
1st verboten.",

mllam anfnfllln n Tl fl Other llll UlOrS.
They awaken the appetite, aid diges
tion, give renewed sirengin aim pio
duce sound, natural sleep.
If your liver is torpid or sluggish,
your tongue is coatetl, you have stomach and bowel troubles, yon should
tnko Hood's Pills, which are gentla
and work in harmony with Hood's
Sarsaparilla and Feptiron.

'upon which ono year ago, we emblazoned the message that the world shall
be made safe for democracy, will
and 1 belivc that when that has
been accomplished by our gallant soldiers and sailors with the help of you
men and women and children of
America, that once again there shall
be peace in the world, the peace of decency and civilization and the peace
of righteousness.
But the peace of the world can never again bo secured until the whole
German ideal is destroyed. That Ideal
is a repulsive and impossible ideal if
If
civilization is going to progress.
civilization is going backward, then it
beI
But
realized.
don't
ought to be
lieve that we are going into tho Dark
Ages again. Wo may go through the
valley of the shadow until wo get victory, but as there is a God in Heaven,
and ns long as America has a soul,
w! will have that victory!
trl-up- h,

soas workers daily,"

--

i

-
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Arc Back I Ionic Again.
Santa Fe, April 24. Corporation
Bonifacio
Commissioners
Montoya
and Hugh H. Williams are on deck
absence
an
after
the
at
again
rapitol
of several days. Mr. Williams went
to Albuquerque
to attend the Hays
meetings and Mr. Montoya accomClerk
Seggcrson made
panied by Rate
official

to Carrlzozo,

visits

El Paso, Demlng,

and Silver City.

journal Want

Alamo-gord-

Ads bring results.

and all knocked out, if your bowels
aro constipated and your head aches
or stomach is sour, just tako a spoonful of harmless Dodson's Liver Tone
instead of using sickening, saliv'atlng
calomel. Dodson's Liver Tone is real
liver medicine.
You'll know it next
morning because you will wake upfeeling fine, your liver will be working, your headache and dizziness gone,
your stomach will be sweet and bowels
legular. You will feel like working.
You'll be cheerful; full of vigor and
ambition.
Your druggist or dealer sells you a
bottlo of Dodson's Liver Tone for a

few ccr.ts tinder my personal guarantee that it will clean your sluggish
liver better than nasty calomel; it
won't make you sick and you ran eat
anything you want whiioui neum salivated. Your druggist guarantees that
will start your liver,
each spoonful
,.
.......
,1
rn irrlilnn V A
up by morning or you get your money
back, children gladly take Dodson's
Liver Tone because it is pleasant tasting and doesn't gripe or cramp or
ir.ake them sick.
I am selling millions of bottles of
Dodson's Liver Tone to people who
hnvo found that this pleasant, vegetable, liver medicine takes the p!ac
of dangerous calomel.
Buy one bottle on my sound, reliable guarantee.
Ask your druggist about me.
1

i

.
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SUBSCRIBE NOW!
TO THE JOURNAL

Tobacco Fund
How Our Soldiers Will Long for
Good Old American Tobacco!
i

arrangement The Journal guarantees to deliver,
through an arrangement with tobacco manufacturers, two dollar
worth of tobacco, for every dollar subscribed, to our soldiers In
France and on the way to France.
The packages (COc worth of tobacco) are put up U attractive
pntrlotlc packages. In every package we put a return postal card
with your name and address so that you will get word back from
the battlefields from as many soldiers as you subscribe 25 cent
By special

Pieces.

.M

TOBACCO IS MIGHTY SCARCE
FROM IRV1N COBB'S "PATHS OF GLORX"

j

"As I recall now, we had coma through the gate of he school !
house to where the automobile stood when a puff of wind blowing
to us from the left, which meant from across the battlefront. brought j
to our noses a certain smell which we already knew full well.
"'You get it, I see,' said the German officer, who stood along- side of me. 'It comes from three miles off, but you can get It five ;
miles when the wind Is strong' and he waved bis left arm toward '
it as though the scent had been a visible thing. 'That explains why
i
tobacco Is so scarce with us along the staff back yonder in Laon.
"All the tobacco which can be spared is sent to the men in the
front trenches. As long as they smoke and keep on smoking they
can stand that."
;

No

Matter How Small the Amount

t

Send It in.

Our boys are going to need tobacco in great quantities. Fill out
the coupon now Today is None Too Soon and make it generous!
Bring it, or mall it, to The Journal Office.

THE JOURNAL, ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO.
.......So pkg. No. J. Popular elrtrtttea having retail valu of tOa

no pkg. No. 1 Popular
of too.

.

ft

Eciems, Tetter, Rlnrworm, i Itch,!
AID.

In

irjKHOurruK
75c at Drnl Sfnt
A. B.' RICHARDS CO,
iw-v-

Bhenua, Texas

j
(

t PopaUr pipe tobacco bavins retail value of fie,
i Popular cigarette tobacco having retail value of toe.

.n

'

Near the Trenches.

jKo pkg. No.
SJo pkg. No.

MONEY BACK
wltbont question If H TJ T
AT.T.n ,..U I. ).. I...tma.l

o.

Lordsburg

Sick Tomorrow!

Calomel makes you sick; you lose a
day's work. Calomel is quicksilver and
it salivates; calomel injures your liver.
If you are bilious, feel

SALVATION ABM V 1.ASSIES

"OVER THERE."
"Seventy officers, of the Salvation
Army, mostly women, have been sent
overseas with the American troops,"
says Lieut. Col. W. K. Jenkins of the
Salvation Army.
"These women are
well up toward the front trenches;
near enough to need gas masks and
steel helmets, which are supplied by
the government.
There, in hut, barn,
or dugout, they minister to the needs
of the men. Often they say the last
word to them uponth
subject of religion before they are
called upon to make the supreme sac- t, .
rifice.
are adding to the number
.Of. tverr

over-worke-

run-dow- n,

Guarantee Dodson's Liver Tone

I

111

Soul-foule-

ff

Don't take nasty, dangerous calomel when bilious,
constipated, headachy. Listen to me !

SCRAPS OF PAPER.

IV says

Calomel Today!

--

"Ford's Harbor Shop. Mott Ford,
Frop. We Can Do It All iu SO ,aHu- gtes. Cut Your Hair,,-- Shampoo

1

s
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Combination Thnt Is Benefiting
Thousands at This Tinio.
a 0imAloHtfA
mel!- taken
eine like Hood's Karsaparilla,
meals,- - commneei wun a. bubitefore
l.ntii-Irnn tnnin like Pontiron. taken
after meals makes the ideal course
of Spring medicine.
No other medicines accomplish so
mnnl, . title DAnann d (f tVlOHO tWD srreat
restoratives' working together.
They reach the impure, impoverish
blood, and
ed, poisoned, devitalized
ex
tho worn,
hausted system. They relieve rneu- -

We Are Not Discouraged.
We are not daunted, fellow
countrymen, by what is han- pening in Europe. We are not
discouraged because the lines of our
gallant associates have been bent. We
are not afraid that they can break
through that western front. We arc not
discouraged because Russia has collapsed, and that freed Prussian soldiers are now fighting on the western
front. Those things are discouraging
but they are not fatal to America's
cause. I have not the rainiest doubt
in my heart that the day of reckoning
for the kaiser is going to come. I
have not the slightest fear that all his
horde with all their brutal and despicable and uncivilized methods of
warfare upon defenseless women and
children, can break that western
front. 1 have no doubt that those lines
will hold, and I thank Gocl that America's valor is now asserting itself upon
that front.
I believe that the American Flag,
;ho banner of liberty and freedom,

'Freedom, for All, Forever," the
great American battle cry, has just
been brought to England, and already the British people have rallied
around it as a fresh slogan for victory.
The words of the new battle rrj
were first tilterd in England by Judge
Henry Neil of Chicago, who spoke re- -

SPRING.

.THIS

A

letter.
I want you to know from that letter como the feelings of mothers all
over tho country today. I want you to
realize tho poignant agonies of the
great war in those who do not actually
go into the trenches themselves. And
I want you to know,
my fellow countrymen, that the proceeds of part of
the bonds which 1 ask you to buy for
your country today are used to pay
those monthly allowances made by
your great andi humane government to
the dependents of the men who are
fighting your battles at the front.

dinary indifferent.
if the cost of this war is not raised
by your Investing your money in a
bond at 4
per cent interest payable to you, It will bo raised by taxing you, without any return to you.
Therefore, it is certain that the gov
ernment can get your money, as ice.
aforesaid.
Finally, those who don't
There arc also n large number of
volunteer to pay will be compelled rural lines. 22.299. connected with the
to pay. This applies to the f 50. man Bell system.
the close of lfll? there were
not less than to the $50, 000 man. If At.4 Hi;
instruments In tho Boll serv-ieon
the
doesn't call
tho
The increase during Ihe year 191"
successfully,
Ju
will. The former wears a 4
per wor 62S,4RB Instruments.
In addition there are 1,300,00(1 intent profit snillo; the latter calls with struments
with
In use not connected
a threat of penalty.
your
Finally,
.
Bell.
0 has got to fight,
though, per
The Hvslem answers approximately
Vol-- i
man,
taxation.
Indirect
for
every
100 calls per year
haps,' through
'
unteer it, and your, sleep will be Woman and child.
.. Amount added to Bell system In
sweeter.
Wait until the government
Instruments and real estate in
takes it from you, and you'll have an lines,
i
1917 wan $118,590,482.
,
In eighteen years net amount! nouuii,..
everlasting grouch.
It is safe to say that 80 per cent of 0 capital Investment was $914,648,the unmarried men in this country 100.
average better than $4 per day of InSCIENCE AND RELIGION'.
come, A dollar a day- saved means
(Norman Hapgood.)
Vh
Ilini'nilirh (llHPill of JcSUS
a bond in fifty days. Please observe
nbvslcian In
how many of the single men umong
nationts ho
ho violted
u'hnii
. .
"
wear
never
the
your acquaintances
carried a ttiuie always m innin natural
so
two
bond button.
There are only
exxpert
Yet he was also
reasons why they shouldn't be wear- scienc e that I have never had tho con
imu
otner
In
doctor mai
any
fidence
ing it. .One reason is that they have-i.- 't til nun. tu
.... ovteniiivA- nractlce
r
lc imv. on
vwitn
a
widow
bought It; the other that they're and he died leaving
not patriotic cnought to wear it.
small T ciuiuren imu "
three
,
' T. UO
wl nrnillit nrftvidP..
,
wU i.w.u
Buying
did. Tho widow is now happily
Lord
SPEED V.
doing Intellectual worn tnai Buifuu
herself and her cnuuron.
There aro at least two things about
rIIff .nnir..
..T,cni 1,1
to
which iiiuniclpalties ought
get
uli.lla litv tVtA rOOt Of
11 wo '..'.
.niiiiin ot.
very busy right away.
veneral diseases ana
One thiilg Is tho appropriation of dissipation, of says Mary JrkI'!-ridg- e
drunkenness."
vacant city lots for war garden pur
Thompson in The Mothers
poses. The other thing Is the pur Magazine for May, "not as they crop
generation ,n
chase and storage of fuel in behalf out with successive
.m.k hut hiKt such dissipa
of those who haven't the ready cash tion a vour boy and mine may be
as
to pay for their fuel now.,
Ipi) into, sileh sowing of wild oats
Bo!h of these propositions an be used to v the fashion for the young
would
worked out without hardship to any of imv stock if we really
elimina-that sort of dissipation we
body, or loss to municipality or civic must
at the cradle and with the
begin
them!
organization that engages in
mother brooding over it. SheareIs the
the
And now is the time to go to It!
first Kfcnt tempter. Hers
An udverjNMncnt,,tn
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Bonds were irregular, including the
group, while internationals
eased on lighter trading. Total sales,
value,
par
aggregated $t, 125,000.
United States bonds (old issues) were
unchanged on call.
Closing prices::
American Beet Sugar
73'4
American Can
4314
American Smelting & Ilefining. T6
American Tel. & Tel
, 99
American Zinc
13 H
C3
Anaconda Copper
Atchison
83
51
Baltimore & Ohio
Butte & Superior
20
16 Id
California Petroleum
Canadian Pacific
137 '4
-

Liberty

Central leather

K516

38
42
40
04 H
25
14
29
89
Gl

,

.

87
32
112
92
28
20
07

i

R3'5
44
24
80
80
82
20

...144
,..119

Texas Company
Union Pacific

Industrial Alcohol..
United States Steel
Utah Copper
U. 8.

.

.

.125

...
...

94
78

NEW VOHK COTTON MARKET.
New York, April 24. Cotton dosed
barely steady at a net loss of 100 to
113 points.

T"

CHICAGO HOARD Ol

'

24. Planting de
Chicago, April
lays and a falling off In arrivals made
the corn market today shows considerable strength at times. The close
was nervous, at the same as yester
hlghpr, with May
day's finish
11.27
to 11.49.
and July $1.49
Oats lost a shade to le net- - In pro
visions the outcome was unchanged
to 45c lower.
Government advices that planting
In the chief sections of the corn belt
had ibeen seriously Interfered with
by recent low temperatures rallied
the corn market after nn early advance had beer? more than offset by
sympathy with . weakness which developed In' the oats trade. The Initial gains by corn, were ascribed to
an evident decrease, in the movement
from rural sources and to a scarcity
of offerings. On the late upturn,, the
principal demand came from shorts.
More favorable weather present and
prospective counted to some extent
lasting adagainst any ' Important
vance.
Refusal of exporters to follow up
turns In the- price of oats Inspired
much eelllnc- of that grain. Besides,
messages from the esst regarding the
domestic distributing trade were very
pessimistic as to the outlook for new
buying in .the next fortnight.
Provisions gave way with hogs and
as a result of increased packing In the

to'c

.

west..
'.i
, Closing prices::
,' CornMay, $i;27: July. $1.49.
'
Oats-Ma8.4ft e: July, 74 c.
PorkMay, f7.4r July, $47.15.
y,
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MitKi-.v-

Four-roomodern, frame
cottage near shops in lowlands

house

$1,050..

with

TERMS.

EASY

t.

TEAXTOH
THIRD

&

MA NO US,
lU'liS, SHADES.
LINOLEUMS, FL'UMTI RE, ETC.
Now ami Swoml lliiiul
We want to buy what yuu havo
to sell
STAR FlItXITlRK CO.
118 West Gold

$ CO.
GOLD.

4.

glassed-i-

n

shade.
Avenue,

modern
bungalow,
sleeting porch, plenty of
Inquire 7 45 West Tijcras

BUY

SPECIAL

Buy-

UBtJCW

ATTORNEY

Phont

A

HODS

JJ BODE
as Ta
i ,! ..
Sits I, Law Library Bulltlag

D.

B. at HA FT

J.

r Sea

iS

$

IFOR
BUV.

WAN TEIJ Boll hoys. Alvarado Hold.
Phone 420.
WANTED Onod mllkrr.
An
baker. Pullman
WANTED
Cute.

tu
WANTED A man-work in garden. 1027
Forester.
WANTED Meat cutler at the Highland
Meat Market.
waller or waitress
WANTED Experienced
and dlh wanher. Pullman Cafe.
WANTED Niaht 'maniruT with experience
preferred; also a No 1 mechanic. White
Gurase.
WANTED Experienced traveling eulesnian
for wholesale
grocery house. Address
Jaurnnt.
Wholeawle,
; carpenters
and
WANTED Woman cook,
laborers. Bmplnyment Acenry. 110 South
Third. Phone 354.
WANTED Laborers and teamsters at advanced wanes. Santa Fo Gold 4b Copper
JOURNAL (PICIAl LIAStO WII
1ST MOKNINO
MlnlnB Co., San Pedro. N. M.
An24.
Sacramento. Calif., April
WANTED A clerk In Keneral merchandise
nouncement that he would "pay no store who can speak Spanish and who cfcn
to
the
organized
whatever
attention
handle native trade. Write S. S., Journal
sending of telegrams and letters, nor office.
to spikes or other demonKtratlons WANTED Man with some xjciU!.e ability,
designed to influence" him in the to manage business: permanent p'.slttcn to
case of Thomas J. Mooney, sentenced rlKht party and good wages. Address allup
to hang, was made today by Govern- Cold Ktorase, Gallup, N. M.
or William D. Stephens.
Female,
An appeal, for a pardon for Moonhousework.
WANTED Help for ycneral
ey, who was convicted of murder in
Phone 2054.
connection with the Preparedness WANT
118
housework.
general
parade bomb explosion July 22, 1916,
North Walter.
in San Francisco, is pending before
Ap- WANTED Experienced ealeswomen.
the governor.
Economist.
Recent reports of plans of labor ply at TheSecond"
Tr I.
Mrs. Oeorge. Ito- organizations in Seattle and other WANTED
Phono 104.
lliiRton.
demonns
a
to
1,
strike
May
places
stration in behalf of Mooney, coup- WANTED Two maids and good hall man.
led with the receipt of many letters 110 South Third. I'himo 3a.
and telegrams, caused the governor WOMAN For general housework; bo coking. Address Box 42. Albuquerque.
to issue tho statement, it was an"or girl for housework.
WANTElS-Woma- n"
nounced.
Apply 2it North Seventh. PhonelMS.
The governor's statement follows:
"The Mooney, case will have full WANTEDMaid tot general housework.
and fair consideration, but In orderly Apply t)0 North Fourth. Phone 111.
fashion.
Time is necessary to re- - WANTED An experienced dressmaker. Ap
View the evidence and read the briefs.
plv to Sellgrnan Brothers Co., Santa Fe,
In the meantime I shall pay not at X. M.
fi
general housework:
tention whatever to the organized WANT
M per
month.
Phone
of
and letters nor small family:

THREATS WILL!
T

OBTAIN

10NEY

Ill

APPEAL

sending
telegrams
.
to strikes or other demonstrations
to do cleaning once a
designed to Influenco mo in the mat WANTED A woman Barnum
week. Apply at the
Studio, 219
ter."
veil.'.WANTED A competent woman good posl-Lard May, $24. 82; July, $25.17.
Box 648
tlon. Phone 813, or address P.
Ribs May, $22,80; July, $23.35.
for Interview.
WANTEDGl'rl-fhousework
and
general
NEW YORK MOXEY MARKET.
care of baby; only experienced need apply.
146-J-

2

jffjefffev
LIBEHTI

A

BOND

AND

BACK OUK BOTS.

Boa tlx.
furnished house at
FUlt RENT tine
405
Suuth Seventh; furnished four-roo403
Seventh.
house.
South
Apply at 214
West Gold.
Highlands'.
FOH

UENT

Phone

2H4-J-

furnished cottage.

Three-roo-

.

FOB,

house furnished with
per month. ,M East

fit

sleeping porches;
Santa Fe.

Genera.
house on car line,
FOR RENT Four-roopartly furnished, light and water paid, 116:
i. iso
frame; two sleeping porches, $9.
Inquire Square Deal Oarage.

BUSINESS CHANCES.
FOR SALE EiBht-rooboarding and rooming house. Close In. Apply 512 North Second. Phone 1538-FOK SALE Rooming house," (ood business,
busigood location, on account of other
ness must sell. Phone 114.
your money work for you
WANTED
and your country. High rate of Interest Is
on
every Liberty Bond and the best
paid

Lt

security.

Automobilet.

FOR SALE

Beeman-Aye- r
FOR RALE Ford runabout.
Supply Co.
Foil" SAi.E Dainty little roadster, cheap
for rash. Box A. V.. care Journal.
F0"r SALE Cheap, Saxon roadster In good
condition. Rio Orande Industrial School.
Koll" HALE,"" CH E A I" Ford "truck"," new ; call
at North Fifth and M Klnley. Charles
Paesniore, phone 10:10.
FOR SAI.E loi4Ford touring car, over sisa
tires; shock absorbers; engine In A-- l conK South High.
dition.
FOR SAI.E DodKe touring car, 1917 model.
perfect shape, new tires; would tak Ford
In exchange.
Address Owner, care Journal.
FOR SALE Ford touring car, good condi
oversise
tires, shock absorbers, extra
tion,
tunes, tools and parts. 42! West Coal. Phone

lSKt.

Ft ft K.M.B CHEAP.
Two Ford cars.
One Told Speedster.
,
One Miixwell truck.
One S.ixon roadster,
All In K"od condition.
DEAL OARAOR,
KQI'ARK

Corner Copper and Fourth.

West Marquette

o

i

by,

ld

Titi!",.

;

56

J'Arno.

NT

Edit-RE-

Last WlU and Testament of Jennie Putney,
Deceased.
, .
To Robert E. Putney. 1101. West Central
Avenue, Albuquerque. New Mexico, named
as Executor In the Will.; . Lyman Beecher
Putney, 1101 West Central Avesue, Albuquerque, New Mexico; Robert Love Putney,
tiot West Central Avenue, Albuquerque.
New Mexico; Julia A. Coleman, Waukesha,
Wisconsin.
You are h rehy notified that the alleged
Will and Testament of Jennie Putney,
17.15.
deceased, late of the County of Bernalillo
10,000.
Market and State of New Mexico, was produced and
Sheep Receipts
of
weak. Sheep, $13.00 17.80;
lambs, read In the Probate Court of the County
Bernalillo, State of New Mexico, on the
$16.5022.10.
1st day of April. Wtf. and the day of the
proving of said alleged Last Will and TesKansas City Livestock.
tament was thereupoh fixed for Saturday,
Kansas City, April 24. Cattle Re- the 18th day of
May, A. D. WIS, t'W o'clock
Prime
Market
steady.
tn the forenoon of sa4d day.
ceipts 12,000.
fed steers, $1.!517.25; dressed beef . Given under my hand and tha Seal of this
steers, $15.00(fi16.50: western steers. Court, this 1st day of April, A. D. WIS. .
NESTOR MONTOTA.
cows,
i l.ifi'pi la. (
$14.0017.25;
-(Seal)
'
Count? Cleric,
, , ,(
tulls, $8.
heifers, f9.0014.00;
t

Ist

FOR RENT

Store.

FOR RENT Store or office with living
Good clean location between
apartments.
or
Elks and Commerce clubs. Phone 127S--

FOR RKNT Good rooming house near Cen-,trand First, 27 rooms. Thaxton A Co.,
corner Third and Cold. . .

feoartfer.

WANTED

and lent eettages ror gentlemen
seekers six miles north of Santa
Fe, N. M. Address boxDS. Santa Fe. N. M.
BOARD

FOR SALE

fruimnure.

FOR SALE Plain furniture enough t for
four-roohouse, also high class baby buggy very cheap, if this stuff Is taken In one
a
very good buy can be made. Will
purchase
sell separately. Call 1018 West Prult.

WANTED

Hoorai.

WANTED
young couple in perfect
By
health, two nicely .furnished housekeeping
rooms in private family.. Phona 2M.

MONEY TO LOAN.

WANTED-Albuquer-

t'i

RENTlfflw

Chicago Livestock.
Chicago, April 24 Cattle Receipts
10,000.
Market weak. Native steers,
$10.40i6 17.40; stockers and feeders,
$8.30012.40: cows and heifers, $6.90
13.85; calves. $8.50013.75.
2,600.
Market
Hogs
Receipts
slow, 15c to 20c tinder yesterday's av17.40;
Bulk, $16.85
erage.
light,
$16.9017.B0: heavy, f 15.S5i917.10;
16.30; pigs, $13.00
rough, $15.85

Misllantwua.

Is a good place to
live lnbut not If the kaiser wins the war.
for Liberty Bunds
our
to
government
Loan
or you wjll have to rtonajetnJ3ermany.
bull dog. D. Chaves. Uui
FtuTsAl.E-p- Tt
West Branlte.
grass porch rugs,
FOR SAl.E-T- wo
Phone 1M0-.I- .
"
FOR RENT Modern furnlsned rooms; no
Call before 10 a. m.
SAI.E-I'iiin- u.
sick; running water. C38(, West Central. FOR
1023 South Edith.
URAND CENTRAL HOTEL Rooms by day,
FOR"8Al.ErPair good wnrx inarea, watton
week or month; steam heat and bath; reaand harness. Apply John Mann.
sonable rates.
IMPERIAL R WMSNloely TurnisiieoT rooms, FOR SAI.E Alfalfa. 1021 Forester avenue.
Over
of YiMtnt ranch, east of Los ortegos.
by day. week or month. Rates.
Woolworth's store.
bed; 1 dresser;
FOR BALK 1 oil stove: 1
Transfer
FOR RENT Furnished rooms, housekeeping Co.dish pun and dishes. Springer
apartments, new modern house; no sick;
buggies, one wagon. 2 seta
also
house, furnished. 215 N. Seventh. FOR SALE-T1 horse.
Inquire C. A. Cole.
harness,
single
Foil RENT Nicely furnished outside rooms
phone 2403-room
also
or
furnished
the
week
month;
by
e
h. p. St. Mary's
for light housekeeping. Kims Hotel, corner FOR SALE One Iwvnly-flv. u.
Gasoline engine, never used. Appiy
First and TIJeras.
M.
N.
Fe.
Santa
Sargent,
Te
BoufL.
FOR-SaBlack Minorca und It. I. Red
setting; also
egifs for hatching, tl per 2KW-Foil RENT Large, creon furnished rooms. chrvsitnt
hemum roots. Phone
Call evenlnits. 400 South Seventh.
FOR BALE Three sets harness, double and1
FOR RENT Nicely furnished room, close In;
single: 1 runabout for sale or trade;
no sick. 70S West Sliver.
set veterinary tools cheap; l span of ponies;
ill-ve- r;
RENT-Furnlehed
West
rooms, tit
I snddle.
FOR
Injill:e 12U North Second.
no sick, no children.
TYPEWRITERS All makes, overhauled and
furnished rooms
HMl RENT Two
nicely
repaired. Ribbons for every machine. Al914
for housekeeping. Ml West Silver.
buquerque Typewriter Exchange. Phone
122
South Fourth.
FOR RENT Furnished for housekeeping one
ROOF PAINT
large room and sleeping porch In modern
under our care will
Mo per gallon. Roofs
house, gas ranffe. 618 West Coal.
to yeur. We can put on
Furolsnect room, bis enough Improve from year will
ivn
as long as the
lost
roof
new
that
a
rooms;
for two; flvs windows; smaller
1JU2-04 South Third.
building. Tile Moiuuno Co. Phone
housekeeping.
110 South Walnut.
FOR RENT Two rooms, kitchenette and
BRI B ear'biin roof pamt and roof cement
e
furnished;
sleeping porch, completely
Devoe
WI0
stops lenks: lasts five years. Use
West Iron.
bstli. Phone
Jap-a-laready paint, floor paint, Valspar, satisfied.
be
and
water
kalsomlne,
cold
HJrbmiin.
Thos. F. Keleher, 408 WeBt Central, Phone
218 Suuth 410.
FOR RENT Furnished rooms.
Walter. Phone 202.
FOR KENT Furnished ruom and sleeping
MrsceTIaneoua,
WANTED
porch close in. :"o0 East Silver.
East CenFoil RENT Furnished rooms. IM
tral. JU'.OO month. I'hcjne 1M9-J- .
WANTED 4,IMJ saiks. by the Southwestern
Junk Co., at once. Will pay 3 to 7 cents
FOR RENT Room furnished for housekeepeach. Phone 61.
ing: sleeping porch. 410 South Edith.
'
' & v'.'irii 'rV,,r.n. tn le;i'0 to l,l:i v piano;
Fori RENT One" housekeeping room, . close
terms reasons hie. Mr. Sylvan Brogan, HI
In. 309 South Broadway. Phone !!7(-JThird. Jhone 1(.
South
FT7iirENT Two rooms for housekeeping,
fresh milk
ga range; also,sleeping rooms. 61$ South WANTED Two or" rlrfes good
cows, Jerseys or Holstelns. Will pay good
Arnn.
VA, or phone
Box
ones.
be
good
price. Must
Foil 'i'tENT Furnished room and sleeping 4M.
porch and board for $35 per month. 408
HIGHEST CASH PRICB PAID FOR JUNIt
North Arno.
PT TUB SOUTHWESTERN iUNK CO.I
OR RENT Two furnished rooms and sleep-ln- g 114
WEST LEAD. PHONB 111. WB ALSO
porch,- gentlemen pcrfererd. 224 South BUT-- OLD AUTOS.
Walter. Phone 1672.
men s and boys
WA NT E D Second-hanFOR RENT Nice large airy iront rocm.
clothes, shoes and underwear. Also trunks
board If desired, private family. Tmine and
Call 619. Chicago second
cases.
suit
1215-737 South Edith.
hand store, ai7 South First
One or two good saddle horses
For Rent Rooms With Board. WANTED
that will also drive; ats want good saddle, spring wagon and double harness. ApLIBKRTK
3K0.
ply to l South Edith. Phone
AND
, South First.
BACK OUR BOYS.
SI'. LOUIS JUNK. CO..
Phone, 7t We buy rags, bottles, sacks,
FOR RENT Frjnt room with porch, board,
Iron, metals ot all descriptions. Ws wreck
private family. 623 South High.
also buy old furniture.
nis machinery:
FOR RENT Nice room and sleeping porch, clothing end shoes.
j
South Arno; phone 1518-with board.
WANTBD-Caref- ul
ktdak finishing by masTwice
rooms, with sleeping
dslly sertoe.
FOR RENT-Deslra- ble
. ter photographers.
Send
i
..,i.,..Hnn vnMr.nt.d.
perch, hot and cold water, steam heat,
first-clas- s
table board. Cass as Oro. Ill your finishing to s reliable, established firm.
Hanns. msster pnningrapners.
Hanns
West Qoi.
SHADY NOOK ranch offers excellent room LEARN shorthand at price of one months
and board. Just the place to get strong.
ularv. Learn the system written by
of
free transportation.
President Wilson, by official reporters
For rates phone 2429F-Acoommodatlons now available. Mrs. H. B. congress, snd
by court reporters, individual
.
'
'
.a,.h at,1an, hv an AtOArt TS- i
Thomas.
Lillian Hart- MRS, W. H. REED, owing to the sale of the porter Insures rapid progress.
..t.
sew resort man Jonhson. 722 west nigra.,
Lock hart ranch, baa opened
at 124 Bast Coal avenue.
for healthseeker
where she Is fully prepared to ears for them
F()R SALE Ptntttry aaA Eggi
In the nut Phone 1U2--

New York, April 24. Mercantile VtANTED (ilrt for general housework: WANTED Wiry do the banks bur so many
Liberty Bonda? Because It Is both patrl-otlpaper, 6 per cent; sterling 60 day bills, three In family; small cottage; must be
and profitable.
4.72V, per cent; commercial
60 day good cook. Phone 307. or call at 418 South
WA N T E D ( lonipe en t practical nurse wants
Dins, on nanKs, 4.72 per cent: com Fourth.
position. Telephone 681.
mercial 60 day bills, 4.71
boskkeeplng.
per cent; f BI.EcnAPHT-fiienograpby refined woman, care
may be earned. Cata WANTED Position
aemann, t.ib
per cent; cables. Board, room, tutlon
Invalid, semi- - Invalid, aged couple, light
4.76
log free, liackajr Business College, Los Anper cent.
housework.
Phone
geles.
Bar silver, 99 c.
WANTED Experienced motion picture maMexico n dollars, 77c.
chine operator wiinls position. No objecGovernment bonds, strong.
13.00: calves, $8.0014.00.
tion to leaving town. M. F., Journal.
Railroad bonds. Irregular.
Hogii
Receipts 16,000. Market low- WANTED A goevt Amnrlcan girl wants posTime loans Steady, sixty days,. er. Bulk, $17,100)17.40; heavy, $17.10
In doctors or dentists office. Have had
per cent; 90 days and six 017.40; light, $17.35 17.55; . pigs, ition
no experience but willing to learn. Address
6
months, 5
per cent.
$13.50(3)17.00.
B.
A., care Journal.
Call
8.000.
money Firm. High, 4 per ' Sheep Receipts
Market WANTEUEmpiuymcnt
by settled man.
cent; low, 3Vi per cent; ruling rate, 4 steady.
Lambs. $20.20 20.75; yearpast draft age, In perfect health: office,
per cent; closing bid, 4
per cent; lings, $16.5018.00; wethers, $15.00
clerical work of some kind, or truck drivoffered at 4 per cent; last loan, 4 per 17.00; ewes, $15.00016.75.
ing. Address J. W. If., care JuurnsJ.
cent.
lp" YOuwant "to lease your garage on perHenver Uvcstock.
centage basis, or a manager or a mechanlo
NEW YORK METAL MARKET.
Denver,- April 24. Cattle
Receipts that will tlx 'em all. write before April 2S.
2.600.
Market steady. Beef steers. Use no booxe or cigarettes. Box 43, Can- u
New York, April 24. Lead Quiet $9.50(816.35: cows and beifers, $7.00 yon. Texas.
(9) IS. DO; stockers and feeders,
$9.00
FOR
Spot, $7.10 7.23.
Salesmen.
Spelter Dull. East St. Louis de- - 14.00; calves, $10.00 14.50.
WANTED
10c
$6.75.
Market
at
RENT Oarage, 111 South Arni.
1,000.
offered
FOR
spot
livery,
Hogs Receipts
WANTED Salesman with automobile. We
automoHORSES and 'Rlgs to jemes Springs; cheap
lowex, Top, $17.25; bulk, $17.80
attractive
two
exceedingly
have
KAXRAS CITY PRODUCE.
17.20.
rates. S. Garcia,
bile specialties; garage men and auto dealKansas City, April 24. Butter and
Market ers familiar
3,700.
Gentle driving horse and bugwith our product. Extensive
Knep Receipts
carnow
21,35;
ewes,
being
poultry, unchanged.
Lambs, $20.00(6
gy. l. 00 for S hours. Phone lSM-steady.
advertising and promotion
men of high caliber
have
Must
on.
ried
Eggs FirstB, 32V4C.
$16.0(fH6.50.
FOR RENT First clsss pasture. 12.00 per
and good sales ability. Address Thoiua &
month. Dolde's Ranch, tour miles south
Iowa,
Son, Fairfield,
LIVESTOCK MARKETS.
of town. Phone 1628.
LEGAL NOTICE.

health

FOR SALE

Real Estate.

Two nouses and one acre
FOR SALB
of land. Apply Mrs. Chavee, Old Town, on
block north from end of ear line.

FOR SALE

noatet.

KOR'sAEA'rnTTitUe

glassed In sleeping porch. 11,(00. Terms If
wanted. J. P. Keleher, 101 Central. Phons
.
-

-

Made

T

Mail

4

BAMS

Limited to Kye, Bsi, Usee las
THROAT
Office Hours: 19 to III I M I
State National Bank BulUtag
DK. SARAH t'OKKK.
Practice limited to im""t
1 and
2. Wright BUS.
Office-Roo- ms
1
Fourth and Gold.
Hours 1 p. m. to I p. m.
Office PhonsML
Residence Phone 2076.

Prutles

t

or

314

FOR SALE

or unfurnished,, In town. Inquire 1300 North 8econd.
WANTED Stand up and be oounted as 100
per cent American citizens by buying Lib
erty Bonds.
m ween; bath;
FOH RENT Hooms da
steam heat; no sick: over Oolden Rule store
Two rooms turnished

Dental largews
Barn.tt Building

Appointments

WIJu

UslB.

AND

Foil RENT

9U1M

1K. MARGARET O. C A RTTV RIGHT
'a
Practice Limited to Women's and
Diseases
7l. Albuquerque. N. M.
1123 E Central phone

Special Prices While
They Last
MONKBRIDGE FARM
Albuquerque, N. M.
Phone 2412-F- 3

BOND

LIBERT?

1171

Koomg M Mellnt BslHlnf
PHY8ICIASS AJTD BTJBOaONi

NorsJW

AND
BACK OUR BOTS.

CARDS.

JOHN W. WILSON
Attorney
Cromwell
and 11.
Rooms UL

nm.

BACK OUR BOYS.."

HELPWANTED.
-

'

DICHTIBTt

tor mm

Seal Estate, Insurance, Loans
111 South Fourth Strot

n

-

Ciood Line of

Five-room-

Five-roo-

I

PROFESSIONAL

lot, jjood outsleeping porch,
buildings, located on East Central
avenue, for only $2,100. It's a good
buy. Let us show it to you.
50-f-

v

1

A

ward.

brick, stuccoed, modern, glassed sleeping porch, hardwood floors; 3rd. ward.
$1,350
frame, modern, sleeping porch, garage, kitchen range;
car line.
near
Highlands,
stucco bungalow,
$3,000
modern, garage, Highlands, clog
In.
$4,400.
brick, modern, hot
water heat. lot
tin,

i

ADC- vm
'vjvj
J"i "i-

CLASSIFIED GOLOKflN

a mm

frame, modorn, large
cement block garage, barn and
shade; 4th.
other outbuildings,

A. FLEES CUE!

shares.

..
...
..
,..
..
...
..

.

I

I

7uxi,

IbV MOSNINa JOURNAL
PCIL LIASED Wmi
New York, April 24. Resumption
of German attacks on the western
front accounted only in part for the
mixed condition
which prevailed in
totlAys Stock market. Th new Ton.
tonic offensive inspired caution, but
iiuuuum ea eiieci upon secur-itic- s
iu
of recognized value.
Automobile shares were subjected
to severe Impairment,
wiih tho
ception of Pacific Mail, shipping
all of their recent slURRishness
on limited offerincs. and rails wpre
sllRhtly lower, even Reading failing to
hold Its occasional advance.
Few Gains Aro Made.
The few impressive, gains
worf
made by stocks obviously dominated
by professional interests or pools.
Equipments, coppers, oils, Distillers'
Securities and Industrial Alcohol were
temporarily higher, but for the most
part surrendered to the active selling
of the laBt hour. Oiilf States Steel
added nine points to its recent advance but seasoned industrials of that
class, including United States Steel,
were unchanged or nominally lower.
Total sales amounted to 400,000

Pennsylvania
Ray Consolidated Copper
Heading
Republic Iron 6 Steel...
Southern Pacific
Southern Railway

.

,

I

t

i

NEW BUNGALOW.
good porches, white
REAL ESTATE. FIRE INSURANCE.
hardwood
LOANS.
plaster finish, furnace,
locaWard.
Pbone 156. floors, forbuilt in features, close
218 West Gold.
tion,
only $3,500.
$2,500
pebble dashed bunga
low; N. 12th St.
R, McCLCGHAN
Phono 907.
210 West Gold.
$1,600
frame, bath, electrlo
lights, barn, S. Broadway, ciose-i- n

Slumps More Than
100 Points Upon Advices
That Government Had Fixed
Prices at 20c Per Pound,

,.'....

.

12,500

Cotton

Chesapeake fe Ohio
Chicago, Mil. & St. Paul
Ohino Copper
Colorado Fuel & Iron
Crucible Steel
Cuba Cane Sugar
Krie
Great Northern Ore Ctfs
Great Northern pfd
Inspiration Copper
Int. Mer. Marine rfd. Clfs
Kenheeott Copper . ;
liOuisvlIle & Nnshvllle
Mexican PMrolcum
Miami Copper
Missouri"Paeiflc
Montana Power
Northern Pacific

.

I

$2,500

E

IN HUN

,

r

1

FOE. SALE

TODAYS

FEELS EFFECT OF

.ur

k

MMK W1ML

-.

STOCK E XGHANGE

BY GEORGE McMANUS

191,

International News Service.

ic
JCJ.

THREE

25, 1918

DB. IDA L. GROUT.
Osteopathia FhyslcU.
Hours 10 to 6. Suite 6. Woolworth Building.
Office Phone 1840. Residence Phons MS.

W. M. SHERIDAN, M. D.
Practice Limited to
DISEASKS AXD
DISEASES OP THE SKIN

GKMTO-VRINAR-

rHOXE
t'ltiiens Ilnnk IHtls.

88.
Albuqticnitie.

MASSECSK9.
MRS, E. St. MUNDKLL

Massenss
Chiropody, manicuring, all kinds of bsthm
electrlo treatment, shampooing snd sesl
treatment at your home. Phone tlM--

FOR SALE

Ieitocfc.

cow; fresh. 1021 For
ester avenue, or Yount ranch, east of Lus
Grltgos.
Foil SAI.E Forty-twyearling snd eight
Hereford Bulls. All in rood
ondltion. New Mexico raised. Out of high- grade cows and registered sires seven or
Address Knilllo Valdes,
above registered.
Springer, N. M.
TUB RIO ORANDB DUROC HOO CO. of
Albuquerque, N. M., can supply St all
tint a bred sowt. bred gilts, herd boars snd
young stuff at moderate prices. Ws ha
the best In the U. 8, A., 4(1 pounders In
saven months. Get tha kind that pay. Fra
Information on how to raise hogs for profit
Phnne UM.
Office 1111 South Third.
WB havo for sale now M head of highly bred
Registered Hereford bulls, ages running
from 12 to 20 months, all are-- well grown and
leaily for service. Priced from 1JJ to 1225
ji cording to the age. site and Individual.
Will sell one or all to one buyer. This Is
an opportunity to get herd bulls that you
Ranch,
cannot afford to miss. Seventy-Seve- n
Walrous, N. Mex.
FOR

BAI.E-Holst- eln

OR SALE OR TRADE Small ranch,
Owner,
house, barn and chicken coops.
Journal.
FOR SALE OR RENT Small ranch with
house, 1 mile north of old Town.
Inquire of F. M. Zlckert, gardner.
FOR BALE A bargain
ranch; It
acres In
old choice' fruit trees; good
excellent
electrlo
soli;
bam;
pumping plant;
I miles south of Albuquerque. Owner leaving. Box IMS City. Phone 240S-Pnd" ai"
FOlYK A i , E- -f h e "finest Atf"ru I
falfa ranch In the valley; must be sold
at once; a bargain; three acres of choice
bearing fruit .trees; rest In alfalfa; two-roohouse with sleeping porches; plenty of
out buildings; this year's crop will almost
pay for the place. Phone 620 or call at 114
West Central.

ta

FOR REN1

Apartment!.

RENT Furnished appartmenta. from
lie up at 1104 North Second.
WANTED Help New Mexico to ring the
Liberty Bell again a Liberty Bond Is
sweet music for Uncle Sam,
FOR RUNT Three or four-rooapartments,
modern, no sick, tol South Flrsi. Inquire
Savoy hoteL
FOB RENT Three and four-roofurnished
apartments, modern, no sick. fOO block
South Sixth. Inquire Savoy Hotel.
AT the Washington. 1002 West Central, beau
tlful furnished apartment wltlf kitchenette
FOH SALR Setting hens, rhone HT1.
and bath. Ready In s few days. J. D. Ea-klIt. U M. L Beds; ess
FOR SALB-Nar- aJo
proprietor.
ohloks, nut said. L. K. Thomas, TIT Bast FOR RENT Three
rooms, unfurnished, with
Haseldlne.
or without range. Light and airy, on first
FOR SALE Ten It. r Red hens, and five floor with private
No' sick
front
Lakenvelder pullets and cockerel. 121S snd no children. Centrally porch.
located. Garage
South Walter.
If desired. Phona 1321.
FOR SALE Brown leghorn and R. I. setting
nooin.ou,
ggs nrlss strain, i.u lor
TIME CARDS.
Town, Phone 2297.
C While Leghorn . bbj
FOR SALB-- S.
chicks and hatching eggs. Bog Hi rsons
17W. Gentry's Poultry Ranch.
FOH SALE W. Orpington. C Wyandotte,
t t n..,i nd Pektn duck eggs:
also Guinea hens L. A. Erlandson. Ph. 1969-8ALV-"Jiye- 'r
snd Tayer" Whits LegFOR
8AKTA FB RAILATCHISON, TOPKKA
horn baby chicks, U for lofl, M.SD for S. M
WAY CO.
for . Tott's Poultry Ranch, P. O. bos 10T.
Westbound.
No.
Class.
Arrives. Departs,
cly: phone 1777. ,
7:10 pm. 8:30 pm.
FOR SA LB Flesh while -- nferllle eggs, the 1. The Scout
11:00 am. 11.30 am.
kind to keep, 40c retail delivered'; 4oc bulk .1. California Limited
607
Muuntaln
West
7.
delivered. Scott Smith,
Fargo Fast
.;. 9:45 am. 10:11:H0 am.
9. The Navajo
ar- tll:rt pm,
road.
Southbound.
N
In
Reds
R.
I.
C.
SALE-Best
8.
FOR
809.
11:00
Paso
El
pm.
Evpress
Mexico; eggs for hatching; strong In blood
lOKW am,
of "Albuquerque King;" first prlxe oock at 111. El Paso Express
East bound.
"Palace shoW," New Tork; slso two cocks,
10. The Soout
7:Mism. 1:01am.
ff. P; Hsr,
North High.
Ml pin. 1:4 pm.
!. The Navajo
4. California
Limited ... . :4 pol; 7:00 pro.
WANTED
Carpenter Work, t. Bants Fe Eight fhtsth.7:15pm. T:Wpm.
From
'
CARPKNT HI NO, building, scre.niog and 111.
Kansas City and Chicago, T:0 am.
repairing. Call Dotson tor fiiores.
111 Kansas CltZ - Chicsca, l;3t Pa.
a
FOR
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and 1 want especially lo thank the
that the bonds mi;;ht in this loan to frankly discuss theso
today, in ord-ewomen here for having organized in
sell more readily.
do not believe, questions with the American people
If the men
such splendid fashion.
to and let them know what It is to finmy friends, that it is necessary
want
more powerful than
raise the rate of interest on the bonds ance a great war and what must be
inany others they can get in these
Jin order to sell them. I do no believe dune by them to finance that war
Ixan campaigns, they must enlis,
the patriotism of America is ex-- I telligently.
that
the support of the women of the counI cannot do anything as secretary of
pressed in the rate of interest on a
try.
government bond. I do not believe the treasury without the confidence
I
say this not in the spirit of idle
that, the American dollar is a fugitive and support of the people of America;
and must be chased by high rates of 1 CailllCl UU illl llliliK im Pticinij v.
compliment, but as a merited tribute
to the women of America for the work
interest when the government's credit the treasury with only the support of
in
have
is back of them. I want to tell you. the bankers of the United States, great
they
supporting
already done
the country in these colossal operafellow citizens, because this is your as that support is and welcome as
tions.
problem as well as mine, that if we do that support is, and splendid as It has
We cannot wage wars of course
not all take an Intelligent stand: now. been. It is not enough that they alone
in favor of keeping the rate of inter- - carry this burden.
without money. The treasury of the
on government bonds stabilized at
Another thing of importance Is that
I'nited States underlies ovqry governjest
4
mental activity. The man who is the
per annum, unless we are will-- 1 the banks perforin their necessary
ing to make a fight to preserve the functions and keep their (funds in liqsecretary of the treasury of the Un.
ted States must be at all times able to
government's credit upon that basis, uid form to supply credits to the inj then it is going to be the most tin-- j dustries engaged in the manufacture
meet any drafts or demands that may
be made by any other department of
fortunate thing that can possibly hap- of munitions of war and in carrying
Is
to the American people. We have on the general business of the coun
the government; and while that
pen
'
i
true, he has no control whatever over
got to make it clear to every man, to try, and we must not take ail tne
the estimates of expenditures of other
every woman, and to every child, who funds of these banks; they must not
buys a governirrmt bond, that while it take all of these bonds. They must
departments of the government. Oth- -ers control the bung-holothers hanmay be true tnat they could invest take a reasonable percentage of them,
die the spigot. The duty of the sec- their money in something else that but the only true way to finance this
would pay a Jarsjer return, they can war is to sell the bonds of the United
retary of the treasury is to keep the
ilH'OL'l tV.fii
nvniK.i. it, nnlllinir uluil Slates to the people of the United
tank full of liquid credit or money.
so that those who. turn on the spigot
that is so full of blood and necessity State?.
as a United States Government Bond.
will never find the tank dry.
Bonds Discourage Kneiny.
If we do the wrong thing at this time,
The more peoplo who buy
l.ilKTly loan Kvcry Man's Ilusiiiess.
You
it comes back to you.
have got to
Now my problem, ladies and
fifty dollar bonds and ono
preserve the government because you
hundred dollar bonds and five
gentlemen, is your problem.
are the government. That is the vir- hundred dollar bonds, the better it is
The problem of your secretary
We
to
tue
of
have
of the treasury is the problem of the
democracy.
got
for America und the more discouragmake it understood: that when a gov- ing it is to our enemies. Uo you know
American people, and.lt Is. ,upon you
ernment bond has been bought, that that it would be a most impressive
that we must finally rely if these great
the patriotic thing to do is to keep It, thing if we could say to the kaiser
operations are to be carried to a sue- not to sell it. just to get the dollars. that not nine million six hundred
cessful conclusion. It is for that reasThe bonds are sold in the open maron that I have gone to the country
thousand American citizens, as in tho
with every Liberty Loan and have ask.
ket, they aro traded in and sold. Any- last loan, had subscribed', but that this
WILLIAM
CUIUS Mc.I)04.
one can buy or sell a government issue was taken by fifteen million or
ed the people of America themselves
bond, if he chooses to do so. It is twenty million of American citizens. If
to do this great thing for themselves;
not to do it for the government, not
legitimate trading and no one wants that was done, it would be a magnifito do U for the secretary of the treas- things' required by the war; and the wool or the cloth made of the wool to interfere with legitimate trading. cent effect on the general economy of
ury, but to do it for themselves, be- chielf burden devolves upon America and the shoes made of the leather that But I want to make it clear to you, the situation.
that If you really
cause it is their business that I am of furnishing the food required not you do not take, and to pay the wages my fellow-citizenNow I want to tell you of at least
of the men who make those things. are patriots, if you really want to one way in which this money is being
am merely trying to only for our own people, but the solencaged in.
diers and civilian population of our j In saving, therefore, and lendsing your help, if you really want to protect the spent.- Wo have done ono thing in this
serve you and protect your interest.
money to your government, you per- credit of your government, to make war
no nation in history had over
l!ut lending money to the govern- allies as well. That is the reason,
that It has become neces- form an immensely patriotic service, it strong, and to save your rights and done that
ment will not alone win the war we
before. We did something in
with.'
economize
to
an 'essentially patriotic service; and at your liberties, you must keep the gov- recognition of the sacrifices that ure
must do more. It is by economy, by sary recenlly
wheat. The wheat crop of the I'nited the same time you are benefitting ernment bonds, when you buy them, made
by the men who put on the unisaving, by prevention of waste and by States was short
we
Uo yourselves
andi
have
had
because you are making because that is the supreme necessity form of their country, and the sacriusing the savings thereby effected, and
t
whe.'i
for
else
substitute
of
off
the
hour.
to
better
yourselves
something
by adding
your
fices made by their family. Do you
lending them to your government, so
you are eating bread there wealth the a mount that you save.
that it may have the means to buy bread, andnever
Why do I say that? Every time we realize that when a soldier enlists or
saw
Hut
before.
wh'ut
you
days
issue
solWar Means Sacrifice.
three billion or four billion of is drafted Into tho service of the Unithe things required for the gallant
diers and sailors who are shedding could be ntore inspiring and noble, to
Now, I have referred to government bonds, what happens? In ted States, that the entire family of
who can't fight (han to leat
these things merely
because a campaign of this character every that soldier is called to the colors?
their blood for your lives and liberty, the patriot over
here that will kiecp
anything
it is important that throughout man. woman, or child in America is Don't you see that his earning power,
that we can help more.
reand
soul together, thereby
I should
the country we shall understand as solicited for as. many
if the family is dependent upon it, is
like to explain to you in as body
essential supplies for the wo enter this second year of tho war bonds as they can buy, andgovernment
Don't
when the! withdrawn from that family?
simple a way as I can the importance leasing those
men
of
our
the
at
of saving and economy. At this time we support
fighting
that we must not be so
subscriptions finally come in, and I you sec that the wife and tho children
and
behind
civil
front
the
population
as we have been in the year Just past. accept three or four billions of sub- have to suffer the unspeakable agonhave the double burden of carrying,
our own part in this war, financing them? It is a pleasure to help any AVe must realize that we really are in scriptions, what is the result? Tho ies of anxiety as tho soldier goes on
the colossal part that we must play man who wears a blue Jacket or a this war. my
and buying power of the market has. of this dangerous mission from which ho
d
uniform.
It is not a that war does mean sacrifice,
In it, and also of etxending credit to
it does course, been absorbed.
Everybody may never return, upon this dangerous
the allies who are fighting with us, sacrifice to stop eating wheat bread. not only mean sacrifice on the part of who had any money to invest in gov- mission which may mean that he will
It is not hard for us to do tha,t. We the soldier or the sailor, who
because their credit has been so exgives his ernment bonds has bought them, and die tho death of a hero on the field
hausted that they have not the means should have begun sooner. All that life, or loses his leg, or comes back the result is that if someone offers his of battle in a foreign country, without
to buy in our market the goods and the American people need to know, as bliiulei1, by poisonous gas. or miamed bonds, on the stock market, there is the comfort of a wife or child or relsupplies essential to the maintenance I have learned as 1 have been over the forever pathetic and tragic as that no buying power left, and there is a ative, buried, perhaps, in an unmarkof their armies in Ihe field and the sup-- 1 country and have talked to them, is, may be. That is not the only kind
sag. It does not sag because the bond ed grave. Jlany of them are making
what is the thing to do? What is the sacrifice that the war entails. .The is not good. It does
port of their eivilinr
population.
not sag because the supreme sacrifice in order that
to
do
will
that
must
we
enable
raise
of
immenso
intelligent thing
Therefore,
wives
llmse men win go to the the purpose or determination of the America shall keep the torch of liberVi out,
sums of money to take care of them. us to help most? And when the Amerthe mot hers of thorn sons who American people to see this war to a ty burning in the world and: make
In addition to that we must produce ican people have learned what to do, had to die, the children wno arc left finish is reflected in that decline.
America safe for yourselves and your
the things which they must have, and I have never seen any people so re- fatherless in tho world they are till
Do you realizo
No Lack of Determination.
what It
posterity.
which they pay for with the credits sponsive to the call of country.
the ci lors just as mucii as the
It does not indicate any lack means, my friends, when a loved one
serving
we extend to them.
men who wear the uniform, and their
World Snn-itof Wool.
of determination upon the goes to the front; the agonies of the
Civilians Effort Kssential.
Let us take tho ciise of wool. siifiering is, 1:1 many respects, pre.itor.
part of America to carry the wife or mother? Many are in this
It is a (iiiestion of urodue- There is a scarcity of wool in
must learn in the second year war forward. It does not indicate that audience whose brave sons have gone
tion and of saving and the
the world. Every ounce of wool of the war that we must not indulge the confidence of the
in their out to fight for our country.
civilian population who do not that you can save is a direct contriself to the extent that w hav:i in the government has been people
Can you understand what it means
weakened.
It
In
are
as
essential
Just
this
to
men
We
in
guns,
bution
the
carry
the pas;.
must purify our Fouls and merely indicates, my friends, that the to pick up the newspaper in the mornfighting
great conflict, and have Just as im- trenches and a. direct contribution to fortify our souls for tips greit and people who sell their bonds thought- ing and look at that fateful list, to see
portant a part to play, as the men the civil population in Europe whose mighty contest which is now proceed- lessly or otherwise, or unnecessarily if the man you love most Is there?
who actually fight in the trench- health and strength must be kept up ing upon the battle fields of
Picardy. in the market, have offered them at a Can you realize the anxiety and the
es.
And the extent to which we do that time when there did not
They do not have the same in onler that they may make arms
happen to be agony which comes to you every time
sacrifices to make.
There
is no andi supplies for those in the field.
is the extent to which enough money left to buy them, and ypu see a
telegraph messenger at your
so
no
sacrifice
sacrifice
There is a scarcity also of leather in We aie going to help ourselves; it is that Is the reason they go down. What house? Can
noble,
you realize what it means
comparable to that of giving one's the world, and it is very difficult to the extent to which we are going to is the effect of that? The effect is to the wife with little children, who
life for one's country.
But in get the necessary supply to make the be able to keep the general level of that when the bonds are quoted be- hasn't the means to
'support herself,
order that those who give their lives shoes required for the armies in the prices at a more reasonable point, and low par, everybody
says, "Put up the and who must be dependent in large
for their country may not give them in field and for the civil populations in the extent to which you will be able rate of intercut
again." . To increase part upon the charity of the communto respond as often as the governvain, the duty devolves upon every Euro lie.
the rate of Interest is onlv a nalliative.
ity In which she lives?
man. woman and child in America to
So, therefore, my friends, when you ment calls upon you to respon I In uYou know, every time you sell a
Our Soldiers Tarry this Load.
great
rto with equal patriotism and fervor refrain from .spending money
upon the purchase of Liberty Bonds.
me
Oh, my fellow countrymen,
market Is combed dry in the
issue,
of soul back of the lines what must unnecessary
same way, so far as investment mon
Patriotism. Not (irced. Incentive.
"clothing,
unnecessary
how can we think without emolie dune in order that our soldiers and shoes and unnecessary food, don't you
Ami now that hrnigs me to ey is concerned, and the bonds would
tion of these gallant, noble he
sailors may want for nothing that will see that you release supplies that will
another point about the Liberty decline again. No matter what the roes and their gallant, noblo wives,
enable them to fight this battle suc- Contribute immensely to the success of
Ponds about which T want to rate of interest Is. As a consequence, mothers, fathers and children who are
and
in
see
the
field?
to
armies
Don't you
the
cessfully
victoriously.
talk
you very frankly and very sinmy friends, if the credit of the gov- carrying tho brunt ojt this great tragic
Let me advert in my homely fash-Io- n that it is vital to the success of our cerely. I have ben
told by some peo- ernment, of the United States becomes enterprise for us?
to some of the things you can do. arms that those things shall be done? ple that the rate of interest
v
on
nut America illumined the world,
depreciated, and If we have to conThe food supply of the world Is short t'nless you save and economize in this
Bonds is too low. and. therefore, stantly stimulate the credit by increas- once more with a noble and splendid'
way, you cannot at the same time save we could not rely upon the patriotism
thday. Food: of course is a fundamenting the rates of interest, it Is a confes- act of humanity. She passed a bill by
al. People must have food in order money to lend to tho government. The of the American people to buy these sion to Germany, and it causes the tho unanimous vote of both houses of
to sustain their strength and health, government, must ask you to lend it bonds.
have been urged to make kaiser to know, what he believes of, the rongress providing life Insurance
in order that they may prpduce other your money so that it may buy the tho rate of interest
higher than it is America, that its credit is weakening, for every soldier and every sailor and
and tho richest country in tho world every nurse who wears the uniform of
has not enough confidence in itself our country. And she provided In that
and in its own government to support Act for the support of theso dependent
its bonds at par.
families. Private soldiers get $360 a
Now, I want to earn' that argument year for service In this country and
a bit further, because I want tho peo$396 a year for service upon the soil
ple of America to understand this, of France or in foreign countries
and I know that when they do under- that is all we pay them we fix that
stand. It, we will not have to continue price, WE FIX THEIR WAGES, and
to Increase the rates of Interest, Sup- Imperil their lives In the bargain, and
pose you put up the rate again. We yet when we lend our money to the.
did put it up this time to 4
per government some people say that 4
cent, and I did it with the, utmost re- and a quarter per cent is not enough.
luctance.
I
think It is a pathetic thing Contrast that with what the soldier
We may go through the valley of the shadow until we get victory, but as
that the American peoplo have to does. He may give his life andi ho
sure as there is a God in heaven, and as long as America has a soul, we will
continue to raise the rate of interest gets $396 a year, $'.,! a mouth. It Is
on themselves in order to support the sacrilege to compare his sacrifice to
have that victory!
government in a time like this. This the sacrifice of lending money to the
The peace of the world CAN NEVER again be secured until the whole
quarter of one per cent do you know government of the United StateB at
GERMAN ideal is destroyed.
what It means to American people on four and a quarter per cent interest.
A year of experience has disillusioned even those who wanted to believe
a ten year issue like the present? It
We provided in that bill that every
means that there, must bo taken out enlisted man should be compelled to
that Germany had no such intentions as she has now disclosed in the Russian
of the pockets of the American people allot one half of his pay ,if he Is mar.,
catastrophe.
to pay that Increase of interest, one ried, for the support of his wife. Wo
We do not intend to permit the kaiser to order the American flag off the
quarter of one. per cent on ten billions take it out of his pay. In addition to
of dollars or two hundred and fifty that the government gives that wife
high seas.
millions more of interest charges in $15 more a month. And we give each
Our problem is to mobilize America's might, to organize it irresistably on
ten years. Now, who pays that? The child an additional $5 a month, so if
the battlefield.
taxpayers of America. Some of you there are three children tho wife
We cannot for one INSTANT think of peace unless it is founded upon
peoplo who think you don't pay taxes would get $45 a month while the husbecause you lon't own nroncrtv or band is away from home.
JUSTICE.
have a large income, are thinking enUncle Sum Insures Troops.
We cannot wage wars without money.
tirely mistakenly. There is not a.man,
tie is also permitted to take
in
There is no sacrifice so noble, NO SACRIFICE comparable, to that of givor
child
$10,900 of insurance directly
America that does
(woman,
'
not
In
taxes
one
from
form
Undo Sam. We have In
or another:
pay
ing one's LIFE for one's country.
taxes on your Incomes, if they are sured in the treasury department of
Unless you save and economize you cannot lend money to your governlarge enough, or taxes on the con- the United States 1.600,000 of our gal- ment.
And the total amount
sumption of things, on the things you lant fighters.
eat and the things you wear. I men- of insurance that Uncle Sam has
The wives of those men who go to the front, the mothers of those sons
tion this because I want you to under- granted upon their lives la more than
who had to die, the children who are left fatherless in the world they are
stand that if you put up the rates of 13.000,000,000 of dollars.
And as a
all serving the colors just as the men who are wearing the uniform; their sufInterest on government bonds, you are result the wives of the sailors and sol'
diers
who
to
new
the front are assured
go
burden of taxation
imposing a
fering is in many respects, greater.
upon the masses of the people of the of a sufficient amount at least to live
I do not believe the patriotism of America is expressed in the rate of interUnited States. This is an unintelligent on and in case of the death of the
est on & government bond.
10.000
is
thing to do, and I know that tho husband who is Insured
American people detest unlntelllgence piad, if that is the amount of insurAmerica illumined the world once more with a noble and splendid act of
ance taken by the soldier,' and it is
more than any other quality.
humanity. She passed a bill for insurance for every soldier and sailor and
Americans l ndorstand Pconomics.
paid in monthly installments of $57.50
who
wears
uniform
the
nurse,
a
of
every
month covering a period of twenty
our country.
have been told that I must
We are not daunted by what is happening in Europe. We are not afraid.
VtJa "ot speak to the American peo years.
That is the most humane piece of
pie on economics, that the mass
I believe that the AMERICAN FLAG, the BANNER of liberty and freeof the people of the United States can- legislation .the most advanced piece of
UPON
dom,
which, one year ago, we EMBLAZONED the MESSAGE that the
not understand economics. Let me say, legislation that ever has been enacted
world shall be MADE safe for democracy, will TRIUMPH.
I want to rea'd
by any government,
my friends, that the people of Ameria letter I received the other day
ca do understand economics.
I have been told that I should not
They you
speak to the American people on ecodon't understand the man who cannot from a splendid mother In the state
nomics; that they could not understand that. The American people do un- '
explain it Intelligently to them, but of Virginia. She addresses the secrett
derstand economics.
they can understand economics if it tary of the treasury as follows:
"Dear Sir: Will you kindly
is explained to them Intelligently. As I"
excuse the liberty I take In
I have gone through the country and
wrttine VOU but It fenl T mnnt.
spoken on these questions I have never failed to get a response from an writei and, thank you for the .interest
American audience .and It Is necessary
,

MIL
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IN EMBROILING WORLD
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COLOSSI STRUGGLE

HISTORY IS UNMASKED

N

HUN STANDS

PILLORIED AT
SAYS

BAR OF CIVILIZATION,

SECRETARY U. S. TREASURY
William Gibbs McAdoo in Armory Speech Declares it is Only
Simpleton Who Thinks or Believes That There is Any Benevolent Purpose or Intention on the Part of the Teutonic
Military Autocracy; Kaiser Sought to Abrogate America's
Right to Sail Unmolested the High Seas; Our Answer is
Defiance and Determination to Fight This War to. a Finish; Must Go Forward Without Hesitation or Turning; We
Cannot Think of Peace Unless it is Founded on Justice.'
OLLOWING is the speech
in lull delivered by Secretary of the Treasury
William G. McAdoo at the
armory here last night.
Fellow Countrymen: America is engaged in the most

F

tol-oss- al

war of all time; a war of
such tragic proportions that
those who are close to it and
charged with the responsibilities of conducting it have their
souls torn every day with the
anguish of suffering humanity.
We are, fellow citizens,
against our will, parties to this
tragic and stupendous conflict.
Ill
A vear ot experience has
taught us much. A year of experience has disillusioned
pvpb those who wanted to believe that Germany had no such
intentions as she has now disclosed in the Russian catastro-- j
jihe. It is only the simpleton who thinks or believes that
there is any benevolent purpose or intention on tne part 01
the Germany military autocracy. Its purposes have been unmasked and it stands pilloried at the bar of civilization.
America has come upon the scene, not only because her
safety was imperiled, not only because her rights had been
and
ruthlessly and insolently transgressed, but for another
more impelling reason. She came because the voice of
suffering and outraged humanity from those stricken battle
fields across the sea have touched the soul of America and
America has sprung to arms.
.

command from tiling
on the
wonderful
191 1, to want to assure you that
thirty-firs- t
has been made by this great,
forego our rights as an independent Progress
unorganized democracy in making itpeople. He undertook to say, by a de- self
an organized and potent military
cree signed In his palace at Berlin,
by training, by
that America should no longer exer- power. I!y nature,
we have been
cise her right to sail unmolested the principle, by tradition,
an
unarmed
people.
of
in
seas
the
legitimate
pursuit
high
Aniricuii Meal N Peace.
commerce; ami if you will read the
Wu believed sincerely tnat
memorandum attached to that declaruniversal peace was a thing
ation, which was lodged with the then
attainable in the state of civil
friendly American government a few ization that
had been developed before
hours only before the decree went into
this war broke out in Europe. It is a
effect', you will find thut after orderand splendid ideal, this Ideal of
ing us to keep off the high seas in noble,
peace, when men can frazones surrounding Great
liritain, universal
rights
France and Italy, some T00 miles in ternize as brothers, when the
be equal,
extent, he graciously added that he of men and women of shall
shall
world
the
would uermtt one American ship per when all the peoples
have the right of
week to sail from America to
when every
Eniiland, and one American and of
to national Integrity shall be respected,
shiu to return from Knglatid
when every people may live in safety,
each
America.
week,
provided
should when the knowledge that territorial
due notice
That
what'.'
be t ice n to the kaiser
that that aggrandizement is at an end, andi that
ship would sail people cannot be bartered as though
.single American
a course specified by the kaiser and they were merchandise.
that it should be painted in alternate
The wonderful ideal that We all
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